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Th€%fe!*as Student Publications'"Board 
*$$3>f Operating Trustees (TSP) made an m-
••- 4tial move Monday night to retain an at­
torney for possible legal action regarding 
, The Daily Texan funding controversy. 
; •- The first of two resolutions passed by 
the TSP Board authorized an attorney to 
investigate a possible legal challenge to 
the University System Board Of Regents' 
.. March 15 decision to change The Texan to 
an optional funding basis. 
The other resolution requested the 
- regents to make a TSP budget change of 
$15,000 from last year's earnings to retain 
*• legal counsel. 
Legal action would be based on First 
Amendment press freedom and -Wth 
Amendment "due process of law." 
•" The board went into executive session 
immediately after convening to consult 
- with legal counsel. 
David Richards, a local labor attorney, 
delivered an opinion on the TSP Board's 
legal situation at the closed meeting. 
Several board members confered with 
•i&l 
few 
Fair . . . 
Tuesday's high should 
be near 80 under fair 
skies, with northeast­
erly winds 6 to 12 
m.p.h. The low Tues-
day night will be near 
Blood Drive . 
The sixth University 
Blood Drive for the 
Texas Hemophilia As­
sociation starts Tues­
day. Drawing will be 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
through Thursday in 
the Union Main Ball­
room. Several mobile 
drawing stations will 
be set up around cam­
pus in association 
with various competi­
tions. Related story, 
Page 9. 
jCounsel 
Richards last week, and four others willX 
return to him on Tuesday, possibly to ask. 
him to take the case. 
The board's motion to retain an attorney, 
is contingent on obtaining funds "through 
development of any available resource.' 
If the regents refuse the budget change, 
the TSP Board will look into the possibility 
of staging benefits and seeking con­
tributions to raise funds for legal counsel. 
|§TSP Board President Michael Moore 
said that funds cannot be guaranteed to 
hire an attorney until tJ^^jegenti: 
authorize the budget change. • 
He said his next step is to meet with' 
University President Stephen Spurr "to 
encourage him to petition the regents to 
put our request on their next agenda as air 
emergency item." 
However, Texan Editor Michael Eakin 
•said he hoped "the regents will be recep­
tive to the budget change request, but I'm 
not optimistic.! think it'ssafeito say they 
won't approve it — that would be authoriz­
ing $15,000 for us to sue them." 
Eakin said he was "enthusiastic about 
the board authorizing the retention of an 
attorney." 
The board's resolution stated that a 
legal challenge to the regents' action 
would be based primarily on "a depriva­
tion of the First and 14th Amendment 
rights."r: 
Board rhember John Morris said hie 
would like to see an attorney contacted 
about bringing suit based \>n breach of 
trust, aside from the constitutional 
arguments. 
Morris said that Richards told the board 
"that we have a good case constitutional* 
ly. But he didn't encourage or discourage 
a lawsuit." 
"It's long past time the board started 
looking into the constitutionality of the 
regents' decision," said Eakin. "The 
board has at last shown its desires to 
possibly take this to court." . 
. »»*» u Jen Cents Fourteen P&gef 471-4591 
Manhattan Bias 
Building; 
NEW YORK (AP) -£A rumbling early;f;J "It sounded like a bomb and it lasted^ 
morning explosion brought down a wall of io seconds," said Dick Amen, a Vietnflnj 
a 26-story commercial building Monday.^veteran who lives across the street, 
and shook hundreds of residents out of' , , 
ur.,f 
m 
•mif f, • 
their sleep on Manhattan's East Side, not*' 
far from the United Nations. -
' At ieast-86 persons were injuiihea th the 
blast and fire or by shattered glass. 
THE DIPLOMATIC missions of Nepal, 
Indonesia, Burundi and Laos, located 
and around the wrecked building were 
severely- rocked. 
The Fire Department believed the blast 
came from an accumulation of gas leaking 
in the brick-and-steel structure at 312 E. 
46th St. The building is situated midway 
between First and Second Avenues and 
faces both 46th and 45th Streets. 
. ' AMONG THE critically hurt waa 
crewman on a sanitation truck 
happened to be picking up refuse at th$ 
^commercial building; He was .Frank, 
Ranaldo, inthe intensive care unit at 
Bellevue Hospital for boms of the lungs^ 
The early, arrival at the commercial 
touildingwas Jacob Weiss, assistant con-, 
trailer of Associated YM-YWCAs of Ne# 
York, who was in his 15th-floor office &t 
6:40 a.m., 18 minutes before the blasts 
Weiss said he smelled a peculiar odoi^ 
when he arrived and was on the telephone 
when the explosion shook the building. 
"Goodbye 
into the phone 
'he said" 
Ten persons were hurt seriously enough,, . 
to require hospitalization, and three ofr® Weiss said he got down to the eighth 
them were listed as critical. Another 65 ' floor before debris made the stairwells 
persons received treatment, mostly for impassable. Firemen brought him do^o. 
lesser cuts, bruises and smoke inhalation, the rest of the way by"aerial ladder. -
Eleven policemen hurt in • rescue and$$ 
search operations also needed treatment * 
4 ^ 
A Capital idea 
Denver Boy Scouts construct an old-fa«hion«d lianal tower before the 
Colorado State Copltol Building. "Only rope holds the tower together. . 
Ellsberg's Attorney Visits 
[ V o t i n g  S t a t u s  
Transferable 
Until Monday 
' Students needing to change voting 
precincts within Austin before the May 4 
primary may do so Wednesday through 
Friday and Monday on the West Mall, and 
may vote absentee until April 30. 
The Student Council for Voter Registra­
tion will man a table these days from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
"The purpose is to chajige students' 
precincts within Austin, as next Monday is 
the last day to do this before the 
primary," Greg Wool, chairman of the 
organization, said Monday. 
— He emphasized that they can only help 
students who have their voter registration 
card with them. 
± "If they have lost their card, they must 
go to the courthouse to change precincts," 
Wool said. 
r : He said that students may also register 
to vote in Austin at this time but will not 
fee eligible until the June 1 runoff. 
• f "We can only change precincts for peo­
ple who are presently registered to vote in 
Austin. For instance, we can't change 
someone from a Dallas'precinct to one 
_ here," Wool said. 
' He said that students possibly may not 
receive a registration card in the mail ' 
before the primary, biit their prednct will 
have been changed aijd, they will still be 
eligible to vote. 
•f $&.. Absentee voting will be held at the Coun-
Courthouse in the county clerk's office 
until April 30. A rally in Wooldridge Pant 
'r^om 2 to 8 p.m. Saturday will be held to 
encourage people to vote absentee. Free 
entertainment and refreshments will be 
-jRTovided. , :J§' 
By GARY EDWARD JOHNSON 
Texan Staff Writer 
Leonard Boudin, chief counsel for Daniel Ellsberg in the Pen­
tagon papers trial, discussed Watergate and gave a first-hand 
account of the Ellsberg trial Monday in Townes Hall 
auditorium. 
"The problem of official lawlessness that has filled our 
newspapers every day ;is not new," Boudin said, citing Teapot 
Dome, the "red scare" and McCarthyism. 
Concerning Watergate, he said, "When the whole case is 
developed, subject to no more tape erasures, I think it will be 
proven he (President Nixon) had knowledge of what was going 
on. -v . -
"I AM WILLING to bet each of you a dollar that the President 
— who I believe to be guilty of certain crimes — will not be con­
victed of any crimes" in court, Boudin commented. 
Recognizing Nixon might have Bad no early knowledge of 
Watergate, Boudin said the President should still be held ac­
countable for acts of his subordinates and be impeached. 
Boudin cited a declaration by the first session of Congress 
which said if the President does not fire employes of the ex­
ecutive branch whom Congress does not" like, then Congress 
should "fire" the, President. 
"PRIOR TO 1789, 'high crimes and misdemeanors' did not 
mean crimes," Boudin noted. "In England men have even been 
impeached for giving bad advice.. 
"If the present President does not know what is going on, let's 
get one who does," he concluded. 
The defense attorney for Ellsberg and Anthony Russo in th 
Pentagon papers trial in Los Angeles was bitter about; the offer 
by the Nixon administration to make Judge Matthew Byrne 
director of the F$I. 
TMBI 
MANY OF the injured were residents of 
the Envoy Towers, a luxury high-rise 
apartment building adjacent to the com-, 
mercial structure. ; s < \ 
The Envoy Towers was evacuated and 
among its dazed occupants a newsman 
counted three-dozen persohs, children rnp 
eluded, bleeding from head and body cuts 
sustained when windows blew in. 
..The blast also buckled a number of 
doors and some residents had to break 
their way out. > 
•  : £ ? .  
FIRE COMMISSIONER John O'Hgg&n 
%aid the evidence pointed to a natural gas 
explosion, and the Fire Department 
ordered gas service shut offta the 
neighborhood as a precaution. 
Two sweeps of the wrecked building by 
firemen and police turned up no bodies. 
<>The second sweep was. interrupted for a 
-time when an anonymous caller told police 
there was a bomb in the building. None 
was found. 
m 
A fire touched otfiy tne explosl ion w^s 





"Members of the Administcatibn were trying to see if they 
could persuade Byrne not to tell us about the burglary" of the 
ftffice of Dr. Lewis Fielding;-'Ellsberg's .psychiatrist, Boudin 
claimed. < 1 > 
"If we had offered the judge a job in my law firm," Boudin^ 
said, he would have been thrown in jail. ; .'/['p ,''; 
BYRNE DECUNED the FBI directorship, disclosed the 
burglary of Ellsberg's psychiatrist and eventually dismissed 
the Ellsberg-Russo case because of "government misconduct." 
;; Charges that Ellsberg committed theft of the Pentagon 
papers were "incomprehensible," Boudin said, because "a 
Rand Corporation document said Ellsberg was the only person 
• authorized to possess the Pentagon papers." . ^ 
A member of the audience asked Boudin how he could be 
angered by the conviction of World War II Japanese Gen. 
Yamashita for subordinates' acts of which he was unaware, but 
can seek the conviction of Nixon even if he was unaware of his 
subordinates' acts. 
"I do not think a President can be convicted (in court) for 
acts of his workers," but one can be impeached and removed 
from office for the same reason, Boudin replied. 
ALTHOUGH A major charge against the Watergate defen­
dants is conspiracy, the Yale instructor remarked, "I still don't 
like conspiracy prosecutions. I think most of them could be 
caught on aiding and abetting." 
Reminded that most of those Watergate defendants were 
lawyers, Boudin expressed hope for the profession's future. 
"I have more confidence in this generation of lawyers than 
the current group," he said. 
The speech was sponsored by the School of Law, Student Bar 
Association;: Texas Union Ideas and Issues Committee, the 






Leonard Boudin, Ellsberg attorney, ditcus»e» case, 't 
Kennedy/Brezhnev 
DisCM^s Arms Race 
MOSCOW (AP) - Sen. ^dwarcl M. 
Kennedy and Communist Party leader , 
Leonid I. Brezhnev expressed optimism ' 
Monday that "substantial progress" can 
be made to curb the arms race and main­
tain peace between the superpowers. ;V;' 
'S During a four-hour meeting, Brezhnev ; 
said he would like to visit the United | 
' States again "on business." ; 
M Following the Kremlin session, Kennedy 
•;,v<5,i'.-»'t'flew to the Georgian capital of Tbilisi.^., 
mp - * * 
In a brief statement, the Massachusetts i 
||i^)emocrat said he and Brezhnev expressed • 
fl^'the deep commitment of their two coun-
i'^ries to maintaining peace between them, 
^bringing the arms race firmly under con­
trol,, and to working out productive I 
relations In a host of other areas.*%'M' 
Kennedy, on a one-week visit to Russia, 
ll||9aid he and Brezhnev were optimistic 
They're all aimed at peace. Why shouldn't 
we be satisfied," he replied 
if HjL 
Kennedy said the talks in Brezhnev,iv 
study touched on several subjects, im 
eluding the Middle East, economic 




V .;lt was understood that the optimism ex; 
pressed in the statement did not refer 
the sensitive question of Jewish emigfa 
tion from the Soviet Union — an issue tie<t 
'to U.S.-Soviet trade^||is' 
tOij 
^ ^'substantial progress toward^these goals^ future, 
could be achieved." ^ «&,-
. -Kennedy has been among congressional 
opponents of granting tariff concessioas 
and American credits to the Soviet Uniortt 
unless emigration policies are 
' Brezhnev's''allotting 
busy day to Kennedy was seen i^s ai sigo vg 
the Communist Party leader 
Kennedy may run for president is 
Brezhnev jgrooti 
.ji. • ... 
and Mrs. Kennedy, Tod Jr., and daughter Kara. 
J? Jt 
Before the meetings, newsmen asked 
Brezhnev about the status of Soviet-
American^ detente^—"Matters--go 
1 m 
'' 'Kennedy sa^f fi^lSas no intention < 
ning in 1976/tmt his current tour i _ 
he may be laying the foreign poticx 








Parking Violations ^ow'l Bales Calls for lnihbvations 
* d« tniMi efrr iiir» lurkiiM intn an antrled The letters are sent to the. ff THE CHARGE Still is • •" SsfeffiL - .'• .,-• -. •# •.• »<t«Hra PhpAivRAiH MAnH< i§5 >* By DIANA KERR . like backing into an angled 
University police issued 54,|;^1space cost $2. The University 
|C$&7? parking tickets last year,^"collected $109,012.91 from 
•Despite the impressively Wgh* 
number. Asst. Police Chief 
W.iL. Purse considers the 
figure to be low in relation toi 
the number of cars in the area 
and number of actual? 
violations that occur. @1 
Although the traffic division 
issues more than twice as 
many permits as spaces, N.G. 
Morris of the Parking and 
Traffic Division claimed 
there are surplus parking 
jsafeas but a shortage of park­
ing where people want to 
park. Morris said this ex-
l plains the higher incidence of 
. violations in the central cana­
ry pus area. 
TICKETS ISSUED for 
ff'~r flagrant parking Violations 
If:, sych as parkingJn a "P" lot 
without a disabled permit cost. 
fj& the violator HO, .major 
offenses which comprise mos£ 
fny common violations such as 
failing to display the proper 
permit for the space occupied 
cost $5, and minor offenses 
ticjsets last year, 
^^The money is used to take 
care of the cost of ad­
ministering the Parking and 
IF   tilt i  
not paid, the University police 
issue a court appearance 
ticket in lieu of the .original 
ticket and the matter is sent 
to a Travis County justice of 
A unique way for students to see it all. 
MafM Tr«»J ».©, 7040. fcuUhl. Taw 7I71J 
The Huntsville Bus Project 
is offering one-day bus rides 
for Austinites wishing to visit 
relatives or friends in Texas. 
prisons. • * •.» 
The trips, which reach 14 . 
Texas Department of Correc-
tion units, are made twice a 
month and cost $8 for adults 
and $2 for children under 12 
years of age. 
"WE FEEL that there are 
University students who have 
friends in prison and could use 
this service to visit them," 
Janet Stockhard, an Austin at­
torney and one of the project 
organizers, said. 
•" About 15 people ride a 
rented van to the Huntsville 
prison units on the second 
Saturday of each* month, Ms. 
Stockhard said. A trip to the 
seven units around Houston is 
made on the third Saturday. 
The trips usually last from 7 
a.m. to 8 p.m., she said. 
JFhe bus. project was 
organized two years ago by 
Ms. Stockhard and Bill 
Holder, both University law 
graduates. Holder has since 
left Texas to attend graduate 
' T" 
 
address submitted when the 
parking permit was issued. 
When no address is available* 
or the car has no permit, an 
address is traced through the 
state vehicle registration 
Traffic Division and traffic , number (license plates )|||^: the peace court 
enforcementi" William 
^Wilcox, director of the 
Physical Plant, said. Money 
also goes into wages and 
salaries for University police 
and security guards, im­
proving and maintaining park­
ing areas and for the upkeep 
of signs, he added. 
Once the tickets are issued, 
a complex process of collec­
tion begins. A person who 
receives a ticket must go to 
the Service Building and pay 
within 10 days or the charge 
doubles. Once the total charge 
is $25 the division ^ends the 
violator a letter' informing 
him that he owes on back 
tickets. If the violator still 
fails to respond, a letter in­
forms him that the tickets are 
being forwarded to the 




school. The Austin project 
was patterned after a Califor­
nia group that car pooled to 
prison farms, Ms. Stockhard 
said. : 
"THIS SERVICE is very., 
useful," Velma Cruse, a 
passenger-turned-volunteer, 
said. "Before, pet^le weren't 
sure where to go, and a car or 
bus trip costs too much." 
"Most of our passengers 
have become involved in the 
project," Ms. Stockhard said. 
"They sell the tickets 'and 
take our calls, and generally 
organize the trips." 
"Our big problem, though, 
is trying to get the Word out 
about the project. Sometimes 
we feel like we're missing 
those who need it most," she 
said. 
Tickets may be purchased 
at the Safeway store at 12th 
Street and IH 35 on the first 
Saturday of the month, or 
reservations may be made by 
phone, Ms. Stockhard said. 
"Of if people show up Satur­
day morning, (at the store) 
and there's still, room, they 









Quick, Reliable Service 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors Needed 
Men & Women: 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 P.M. 
TUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 W. 6»h 477-3735 
f $250 
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ne'e ore a tcuofe-ot gieat ways lo sf*gnd 
ocwi o! your summer. (maybe all of vcur 
•.urnr'iiTf) without wofrytng^aboutgas, A 
Gtev"«toml Amcmpass, wfttch gives you- , 
u -ii.fnitod uavei throughout America (S165 
'or 1 re^jfi ^rtd &22Q tor 2 months), and 
/aU/Msic fluule' on sl*«p»og acconv 
aJontj the way. It cover? Vs. 
-"v^rvie oc.pti hostels no-fntt motels, 
ftStfs 
?vu < an kUm your (w imp _0et pnaod 
-'•!! !'if puv nnyviftjefe* jpd anytime -you ' 
. Stay as long #s you 
fcittv aootfteftous 
wo t bfeen orv one oI>our bu*e* -
»$**...ycoflk'wi far..o tew tAmsam.w^- ^ 
* i ,'i > ' vr ' . - '' ' ' 'A ' ' ' . ^ t.1^" _ i r ^ 
pP3qeTft/esday, April 23, 
(Shew this od lo your folks.) 
prises. There's new legrotfm "Air cushioned 
fide. Rest rooms on board. Real comfort. 
So you may decide to spend a few nights 
' , with us on the bus along the way. 
Another nice^htng: you can bring your 
bike along too. <Ve'll tarry it in pur baggage 
;,gxo^Tpflrtment at no extra cost; You can do 
ijsome extra explormg on your own wheels. 
So tf your folks voted thumbs down on: 
.travel plans this summer here'* a 
il^rtsible way to reopen the discussion. 
"1 Go Greyhound. And leave tt|e driving 
10 us. . • ' " 
.iCall Greytwund Agent, *t 
MT«l- 476-7451 
IIAddress - 40) Congress Ave.;.:, 
w 
State Hep. Larry Bales, 
Democratic candidate for tlie 
U.S. Rouse, called Monday for 
revision of the "stagnant" 
Congress with new ideas and 
new approaches. 
In a lecture sponsored by 
University Young Democrats, 
Bales spoke to a small group 
of students in the Union 
Building. He said Congress 0 
cannot respmd to the crisis 
presently before the 
American people, calling. 
Congress "cumbersome" and 
"unwilling to face the issues." 
fl^Of the many issues in the 
'campaign, Bales cited two ' 
> topics as the mist important. 
First, he said, is the impeach­
ment issue. 
Because of the impeach­
ment situation, Congress may 
become dominated by 
Democrats, - which is "not 
necessarily a healthy thing, " 
Bales said . 
Bales commented on the 18-
minute gap in the tapes 
provided by the White House, 
calling it contempt of 
Congress, a probable cause 
for impeachment. 
A second important issue in 
the campaign is "the whole 
idea of the energy crisis." 
Bales called this a good exam­
ple of "congressional inac­
tion." 
UT Student ; 
Found Dead 
University student Thomas 
George Richmond of 2812 
Hemphill Park was found 
dead in his bedroom Monday 
afternoon when his room­
mates returned home from 
school. -
Justice of the Peace Jim 
Dear pronounced Richmond 
dead at 5:45 p.m. but declined 
to state the cause of death 
awaiting results of an autop­
sy. • 
The 22-year-old junior from 
Alvin was enrolled in the 
College of Humanities. 
Certain environmental ad­
vances .are now uTdanger, he 
said. Bales cited the 
ecological ly. controversial 
Alaskan pipeline and the 
abolition of mandatory emis­
sion . control devices as ex­
am pies of environmental 
dangers. 
Bales stated he supported 
an excess profits tax on oil 
companies, a rollback in oil 
prices, the abolition of the oil 
depletion allowance and a 
name of Bob Sneed for re­
election to the post of 
Democratic chairman as a 
"protest" against Wendlers 
administration. 
Wendler is running for re­
election in the May 4 primary 
unopposed. . 
When asked about 
McCreary's accusations, 
Wendler said he had made no 
effort to organize Travis 
County for any politician. 
'I might encoiirage or dis-
"StT^^moWe -courage candidates prior to 
L Kline, but after that I dont 
Frommer-Pasmantier Publishing Corp :.v 
70 5th Avenue • New York, N! V. 100H 
I plan tp buy a Greyhound Amenpass. Please 
. send'me a postage-paid copy of "whore to 
stay USA" at the special reduced price of 
41 76. A.cheek^ot monev'order is enclosed ' 
made payable ro Frpmmer• Pasmanjief 's; 
Publ'Shtng Corp. .. i •• 
N»mt„ 
horsepower. 
Bales said his primary elec­
tion opponent, U.S. Rep. J.J. 
"Jake" Pickle, was "running 
scared." 
McCreary 
Lou McCreary, Democratic 
candidate for state represen­
tative, Place 4, called Monday 
for the resignations of Travis 
County Democratic Party, 
Chairman- Ken Wendler and 
his political organizers, party 
favoritism and rigged, en­
dorsements , the local 
Democratic boss (Wendler) is 
attempting to set up his own 
political machine to control 
Travis County. 
''Wendler is attempting to 
control the student vote 
through Young, his paid 
political organizer. The 
method, used on campus is to 
have Wendler candidates en­
dorsed by the 'Student Action 
Committee,' (which Young 
headed.while he was a stu­
dent) to create the 
appearance of wide student 
support for Wendler's 
favorites. ; i, 
"Wendler mistakenly 
believes that Peck Young can 
deliver the - students to the 
polls like a herd of sheep. Like 
all other efforts to curtail the 
independence of the student 
voter, this effort is marked 
for failure," McCreary said. 
He added that if Wendler 
and Young don't resign, 




• 2 bedroom, Mb bath 
• large enough for a 
study room 
• furnished 
• all bills paid 
only 
$175.00/mo. 
.. • plenty of parking 
V • city transit to campus 
• 2 swimming pools 
• 24 hour maintenance 





IT'S TIME TO REFORM 
CAMPAIGN FINANCING 
^John W. Gardner, Chairman 
"Common Cause 
Former Secretary 
ot Health, Education and Welfare 
"Wouldn't it be great if you didn't have to take a single 
dime from anybody?"'said Senator Philip Hart of Michi­
gan. He had in mind the uncomfortable, sometimes de­
grading, experiences that political candidates have when 
they go hat-in-hand to potential donors for contributions.^. 
The costs of political campaigns have gone sky-high-. 
And monied special interests are always glad to meet 
those costs in behalf of the candidate. The inevitable 
result has been corruption, scandal and public mistrust 
of the political process: 
Today in most districts and states, candidates can't 
run for public office unless they are rich, or unless they 
are willing to put themselves under obligation to sources 
of funds. That isn't the kind of country we started out 
to be. 
There are honest contributors who give out of con­
viction, and there are honest politicians wlrb don't repay 
gifts with political favors. But let's face it: most large 
political gifts are made with the intent to buy influence, 
buy votes, buy politicians. 
The first principle of free self-government is account­
ability ,of government to the citizen. Elections are the 
chief means through which citizens enforce that account­
ability. But if the* winning candidate feels that his first,, 
obligation is ttf his big campaign donors, public account­
ability is destroyed. 
Here are some of the necessary ingredients of reform. 
1) There must be low ceilings oh individual or com­
mittee gifts. 
2) There must be limits on spending — although 
these must not be set. too low or they will handicap 
challengers. 
3^ There must be full public disclosure of all gifts 
and expenditures. One of the most powerful forces "for 
clean government ever discovered is the light of day. 
4) There must be an independent enforcement com­
mission with subpoena powers and the power to go to 
court. U is shocking bpt true that no federal campaign 
financing law has ever been seriously enforced by the 
.Justice Department. 
Many are now beginning to see that there is one further 
necessary ingredient if we are to have a responsible and 
competitive political system — namely, an element of 
, public financing in. campaigns. 
Money for campaigns need not come totally and ex­
clusively from public funds. The:bill recently debated in 
the Senate permits a role fpr money from private sources, 
although it places a ceiling on the size of gifts, it encour­
ages small private contributions by providing that they 
will be matched up to $100 each with public funds at the 
primary level. 
, No candidate in, the primaries will receive any federal 
—matched funds unless he or she has demonstrated the 
ability to raise small private gifts up to a specific thresh-
hold amount. Ttite will screen out frivolous candidates or 
candidafes-with no constituency. 
There are legitimate questions as to the mechanics of 
public financing, but these questions can be dealt with. 
The real question is whether we Intend lo put behind us 
; once and for all a system of campaign financing in which 
\ .money can buy political outcomes. „ 
There Is much more to do. And< the time to do it is now. 
The American people are tired of being bilked andHWianip-' 
ulated. It's time to give this country back to people 
For additional information, write Commoit Cause, 2030 M 
N.Vy.,Weshingt(}n, D.C. 20036.; .x 
^ Thk tp»e* it contammia * 
fili g; t t  
support any primary can­
didate," he said. 
'Travis is a very 
sophisticated county political­
ly, and anyone who thinks they 
can organize it into a political 
machine doesn't know what 
they're talking about." 
Wendler said he was com­
pletely surprised about 
McCreary's remarks. "The 
only contact McCreary has 
had with my office is with the 
.secretary." 
Weiss 
Counties should be given the 
authority to regulate property 
developments within their 
limits, 
tative, Place 4,- said onday. 
' Weiss said cities presently 
have control over 
developments if they are 
within the five-mile extrater­
ritorial jurisdiction beyond 
the city limits. 
"Right now the counties 
don't have any authority," 
Weiss said. He called for the 
Legislature to enact a lawgiv­
ing the courfties regulating 
authority. 
Endorsements 
Mike Renfro, candidate for 
county judge, was endorsed by 
a second Austin legal 
organization last week. 
The Austin Junior Bar 
Association endorsed Renfro 
over his opponents, Hubert 
Gill, Terry Weeks and Lawson 
Boothe, as did the Travis 
County Bar Associati 
earlier. 
"I believe their support is 
based on ljiy legal ability, my 
service a^ legal counsel to the 
county and my wide range of 
county government ex­
perience," Renfro said. 
Renfro added that he was 





because they were not 
Gerald Weiss, can- politically motivated or un-
didate for state represen- ethically procured. 
\r> ii./ » • 
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By Zodiac News Service 
A new method of childbirth 
is sweeping France and will 
probably become popular in 
the United States within the 
next year. 
The method creating • this 
sensation was developed by 
French obstetrician 
Frederick Leboyer and is bas­
ed on a revolutionary concept 
in chiid delivery — gentle­
ness. 
Leboyer, in his book "for 
birth without violence," 
argues that the traditional 
method of giving birth today 
produces absolute panic in a 
newborn baby. Leboyer says 
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from its mother's womb, ex­
posing it to the bright lights of 
the delivery room, cutting its 
umbilical cord and then 
spanking it until it cries is 
utterly terrifying to the new­
born child. 
A, _ 
Leboyer believes' that 
traditional birth — which he 
calls violent delivery — sub­
jects the infant to a sub­
conscious fear of life ttiat it 
never forgets. 
The Leboyer method of 
gentleness attempts to avoid 
the terror of being born iti this 
way: As the birth is,about to 
occur, the obstetrician turns 
down the lights in the delivery 
room to avoid frightening the 
infant. 
The baby is then removed 
from the womb slowly and 
carefully, and is placed gently 
on the mother's stomach 
where it feels her breathing. 
The baby is then stroked gent­
ly by a nurse, the umbilical 
cord still attached, for about 
10 minutes. The cord is then 
cut, and the child is placed in 
a lukewann bath, where it is 
gently caressed. 
Peop/e Service by The Van Heusen Company 
Up wimrnss EXPERIENCE 
Trips from May 16-Sept. 1 
Colorado, New Mexico and other areas 
A Unique Backpacking Experience 
Equipment, Meals, Transportation 
derinis mcentire 
512-476-4908 
P. 0. Box 6431 





Spend your summer vacation 
where it allSlerted, picking up some 
credits or just grooving on the cli­
mate, the people, the Bay, and the 
City (San Francisco). 
Cal is offering one eight-week 
session for credit, beginning June 18. 
We are offering super-low-cost, 
co-ed, ccT-op housing, owned and 
operated by students, for students. 
k Room and Board for the eight-
week session: Around S220 if you 
share the work, around $305 if you 
don't. Room and board for the en­
tire summer: Around S355 if you 
share the work, around S490 if you 
don't. 
* 
*** writi for mora information: 
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
joc 
2424 RIDGE ROAD  ̂
A yP }. 
CO OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION 
BERKELEY. CALIFORNIA 94709 
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SCHOOL 
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, By RICHARD FLY 
'f?™ 
Ateamof Investigators from the' tJ.S. Depart­
ment of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) 
arrived in Austin Monday tobegin their last week of 
inquiry Into allegations of discrimination in Univer-
, m 
ticularly promotional and transfer policy,BiljL -
Wallace, assistant director of the office, said. 
Director of the personnel office, Norman Mlnter; ̂  
was out of town Monday but will meet with in2-'"'' 
vestigators Tuesday. 
The four investigators have divided into two 
teams to conduct more interviews. 
Administrators included in their itinerary Tues­
day are J. Neils Thompson, director of the Balcones 
Research Center and professor of civil engineers, 
policies governing employment and reqrpitmai^ qt ing; Dr. Paul Trickett, director of the Student 
fkonacademic and staff personnel. ^ j$*Bfealtli Center; Don Qannon, chief of University , 
A Investigators have made two previous trips to Joe Mitchell* superintendent of buildings < 
campus, probing student affairs and academic -^nd groundsi and jane jolly, administrative assis~%./ 
employment practices. :* >:;tant to the Hokr Foundation for Mental Health. 
& Monday the team met with administrators in the^t INVESTIGATORS have been "very noncommi&r 
. University Personnel Office. iV^tal" in any preliminary conclusions based on their 
WE JUST went over some general policy, par4;V collected data, Mary Teague. University equal 
robe Begins^ 
it 
ilgi The four-person team from the Dallas Office of 
1 " Civil Rights and Contract Compliance will focus on 
onployirient opportunity officer, said 
v'They haven't really given me any feedback^ 
she added. 11 c 
Although their study should be completed thj& 
week, the final report of the HEW team's findings 
and recommendations will not be released until late 
May, Sandra, Williams, team chairperson, said 
Thursday. ^ 
Preliminary findings may be released early, she 
added. 
SHOULD, inequities be found in University hiring 
and recruitment practices, failure to correct them 
could result in loss of $12 million in annual federal 
funds. 
The investigation stems from three complaints 
filed independently with HEW last fall charging dis­
crimination at the University. 
Investigators may be reached in Main Building 
206 or at 471-1293, 
IncreaseefaTeacher$alaries 
•: "".̂ 'School Bolrd Tru,..«ltf EjSfallefil, »!* 
mm 
By AUBURN FABER 
and 
BARBARA MINNICK 
Although its first meeting 
has not been held, the new 
Board of Trustees of., the 
Austin Independent School 
District apparently is unified 
on at least two levels. Of the 
five members contacted, all 
expressed the need Monday 
for more community contribu­
tion to the board's decisions 
as well as a salary increase 
for teachers. 
Jerry Nugent, a newly-
elected trustee, said he hopes 
his presence on the board will 
"effect a change in com­
mittees, councils and 
procedures in the decision-, 
making process, so that 
teachers, parents, students 
and the administration will 
have a meaningful say" in the 
board's activities. 
RATHER THAN school 
board-appbinted committee 
and council members, Nugent' 
said he would like to see the 
members appointed from 
community groups such as the 
P-TA or Human Relations 
Cduncil. 
Trustee Carol McClellan 
said she will work for school 
board "openness. The public 
deserves complete informa­
tion and a chance for input 
before decisions are made," 
she said. ' 
Other concerns Nugent out­
lined include more program 
evaluation and a ' more 
meaningful teacher evalua­
tion. The program evaluation ; r programs recently in-£ 
will enable bbard members v' troduced, such as team*, 
"to find out if what we are do- * teaching and individually-
ing is helping children to" guided education. He said he 
learn, because that's the ball Jli&Ul also work for increased 
game." _- minorityrepreseritation oh: 
GUS GARCIA, another A-ustin school' faculties." 
board member, said the new "Since we might have some 
school board will place; 
emphasis on increased 
salaries for Austin teachers 
and on evaluating new 
money left over this year. I'd 
' like to see it put into minority 
: programs," he said. . . 
' As a newly-elected board 
Madden Nonied 
Of Ex-Students' 
Wales H. Madden Jr., an 
Amarillo attorney, has been 
named president : of the 
University Ex-Student^ 
Association. 
;i. Madden will succeed Foster 
Parker of Houston, whose 
term expires July1. Madden 
will serve a two-year term. 
Madden, a member of the 
Texas College and University 
System Coordinating Board, 
graduated from the Universi­
ty in 1950 and earned his law 
degree in 1952. While at the 
University, Madden served as 
Students' Association presi­
dent and was named Outstan­
ding Male Student in 1951. 1 
Madden served on the 
University ̂ System Board of 
Regents from 1959 to 1965. 
Before that, he served on the 
Board of Regent^iOf Amarillo 
College for two yfearis. 
Madden is a . partner in the 
Amarillo law firm of Select-. 
man and Madden and was 
president of the State Junior. 
Bar Association of Texas in 
1959. 
Parker will become chair­
man of the association's Ex­
ecutive Committee. Ex­
ecutive Committee members 
Wktch 
Grow 
A plant and cut flower 
shop in Highland Mall.t 
from the Bamt people who brought 
you the Crown Shops. 
For the Lowest TransJantic Airfares 
, Check With Austin's 
SOFA AGENT 
\ Across 








JMPAcan is»u*you»Tra»sAttsMic Youth Faro ticket onr 
scheduled Might from Canada to Europe or* US. to Europe 
Student Far* ttefcot on a iuxury ocean iiner. . 
Aa iht whotty owned subsidiary of eleven non-profit 
European National Student Bureaus. SOFA cantesue -̂̂  
yoii the international Student iO Card JS 
and book youon any of the 6.000 A <*• 
student charter fliohtt withln Europe. jf flj1 
Israel, th* Far East and Africa, at up w" 
to 7ifU saving* over norma) fare*. •• w+m 
K you want to lead * nomadic 
vacation, consider SOFA'* package 
containing a TranaAtlanttc ticket from | 
the U.S. to Europe and an Air Pas* ' 
wMch It good for unlimited travel -
on aH student charter flight* around 
Europe and Israel " 
tOPA alto offer* an •xtensto array of 
tour* attowing the Independent student . 
traveller to take advantage of ineipeneiv* 
group arrangements and tightseeing. 
We feeture culturally rewarding Israel 
Ubtoutz programs and educational tours ft 
3*. 
an AirPass for UnKmHed 
Around Biope/lsiael 
wWUn Europe end the Soviet Union. 
Other services available from SOFA include: 
a great Car plan, the Student Raiipaat.. 
language courvei in Europe, and tow coat 
accommodation* in hot*)*. hpiWay vHiages,. 
and hostels. AJI the dope tain the 
CC1974 Official Student Travel Guide 
to Europe/Israel. SOFA - don't til on it -
 ̂SbndfwftNOW, : ' 
Q FMEC Ourde i» Ant butt 3rd clsu mail . 
(2-4 weetis oeirvery). Send 7SrpMl*0*and 
wen send it 1st das* mart - -
.State. 
8endto:SOFA/ 
tM ppsen SluOsal Travel Center Ud. H-A 
138 EMI 57th Street Suite 180S 
New York. N.Y. 10082 
Tel. (212) PL 1-8000 
•it * V 
\ 5 1 
Texas can't afford four more 
years of Dolph Briscoe 
PRANCES "SISSY" 
FARENTHOLD 
• is opposed to the reappointment of Frank Erwin to the 
..Board of Regents. 
• favors a utilities regulation commission. 
• , ,.v , 
• will work for equal funding of poor school districts. 
y SISSY 
WIIXBK .O  ̂
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Bobby Bridger' 
>/ for a change 
. -fSB 
V 
STUDENT ACTION COMMITTEE 
Robert Howard, Chairpemn 
UT YOUNG DEMOCRATS 
Stacy Suits, President 
901 W. 24th 
member, DeCourcy Kelly's 
interests lie in setting new 
priorities in the school budget, 
which includes improved 
teaching equipment and an in­
crease in teacher's salaries. > 
The salary increase, Mrs. 
Kelly said, would improve the 
quality of education and help 
in recruiting.t^chera into 0»e 
system.- ''z'y" ^ 
tie: increase {# iieabheris is 
'v;''' • -A? 
mm, 
for 1974-76 are: Madden; Cbr-
don Rountree, Waco, first 
vice-president; John Ben 
Shepperd, Odessa, second 
vice-president; Jack Magilire, 




In other Ex-Student's 
Association business Satur­
day, junior home economics 
major Janet Lynne Miles of 
San Antonio was awarded a 
$300 scholarship. 
pipit 
a "must,"' Nugent said. He 
said he "won't take no for an 
answer" in seeking it. "I am 
hopeful the Increase will, come 
before the end of the current 
.school session," he said. ; 
-%;Ms. McClellan stressed her 
concern for teacher morale, 
which she said* can be im­
proved by cooperation with 
administrators and parents 
along with the salary in­
crease. 
"TEACHEESi ARE the 
most important ingredient in 
! better education,'' she said. 
"If teacher morale is im­
proved, the quality of 
curriculum what goes on in 
the classroom — will be in­
creased.'' 
\ ; M.K. Hage said he does not 
feel the change in personnel 
will adversely affect the 
school board. ''Everyone who 
ran was concerned about 
schools, about the quality of 
education," he said. 
, Garcia, who is in favor of 
geographic representation, 
said he feels the new board is 
somewha t imbala need 
geographically! He said the 
group is philosophically 
cohesive,-however, and that it 
"leahs the right way for me." 
IflpCom mencemen | 
Scheduled Ma^18 
mm 
By MARY MURTAUGH 
: ,\ The schedule of activities for 
-Commencement Day, May 18, have been 
announced by Dr. H. Malcolm Macdonald,, 
chairman of the Commencement Com­
mittee audi University government 
professor. 
•1 The day-long series of events will be 
" ifighlighted by the 9lst formal graduation 
exercise at 8 p.m. on the terrace 
I t o t a i { / "  .  | y *  
The commeriii'emltif Address 
given by Navy Capt. Alan L. Bean of th?. 
- ^National Aeronautics and Space Ad­
ministration in Houston. The astronaut is 
, „a 1955 graduate of the University. 
»|lg At 9 a.m., exercises for the com:;, 
rhissioning of Army, Navy arid Air Force" 
ROTC members will be held at Hogg 
Auditorium, ilie address will be delivered 
by Lt. Gen. Orwin C. Talbotti deputy com­
manding general of the U.S. Army Train­
ing and Doctrine Command, Ft. Monroe, 
Va. A reception will be held afterward for 
all #iests, faculty and students un the 
Union Junior Ballroom. 
The interdenominational baccalaureate 
service will be held at 10:30 a.m. at Hogg 
Auditorium. The speaker will be the Most 
Rev. John E. Hin^s, presiding bishop of 
. the Episcopal Church in the United States. 
; - Convocations of individual colleges and 
schools will be held throughout the after-
noon, in which degree candidates will be 
recognized individually by their respec* 
tive deans. Receptions for the degree can­
didates, their families and friends are 
planned after each convocation. Several 
colleges and schools will have guest 
speakers §nd the^MUfflgfipent of student 
awards, fit 
In case of 'rain. formal cdmrtiencenrtOTt 
will be held at the same time but in 
Municipal Auditorium. Public admission 
will be by ticket because of restricted 
seating. Each degree candidate recel$$ 
two rain tickets for the use of guests^ 
The wearing of caps and gowns is re*' 
quired for the evening ceremony, but 
dress if optional at baccalaureate. Prac­
tices vary from college to college for the 
afternoon convocations and students 
should check with their colleges for in­
structions. 
The times and places for the afternoon 
convocations are: 
I**# p i".  ̂Coli«a« o» Education. 
\ Hogg Auditorium. 
in ) p.m. - College of ErtglnMrind/LBJ 
• AudltorluiTK 
•V IIJOMI. — Graduate School, Union. 
Main Ballroom; Collage ol Hurnanltltt, 
'4 i Burdlna Hall 106;, Dlvlilon ol Ganaral 
s and Comparative Studies. Art Building 
•• _ 8 IM««. and 4:30 p.m. -r School of Law,: 
, • , • Townet Auditorium. v. 
> < B.m, — UBJ School ot Public AHalri. 
Eatt Campua Lecture Hall. :  ̂ s 
liM m.m. — School of Communication,1 
>-» \ Hogg Auditorium.  ̂
- -' - College-of; Social and. 
Behavioral Sciences; LBJ Auditorium; i 
i s JiJO p.m, — School of Architecture, 
a , <rf  ̂Architecture Building IDS. . 
it s, i) 4 p.m. — ColleO* of Butlneti Ad-
W SV V1** ministration. HoggAudltorlumi College 
'0 * 5of Fln  ̂ Art», Mullc Bullding Recital 
•'a vj Hall;- College of Natural Sciences Union 
, < . Main Ballroom; College of Pharma r̂̂  
T Burdine Hall 106. ' -





A magazine for graduating seniors is 
available through the University Ex-
' Students' Association. 
Students can pick up free copies of-The 
Graduate at the Alumni Center, any of the|!§| 
eight campus placement offices or the career ^ magazine discuss national prospects for jobs, 
center in Jester Center, Susan Kessler, direc-igi graduate education, minority graduates, in' 
tor of member services for {he association,f§| surahce, taxes and investments. 
.. 
The Graduate is nationally produced andf^l 
distributed to graduating college and univer-t^1 
sity students across the country. WA 
Articles in the 1974 ^edition of the annual#!* 
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Paid for by University Committal for Maya 
Lb Daily A Sandy Km*. Co-Chairparsont, ̂  • 
Janat Naw ton. Co-ordinator. 4103 Ava. H, 
Austin. Published by Tha Dally Taxan. Univaraity of Tax** Austin 
NEW HOUSING POLICY!!  ̂
fa 
1103 W. 24th ; 
OCCUPANCY ONLY ; 
Semi-Private Rooms as Low as 60 
Luxurious Private Rooms $100* 
. J V V per mo. 
• Heated Swimming Pool • Refrigerators • Intercom 
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines 
- • • StudyAreas ^ 
• 24 Hr. Desk Service • TV in Lobby ' 
• Off Street Parking • Close to Campus 
Special Package Deals(Room at Dexter - Board at Madittn) 
available as low as $145 
' ''mH, • a  ̂ 1 
Now accepting Fall r74 Contracts 
for U.T. Men and Women ̂  
HOUSING OFFICE 709 West 22nd St. 
478-9891 - 478-8914 * ^ 
DEXTERHOUSE 
Come See - Come Live 





THE SUBORDINATE SEX. Vern L. BuHough, with a final chapter by 
Bonnie BuHough. A candid survey of attitudes toward women from the 
~ moa)xemole periods to tha preaant day. "Fascinating and an excellent 
source book'1 — Publishers Weekly. ' $Z9S •' • - — 
• * I 
• • \ -j> 
• 
4 r I % „ * J 
If you like an ol' softie... 
It's just about everybody's favorite...a soft^MsyJ'big" shirt of lightweight 
huggable velour. Easy-care, machine wastiable Celenese® Axnel stays 
looking great. Makes a great swimsuit cover-up or just for wearing 
around. It'll be your favorite, too. you'll see! Sizes S-M-L. $ 15.00 
im 
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• i  
WOMAN'S CONSCIOUSNESS, MAN'S WORLD. Shells Rowbothem. A 
new voice in the cause of women's liberation, the author asserts that 
the cultural and economic liberation of women IS inseparable from 
the creation of a new society totally free of subordination by sex. 
raM, or class. $1.95 
I PLUS WIDE-RANGING VIEWS OF OTHER 
SUBJECTS OF INTEREST AND CONCERN 
DAYS OF SADNESS. YEARS O* TRIUMPH: The American People 
IM9-I94& Qeollrey Pemtt.̂  This colorful history of the American 
people from 1939 through IMS fe-createe the social, political, and 
economic texture of the war years. $2.95 
MY WAR WITH THE CIA: rhejtomoks of Prtnee Norodom tohnouk 
at Related (o Wilfred Burchett An eloquent account of Prince Siha­
nouk's struggle for Cambodian independence —first against the 
French and then, for two decades, against the United States. "Even 
the most cynical reader will be shocked by Prince Sihanouk's remark­
able account of what the CIA did over the years to his country... set n n cia  ..  
forth dearly and compiilingly." ~Prof. Richard A. Falk, Princeton 
University. Center of international Studies. Si:9S 
L MAPS: When Would You Rutty tIke to Un? Peter Qould 
1ney White. The authors pbint out how "geography of percep-
• which In many case* Is mispereeption—plays a key role In 
ning man's behavior and has  ̂Important ramifications for 
MENTA here  es t U
sndRod ' """ 
tlon" 
determi i  _ 
Informed future planning. $2.95 
HOME TO THE WILDERNESS: A Personal Journey. Solly Cerrighor. 
After a painful childhood and a hairowtng career In radio and motion 
pictures. Sally Carrlghar left the human jungle and followed beckon­
ing animals Into the peace and security of vie ' 
With photognttfis, $1.t~ 
FACINQ DEATH. Robert C. Karnaugh. The author — a teacher, osy-
chologlst, and former priest—provides a frank report on current, 
unrealistic attitudes toward dying. $1.95 , 
Thm ma mm oum nl*rmt. imomttm 
î P ' fen****** ttyovrcMpM boolnton. •$" 
" ©PENGUINBOOKSINC 
/ j 'a-?'® 
r 
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Tuesday, April h 1974 THE DAILY TEXA  ̂F>Vm| ' W 
i wilderness. Illustrated 
,f 1 
On to court 
ha voteMondaythe Texas Student Publications Board has taken an im­
portant first step in its fight to retain a stable financial base for The Daily 
Texan; At the meeting the board requested that TSP General Manager 
Loyd Edmonds authorize an attorney to examine the grounds for legal ac­
tion against UTs Board of Regents-*- the first step toward a lawsuit. 
"  J* ' .  •  •  •  .  •  .  *7  \  .  r . - ' .  •  • .  •  • •  • '  \  v  :•  
AS DEFINED by law student Steve Simkin, former student body presi­
dent Sandy Kress and Austin attorney David Richards, TSP's legal case is 
grounded on an.abridgement of the First and 14th Amendments. According 
to their and other legal advice, the regents' March 15 cut of Texan funding 
deprived TSP of due process and constituted a punitive response to 
protected First Amendment freedoms. TSP's attorney — when hired — will 
in addition examine th^ grounds for suit over violation of the regent-TSP 
Trust Agreement-Litigation in the courts will define the board's respon­
sibilities to TSP, and in addition require a reinstitution of present funding.; 
JTo effectuate the above ends, the TSP Board adopted two motions, one 
wishful and unnecessary, the other practical and overdue. By requesting a 
$15,000 budgetary change for the retention of legal counsel, TSP is essen­
tially asking that the regents pass favor on a lawsuit against themselves. 
The regents have time and time again manifested their hostility to The 
Texan; they are not likely to change their colors pending a court suit. 
~ 3 SECOND TSP MOTION is more realistic By consulting an attorney 
on an ongoing basis; the board will move at last toward what is ostensibly 
the only persuasion the regents understand: the courts. If TSP funds may 
not be used to finance the suit, individuals on the TSP Board may be forced 
tr> solicit funds. When and if that takes place, moral and financial support 
-from the campus community will be essential if The Texan iA to afford 
legal representation. 
In either case the TiSP Board-has taken a positive step towards resolving 
its regent-invoked funding predicament. If left to the Board of Regents The 
Texan i$«iy well rot in a state of financial purgatory for the rest of its ex­
istence. As the regents know all too well, that threatened existence is un-
conductive to the workings of a free and unfettered campus press. On to 






'Elementary, my dear Hearst ... your daughter is obviously a criminal!' 
firing line 
John Coot 
r Rick Pope 
vs<f f 
' To the editor: 
I was really fascinated by the list of ap^; 
proximately 450 names in the Jake Pickle 
advertisement in last Friday's Daily Tex­
an (April 19). As in most big lists, I notic­
ed the usual repetition of some names and 
•the misspellings, and I am quite, used to 
both. •; . •• . f v 
I also noted quite an abundance of the 
sorority debutante and fraternity fop ele­
ment, plus quite a few members of Young 
Republicans. I thought that Pickle was a 
Democrat? I was very surprised not to 
find Steve Van's name in the whole mess. 
I did find the names of John Cool, Rick 
Dope and CundyKnow. They don't seem to 
be listed in my student directory, so they 
must have enrolled at midterm, or maybe 
they are night students or even high school 
students. 





Sophomore, General and 
,Congressperson J.J. "Jake" Pickle has been unusually frank in his 
financial disclosure statements, and this frankness is commendable — but 
a cynical view of Pickle's openness would point to his near disasterous en­
counter with conflict of interest in 1968. 
IN THAT YEAR, KHFI-TV — then under Republican management — 
dredged up the story of a Pickle land deal east of Austin. Pickle and two 
friends bought a tract of lantl in 1959 from three of the Connally brothers 
— Merrill, 1972 lieutenant governor candidate Wayne, and former Gov. 
'John — for about $123 per acre. In 1961, Pickle acquired another adjoining 
tract. In 1963, a; construction firm well known for its connections in 
Shivercrat politics, Brown & Root, contracted to recommend a site for a 
municipal reservoir. A year later, Brown & Root suggested a site that in-' 
eluded the Pickle tract, which was duly condemned by the city at a price 
of $350 per acre. Pickle and friends had tripled their money. 
The KHFI report, however, failed to point out that Pickle had sold a 
small part of the tract in 1963 at the same price — strongly suggesting 
that the worth of the land had indeed tripled. The TV station did not raise 
the question of whether Pickle could have been aware of the Brown & -
Root contract and arranged the smaller transaction to cover himself. This 
lack of diligence, and the partisan character of the station's management, 
led most people to disregard the story,!.; * 
j INDEED, A KHFI newsman admitted that Pickle and friends "were 
<£bing nothing more than following the dictates of gOod land speculation" 
Pickle himself, in a prepared statement, called the deal "an investment, 
based on the expected future growth of Austin." 
Pickle apparently continues to expect profits based on growth. As'of 
1972* be held interests in more than 1,000 acres of land in his congressional 
district. We consider the 1964 land deal only marginally improper, es­
pecially considering, the political climate of that time; many pols were 
guilty of much more blatant feeding at the public trough. But Pickle's 
past and continuing involvement in land speculation raises the perfectly 
sensible question of whether he is qualified to represent the interests of 
those people who wish to protect the environment from the ravages of un­
checked growth. —S.R. 
I Hooray! Hooray! 
Federal energy chief William Simon has come out strongly in favor of 
the controversial floating nuclear power plants. 
These plants, called "floating nukes," are atomic reactors that would 
be mounted on barges and then moored a few miles off the East and West 
Coasts. Current designs call for the plants to be built on barges which 
would be about 400 feet square, rise 180 feet above the water and weigh 
160,000 tons. 
The government recently gave the go-ahead to a Florida company to 
begin building a construction yard which will eventually turn out dozens of 
floating nukes. "• • • 
One of the leading critics of floating nukes is MIT nuclear physicist Dr. 
Henry Kendall. Kendall states that an accident in a floating nuke could be 
even worse than a land-based reactor because the water and tides would 
quickly carry radioactive material to nearby shores. Says Kendall, "Such, 
an eventSs^a catastrophe of a kind the country has r^ever experienced." 
-Simon, on the other hand, wants construction to Begirt on the floating 
nukes at once .Said Simon, "Sufch power plants can be produced in quanti­
ty and flea ted to locations through the world to produce power rapidly." 
Simon said he can envision a day when there are at least 500 floating 
nukes on the seas around the earth. 
—Z.N._ 
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WASHINGTON — A congressman was 
overheard, the other day, saying in tones 
of angry laughter, "We're going to im­
peach his ass. We're-going to do it.''% 
He's right. We're going to do it, although 
nobody will quite know why. In the case of 
President Andrew Johnson, policy as well 
as pride and personality were involved. 
Nixon's policies, such as they are, would 
never get another man impeached. 
Nevertheless, one senses the decision has 
been made and that some time in the next 
year or so, if not sooner, Nixon will be im­
peached, convicted and thrown out onto 
, the sidewalks of Pennsylvania Avenue. 
Your daily newspaper will carry a picture -
of the rear end of the moving van, and a 
caption will explain that some of the van'S 
contents may become tax-deductible gifts. 
None of this has to do with whether 
there are enough votes in the House of 
Representatives to do him in now. Before 
too long there will be. But the formal 
process of legal impeachment has. to wait 
upon a^ kind, of informal social impeach­
ment, whereby the man is stripped of the 
reverence, protections and deference with 
which we treat our* Presidents. He has to 
be tried, convicted, disgraced and expell­
ed before he is formally accused.: 
That goes against our much-quoted dic­
tum that a man is innocent until proved 
guilty, tait such is our.awe of the presiden­
tial office that we can't lay rough, legal 
hands on its occupaiit, unless we are 
already certain of his guilt. The process is 
terribly unjust to Nixon, who can't 
possibly get a fair trial, but it will 
preserve the kind of monarchical 
presidency that we dote on. 
^ For openers, a pariah 
To accomplish this, Nixon must be turn-' 
ed into a pariah before the House ; 
Judiciary Committee recommends his im­
peachment. We have a thousand devices 
for that. Until a few months ago, any 
American president could have sent the 
IRS his American Express slips and 
doodles on, April 15 and gotten a pass. But 
now under the dispensation of impeach­
ment, Nixon is going "to be treated like 
everybody else." A President is only 
treated like everybody else when he is on 
his way to being turned into a nonPresi-
dent. 
,You strip Nixon of the golden aura of 
potens et majestas by having Galloping 
poll takers bounce around the country, 
asking if we think the President should be 
impeached. An even better example is a 
recent Harris Survey that ran in one paper 
under a headline reading: "Public Belives 
Dean Over President. " The wording of the 
question itself would have laid Harris open 
to charges of blasphemy and lese majesty 
a year ago: "Who do you think has been 
more truthful about the Watergate cover-
up — President Nixon or John Dean?" 
Small, unflattering tidbits about Nixon 
and his family are now broadcast and 
repeated with the special satisfaction of 
the self-righteous. Other Presidents have 
had to take this kind of insulting; 
deglamorization from their enemies, but 
Nixon is getting it from almost everybody. 
Had the" French come forward with a 
bunch of documents to prove that .Louis 
XVI wasn't really the legitimate King of 
France, they would be doing what we're 
doing. We're showing ourselves that we 
aren't committing regicide, because this 
character Nixon isn't our real kipg. 
. Nixon plays his part.. 
In all of this, Nixon has been unfailingly 
cooperative. By playing with his yo-yo in 
public, by swearing he isn't a crook, by his 
hand-pumping vulgarities at Pompidou's 
funeral, by two-dozen gaucheries large 
and small, he makes it easier and easier 
for his friends to disavow him. The way he 
""Packee speaks 
To the editor: 
Among the many injustices that sur­
round us is the fact that county judge can­
didate Hubert Gill is taking all the heat for 
the "packing" of the West Austin Demos 
endorsement meeting. 
I was a "packee" at that meeting — 
along with many others — who came * 
because we had been told Jake Pickle was 
trying to "pack" the meeting. After the 
outrageous sham endorsement of Pickle 
by Travis County Women's Political' 
Caucus, there was reason to believe that 
Pickle would try to "pack" West Austin 
Demos. I sat in front of a group of "new" 
members for Pickle at that meeting. 
Hubert Gill does not deserve all the 
blame for the sudden influx of almost seems calculated to dp him max­
imum damage. He does it with so many 
delays and evasions he gets no points for 
cooperation, and the trickle of information 
is slow enough so that the whole nation has 
time to focus on ea'ch petty theft, each tax 
delinquency, each bit of rottenness that af­
fronts our ideal of the presidency. 
Beyond all questions of guilt Or in­
nocence, he must be impeached because 
we, the Super Bowl people, have been 
promised the show. We're gearing up for it 
emotionally the way we did when the 
ballyhoo built up for the Billie Jean King-
Bobby Riggs match. The business is 
already so advanced that some people, 
like James Reston of The New York 
Times, are pressing for a TV blackout, but 
that can never be. We are a free people 
' and we have been guaranteed the'tight to 
watch everything live in our living room. 
'new: 
members at that meeting. If he had really • 
packed the meeting to such a high degree, 
then the club would have endorsed- him 
and would not have dually endorsed Gill 
and Weeks. I voted — along toith many 
other "antiPickle packees" — to dually 
endorse. 
So let's be fair to Hubert Gill — that 
meeting was "packed" to keep Jake 
Pickle .from doing again what he did at the 
Women's Political Caucus. Let's try to 
dump on candidates and politicians only 
when they truly deserve it — that job 
alone will keep us plenty, busy. 
John Albach, 






'Media caused lack of esteem for public officials. — Sen. Edward J. Gurney (R.- Fla.). 
To the editor: - .?.v^ •*. 
As an officer of the Travis County 
Democratic Party, I deeply regret that 
the background information I gave to Tex­
an reporter Scott Tagliarino was used in 
an article which some construed to affect 
the candidacy of some candidates in the 
Democratic primary. 
On two occasions I discussed with 
Scott the phenomenon known as 
"packing" political club meetings. On 
both occasions I indicated that this regret­
table procedure is a common practice in 
local politics. In the specific case of the 
April 11 West Austin Democrats meeting, 
I believe no candidate can be properly 
singled out as more or less guilty of trying 
to "pack"- that meeting. " 
It is my belief that the supporters of at 
least six candidates made some effort to 
pack, counterpaCk or counter-counterpack 
that meeting. I see no reason to condemn 
anyone involved simply because some -
were more successful than others. 
In the race for U.S. Congress my public­
ly and privately stated position of'neutrali-
jty remains unchahgpd._ 
So long as I am executive director of the 
Travis County Democratic Party I will not 
take an official position ii& the con­
gressional race no matter what my 
private views or preferences may be. 
Because of rampant rumors to the con­
trary, I therefore would appreciate the 
publication of this letter. 
Robert (Peck) Young 
Vietnam and the Paris accords 
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By JOAN FRIEDLAND f 
(Editor's note — At the invitation of 
the Vietnamese Lawyers Association, 
three members of the National 
Lawyers Ggild spent 12 days last 
- December visiting the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam. Joan Friedland, a : 
lawyer with the Community/Law 
Center in Santa Fe, N.M., was one of 
the three; she will be reviewing her 
trip, including a slide show, at a 
program Thursday at the Friends 
House. A pot luck supper begins at 6: 30 
p.m.) 
Arriving in the Democratic Republic of. 
Vietnam (DRVN), we stepped off our 
plane to a reception of flowers, waim 
handshakes and eager greetings. Our host,' 
the Vietnamese Lawyers Association 
(VLA), emphasized solidarity again and 
again — between our countries, between 
progressive and peace loving peoples and 
between our legal organizations. The Viet­
namese carefully and repeatedly dis­
tinguish between the U.S. government and 
the American people. 
We met with"Several political leaders — 
Hoang Tung, who is editor of Nahn Dan, 
the daily paper of. the. party and the 
Presidium of the {fatherland Front and 
vice-president of the VLA. We also met 
with the head of'the Provisional 
Revolutionary Government <PRG J 
delegation to the DRVJH, Nguyen Van. 
Tien, and discussed U.S: and Saigon 
, vio^ijUons of the Paris agreement in the 
South. • A -
Two areas we dismissed over and over 
that need to be stressed will be treated 
sketchily in this article, with hopes that 
further discussion here in Austin will be 
stimulated. 
Noncompliance 
The first is the Paris agreement itself. 
We were urged to bring to the attention of 
the people of the United States the content 
of the Paris agreement and the reality of 
Nixon-Thieu violations and --non-
compliarjce. One of the main themes of 
our visit was implementation of the agree­
ment. 
We found the Vietnamese united in the 
view that the agreement represents a 
tremendous victory in their struggle. At 
4he same time they recognize that full im-
"jjientgntation of the agreement will re­
quire great- pressure, calling for. a con­
tinuation of international mobiliation and 
support. They were particularly concern­
ed because many progressive people 
throughout the world who in the past had 
provided them so much assistance have 
viewed the Paris agreement as ending the 
'war. •• 
Over and over' it was and must be 
emphasized that the war in Vietnam is not 
_over. 
" On numerous occasions we were told 
that the Paris agreement, because it 
respects the Vietnamese peoples's right Of 
self-determination and recognizes the ex­
istence of the PRG, its territory and, army 
in the South, is in harmony with the in­
terests of the DRVN and the PRG, and it 
is therefore in their interest to have it ful­
ly implemented and enforced. 
On the other hand, because the Thieu 
regime could not survive the full im­
plementation and enforcement of the 
agreement — the release of all political 
prisoners and the extension of full 
democratic liberties would soon result in 
its overthrow — it is in the interest of 
Thieu's self-preservation and U.S. 
neocolonialism to sabotage the full im­
plementation of the agreement.. 
We received information from the PRG 
delegate, on ground fighting and bombings 
by the Saigon army in the South and their 
continuing operations against PRG 
territory. He emphasized to us that since 
early this year the United States has 
supplied Thieu with 300;000 tons of am­
munition, 500 aircraft, mostly fighters, 
more than 600 tanks and armored cars, 
and that approximately 24,000 U.S. 
"civilian" advisers remain attached to the 
Saigon military efforts. • / », 
In addition, the Thieu regime has kef>t 
several hundred thousand people in 
political prisons and refugee concentra-|: 
tion camps and has eliminated, rather 
than granted pursuant to the Paris agree­
ment, the enjoyment of civil liberties in 
the areas under Saigon control; 
For these reasons, it was stressed, the 
battle for full implementation and strict 
enforcement of the Paris agreement is a" 
key struggle, and one for which the anti-
war forces fp the United States are both 
well-placed and have great responsibility. 
. The second major topic of discussion 
relates to international law, and concerns 
DRVN proposals for updating (and again, 
enforcing) the four Geneva Conventions of 
1949 to conform with modern forms of 
warfare. The proposals of the DRVN 1) 
call for the enumeration as a war crime of 
aggression against the fundamental rights 
and-the self-determination of peoples; 2) 
declare one who participates in a war 
crime to be a war criminal treatable as 
such; 3) prohibit methods of warfare 
designed to strike at civilian populations; 
4) give prisoner of war protection to all 
civilians arrested for either military or 
political activities of resistance; and 
others of a similar nature. 
Though evidence of U.S. destruction waS 
visible almost everywhere we traveled^ 
there was a sense of purpose in the people 
as they moved about. During our entire 
stay we felt a sense of constant motion and 
activity among all the people. Mfuch of the 
activity involved people working together1 
to rebuild damaged areas. 
p: It is our hope to determine ways in 
"Which we in America can work with the 
people of the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam, to develop a strong sense Of our 
solidarity with„these people and with other 
people bf the world, a& well as*fe strong 
commitment to "assist in their continued 
...struggle.. 








" " Pickle's 
record less 
iSSft « . Hf® 
than consistent 
By DAN ROBERTS 
I have been reading with in­
terest the political ads for J.J. 
(Jake) Pickle in The Texan 
and have come to the concltt-
sion that the only thing really 
consistent about Jake is his in­
consistency. I read the. 
headline for one of Pickle's 
political ads in Friday's Tex­
an. In big, bold type were the 
hoodlums who brazenly burn 
draftcards, ^demonstrating 
contempt for the country's 
courageous leadership." And 
lateY on defense o^ the 
resumption of bombing in 
1966, Pickle stated "When 
public figures view with 
alarm, participate in appease­
ment talk, criticizp their 
government and cast'doubt i 
words "Jake Pickle has pork- then those people are' undd '̂ 
u—1 -i—J--i- » it mining the policy that made 
JTjft 
* > _i- W , W It Vfr "L- w,£r\. 
By JAME& J. KILPATRICK 
•W74, Hie Washington Star 
Syndicate * ^ 
1 WASHINGTON - It irtd 
been more than a year since I 
last talked with J. Gordon 
Vaeth, the dirigible man, but I 
found him one day last week 
at the Army-Navy Club. He 
was looking more than ever 
like the commander of Jules 
Verne's Nautilus — trim, 
gray-haired, dark-eyed — and 
he. had .bad news: and good 
news. 
.. First file bad news: private 
capitalism, so far as he 
knows, has hot yet invested a 
hard nickel in revival of the 
airship. I^ow the good news: 
some seed money is in sight 
from the government, and in­
terest is soaring. 
Vaeth is an old Navy type. 
He fell in love with lighter-
than-air ships as a ground of­
ficer with Navy blimps in 
World War I. The love affair 
ed hard for students...:"
seems that his concern for 
students miraculously;: 
appeared only after redistric- -
ting changed his constituency 
from rural to largely urban 
with 40,000 potential student 
votes. I wonder if all of the 
students who were listed in 
the ad as supporting him have 
bothered to check his voting 
, record and House floor 
vw; ? ̂  Vietnam 
In 4966, on the floor of the 
*<J\' House of Representatives, 
Pickle labeled student dis-
\ senters of the Vietnam war a 
^."militant minority of mis-
•fits..., headline hunting 
this country great...." 'To me 
it has been a regretable dis­
play of weakness to see some 
officials gain headlines simply 
because they feel a little heat 
from home, and they^start 
retreating." 
Once fellow Texan Lyndon 
Johnson left the presidency, 
however, and his personal 
obligation to support the war 
was weakened, Pickle revers­
ed his former stand on the war 
by voting for a December, 
1972, deadline for U.S. par­
ticipation in the war. He did 
not, however, apologize for 
his prior position: he stating 
after that vote "I have not 
wanted to tie the President's 
hands**' < y <||&1|1 
Presidential power 
A second political ad in 
Friday's Texan stated "Jake 
Pickle's concern for presiden­
tial abuse of power does not 
end with his support of the im­
peachment inquiry.'* One 
wonders if he was thinking of 
this concern *hen he avoided 
challenging executive branch 
power with regard to war-
making authority by opposing 
a provision which would have 
prohibited the use of draftees 
in any war for more than 30 
days with congressional ap­
proval. And he was not pre^ 
sent when the House con­
sidered a requirement that 
the secretary of state furnish 
Congress with documents 
related to American in­
telligence operations in Laos. 
The proposal failed. 
The environment 
third political article iri 
Friday's Texan had the 
headlines ''Pickle stresses 
protecting environment." In 
this article, Pickle is quoted 
as saying "We have made 
many steps toward protecting 
our environment in the past 10 
years, and we cannot afford to 
lose any ground we have 
gained." 
Here is another of Jake's 
unexplainable inconsisten­
cies. He voted against the re­
quirement that the "best 
available** water pollution 
control technology be utilized 
by 1991, against a proposal to 
aid new stream channeling' 
tion for one year (a practice' 
which is killing the natural 
life in our dying rivers and 
streams), against a proposal 
giving the Environmental 
Protection Agency power to 
ban nonessential pesticides, 
against a proposal giving 
water pollution control stan­
dards and powers for the EPA 
_and against the deletion of the 
SST. 
* On fundin|l#|tl« 
:.v.v Pickle's votes concerning 
appropriations and funding 
are marked with a curious 
mixup of priorities arid, yes, 
more inconsistency. Pickle 
voted for the 1972 Department 
of Defense budget which was!; 
|1.5 billion over the budget of 
two years before. And he op-
tosed proposals to cut this 
budget by S percent and as lit­
tle as 2 percent. He also voted 
for the 1972 military research 
and development appropria­
tion, 9 percent over the 
previous budget. 
Pickle's domestic spending! 
votes, however, are much 
more selective. He backed the 
creation of Medicare but sup­
ported an attempt to limit 
eligibility for free child care 
programs to families with $4,-
920 rather than $6,960 income. 
He also went along with a 
proposal to cut Social Security 
benefits for those receiving 
payments on account of black 
lung disease (coal production 
is, of course, increasing many 
fold because of the energy:. 
against $588 million in Urban 
Renewal, for the deletion of 
ethnic studies program and 
.against unemployment com­
pensation for migrant farm 
workers. This last vote is 
completely opposite from 
Pickle's June, 1972, stand on 
migratory workers when be 
criticized, the Administration 
for failing to rebudget funds 
for Public Health Service 
hospitals, where migrant 
! By the way, Pickle voted p, -{ 
Against election of the Presi­
dent by direct vote, implying 
he doesn't want to put the 
presidency in the hands of a 
grossly misinformed public. 
Are you properly informed 
about Jake Pickle? 
(Note:, all quotes were 
taken from the Congressional 
Record of the 89th, 90tb. 91st 
and 92nd 




has never palled. He now is 
^ director of system engineer-
' ing for the National En§§ 
vironmental Satellite Service, 
but he spends most of his 
spare time promoting the idea 
of building fleets of dirigibles 
to provide an entirely new 
form of worldwide freight and 
passenger transportation. ? 
Good money, bad causes 
My friend reminds me of 
the little old southern lady 
who was known to insist that 
General Lee never retreated. 
Well, she was asked, what 
about Lee at Appomattox? 
. "Ah/' she said stoutly, "he 
'was only advancing to the 
rear." 
In a sense, that is what 
•Vaeth and his fellow 
enthusiasts have in mind. 
They perceive a need for a 
major breakthrough in 
transportation. At least $10 
billion, here and abroad, 
recently were pumped into the 
untrieddreams. 
mm 
Problem Pregnancy Counseling Service 
Student Health Center 
105 W. 26th St. (4th Floor-South) 
Confidential counseling with all alternatives dlscos*-
•d and referral* made to appropriate resources., Call 
478-5711Ext. 26, for, an „ appointment. Individual 
appointments Tuesday 1-5 p.m., Thursday 1-5 p.m., 
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.47 Floats In sir 
I DOV^ * 
. 
w. , fMatr. «y United SPI5CTT 
supersonic transport plane. 
The SST was supposed to be a 
quantum jump into the future. 
It flopped. The idea of flying 
maybe 120 passengers and a 
few boxes of freight at 1,500 
•miles an hour proved un-
salab le. The a i rs h ip 
visionaries look the other 
way: They dream of giant 
dirigibles that would fly 
Maybe 500 passengers and 
400,000 pounds of freight at 120 
miles an hour. 
NASA deals in 
I last reported on this in 
February of 1973. Since then a 
lot has happened. Fortune 
magazine , came forth with a 
stimulating piece last 
December. Vaeth himself 
appeared on the NBC Today 
show. A number of editorial 
writers seized upon, the con­
cept.. In September the Navy 
and the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration 
joined with Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology in a 
seminar on the subject. In 
January ,the respected 
American Institute „ for 
Aeronautics and Astronautics 
held a serious session on "The 
Helium Horse." Georgetown 
University has a seminar 
scheduled for this fall. Most 
significantly, NASA's budget 





studies. c;\'~ , ' 
No one really knows 
whether modern-day. airships 
are in fact feasible. After the 
proponents' enthusiasm has 
been appropriately dis-
counted^some tough questions 
plainly remain: Cost. Safety. 
Crew training. Prospective 
.revenues. These are the 
questions bankers ask. 
Vaeth is convinced that 
every such question can be 
answered affirmatively. The 
technology of metallurgy has 
made prodigious gains since 
the days of the Hindenburg. 
Weather hazards can now be 
detected and avoided. In 
tod&y's world, concerned 
about energy, environment 
and underdeveloped nations, 
the airship offers advantages 
no other form of transporta­
tion can match. : 
A dream now v 
As Vaeth reasonably 
observes, dirigibles take off 
on their own silent gas.They 
navigate with little fuel. They 
can reach far into the interior 
of Africa or South America, 
and they can load and unload 
without monstrous concrete 
runways. Floating leisurely at 
low altitudes, they would 
provide luxurious cruise 
$ 
. Jilb: - *¥ 
ships. Of greater economic 
importance, they could move 
tremendous quantities of 
freight — lettuce, perishable 
fruits, fresh vegetables and 
the like — from the West 
Coast to the East Coast in 36 
hours. 
Vaeth's favorite dream is of 
a giant airship, the "Spirit of 
America," or the "Spirit of 
'76,,f built as a bicentennial 
symbol of the imagination and 
boldness of the United States. 
Throughout the bicentennial 
period, it would make its 
friendly presence known in 
state visits, mercy missions 
and disaster relief around the 
world. It is a captivating 
dream. What it needs, right^ 
now, is money. 
l ' l  AM 1 S 1 OON^T WANT 
400 TD HIT ANV 
OVER tM HEAD, 
DO WU HEAR?. 
ANP PONT HIT WAV 
OUT IN FRONT OFME,ElTME<?! 
I WANTMQU TO HIT 'EM 
Right-to mei 
..  ̂
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Crossword Puzzler _ Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle 
ACROSS chance 
2 Silkworm - ; 
3 Latin cqo-
fs junction w ; 
4 Scorch 
<5 Enclose in a ; 
' box 
ijS Two-year-old 
. salmon (pi.) 
7 Nobleman .̂r. 
8 Greek letter 
^9 Girl's name 
10 Abate 
11 Pertaining to 
the cheek , 
13 Wants 201 
16 Stalemate 30 Likely | 
19 Bragged f 33 Country of 
20 Holds in higtv Europe 
LARRY BALES 
SUPPORTS 
I mmediate Congressional 
action on Impeaclvnent. 
Excess profits tax on ma­
jor oil companies. 
End to sex discrimination 
on ail levels. 
WHILE IN THE TEXAS HOUSI 
LARRY BALES 
SPONSORED > 
and helped pass th< 
strongest election reform ii 
the nation. That is the kiro 
of reform Congress needs. 
If you believe Congress has become stagnant and incapable to govern, 
support LARRY BALES. Bales will take bold and innovative steps to' 
solve the problems which face the country. LARRY BALES in a new 
Congress wilT Help restore"'your confidence in government. 
IW CONGRESSMAN FOR A CONGRESS 
Pft P9t. <Ktv. by SAC-YD ComNtion, Robert Howard Chm^̂ w-
sta 5t«cy Suits. PnskhMt 901 W. 24th PiinUtdit Thm Dmily 
Teksa TSP Building. Austin, T*. 
fA MOST ENGAGING, MOVING AND EXHILARATING FILM— I 
DONT MDKS IT! Such a thorough delight it left me feeling the way | * 
of Music.' That is, | 
quite high. A rare film, a fitting tribute to a man who never gives up.% 
«• ri 
4 
ivalk, bike, or bus 
anywhere in Centra! 
Austin 
452-4447 
4539 Guadalupe new modern 
furnishings A film by Jerry Bruck Jr. % Narrated by Tom Wicker convenient 10 







ALL f?l6HT, THEN L£T'5 
TK|THITTIN6 '£M A LITTLE 




Wednesday, April 24 WE NEED A^CHANGE 
IN WASHINGTON Fund raising benefit The Texas Observer 
1:30-2:45-4:00-5; I 
ev om* uMns ce>»mm Nvn^y 
Guadalupe Second Uv«l Oobi* Mall 477-1324 
m — VINCENT CANBY, The New Yak Urn* 
sms 
|i "REMARKABLY WELL-MADE! A brisk, lively and intelligent 
j. one worthy of its subject.'%£f^\^ — JUDITH CRIST, New Yoik Magudoe 
| aA RARE ACHIEVEMENT! To anyone sick of crooks i 
Ij,F- Stone s Weekly'promises •!!«« _ MAUREEN 0RTH> 
I 
I 
 ̂s v 
m-s? 
For thoM who aro fans of both I.F. Ston* and Tho T<axa» Obntvar: Com* to ih* I 
thowiiHl Wodimday ivmlng - 8,9. or 10. A tS donation wil l  got you bi end alto net' 
• you a vory roal wolcoma from tha aditorial staff and rMMtort of Tha Taxaa Obawvar I 
VmhA ttfllft lui MiiMtalatM .a Sim tka i m who will bo cauouai; 
I locatad 
AMtWM 
Ih  c sing throughout tho ovoning at Now \ 
in Oobia Cantor adjacorit to th* thoatra lobby. 
fpgjg spomo FoNovring t/m 6pmnfng dmy bmrnttt showin s oriiid.lrfTh* Tmiuts fTftfarui 




By fiARRY SMITH 
Texan Staff Writer 
. It took them two innings,^ 
but Moore Hall finally took 
Advantage of a gift from 
AkaiaV Softball team to 
become the Class "A" men's, 
softball champion Tuesday 
night. 
„ Before Moore Hall's 14-12 
Ivictory,' AIME (American 
pf the ninth with only one hit^-with." 
"THIS WAS definitely th<£# The Class|&B" 
hardest game we've played all pionship was almost as close 
• year," said Kemp, a junior in as the Moore Hill-Akala con-
electrical engineering. "We;., test. AIME led <H)early in the 
made a lot of errors at the . game, but ZBT tied the game 
first ot the game. I'm just ^-7-7 in the fourth injiing. 
glad we wOn it and it's overS 3 The game didn't stay tied 





£,y$Engineersj downed Zeta Beta 
r^Tau, 16-12, for the Class "B-
. Championship, and Jump, an 
f^independent team, behind the 
pitching of Wally Standish 
defeated Alpha Tau Omega in 
the Class "A" consolation 
game. ]-i; 
EARLIER in the day, two 
Jsquads from Sigma Alpha Ep-
silon met for the mullet cham- < Hayes' 
pionship with "Sleep and Eat" pitcher, 
outlasting the Mighty Mullefe, 
>2. 
, Akala'S gift came in the'* 
: . seventh and last scheduled info 
^tnng. With two outs and his 
- ,team Jtraiiing by four, Moore 
Hall pitcher Bill Kemp hit a 
slow roller to the shprtstop, 
who lobbed the ball to the se­
cond baseman Craig Litton for 
what appeared to be the final 
out. But the ball popped out of 
Litton's glove to load the#;-» _ g+a . f T- • ~ an i itaA t* jlSports Shorts They remained loaded afteft; - • — 
John Hayes walked to force in, 
Moore Hall's ninth rurt. Bill 
Comeaux's triple scored three 
runs to tie the game, 12-12. ^ CHICAGO (AP) — Veteran 
AKALA was unable to scorf^loscar Robertson ignited a 
in the bottom of the seventh^k^furious Milwaukee rally in the 
.^for long as., 
cham^ifbatters for 




Rogge, Dalton Polasek and 
Robert Allen — hit home runs 
in the top of the fifth. Polasek 
also had a home run in the six-' 




In the ninth, Moore Hall's 
lead-off batter, Mike Shaub, 
reached first on an error but 
was removed from the bases 
'when Kemp hit into a fielder's 
choice. Kemp scored on 
grounder past the 
Moore Hall took a 
two-run lead when an error on 
Comeaux's ground ball allow­
ed Hayes to score: Kemp then 
retired Akala in the last half 
'<1 MIRANDA'STUDIO 
• PASSPORTS • 
*«$ i  R E S U M E '  
I 
SV 
O R T R * T  
m 1 DAY SERVICE 




third quarter, and the Bucks 
smothered the Chicago Bulls 
115-99 Monday night to score a 
four-game sweep of their 
National Basketball Associa­
tion Western Conference final 
series. 
Scoreless in the first half, 
Robertson pumped in 16 last-
half points to go with Kareem 
Abdul-Jabbar's 38 points and 
carry the Bucks into the NBA 
•A-
ALTERATIONS 
Zippers, Waists, Lengths 
We Are Now Doing 
Outside Alterations at 
Easy Prices 
BOB ELLIOTT'S 
2424 Gvadalwpt OW-the-Drag 
Open Thursday till I pjn. 
championship showdown 
between the winner of the 
current Boston Celtics-New 
York Knicks < Eastern 
Conference final series. "< 
C 
• • • 
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) -? 
The Indiana Pacers rode a 
combined S8-point perfor­
mance by Mel Daniels and 
George McGinnis to a 110-101 
victory over the Utah Stars 
Monday and remained alive in 
the "American Basketball 
Association's Western Divi­
sion Championship playoff 
series. 
The two Indiana big men 
scored 29 points each to spark 
the victory, which trimmed 
the Stars' lead to 3-2 in the 
best-of-seven series. Indiana 
once trailed 3-0. 
The series continues Thurs­
day with game six in Terre 
House, Ind. The seventh 
gaqpe, if necessary, will be 
played Saturday night in Salt 
Lake City. 
NEW YORK (AP) - Little 
Ernie DiGregorio, the Buffalo ; 
Braves' playmaking guard, ! 
and big Ron Behagen, the f 
It Kansas City-Omaha Kings* 
brawny forward, were un-
' animous choices on the 
National Basketball 
Association's All-Rookie team 
for the 1973-74 season, it WOfa# 
announced Monday. !£| 
Joining them on the team • 
were Mike Bantom of the •; 
Phoenix Suns, John Brown of ' 
the Atlanta Hawks and Nick 
. Weatherspoon of the Capital . 
Bullets. • 
The second team included^ 
Dwight Jones of Atlanta; Ber-' 
nie Fryer of the Portland ; 
Trail Blazers; Jim Brewer of ' 
the Cleveland Cavaliers; Don 
Watts of the: Seattle . 
SuperSonics, and a tie among 
Mike D'Antoni of Kansas City-
Omaha, Derrick Dickey of the 
Golden State Warriors and 
E.C. Coleman of the Houston 
Rockets. "• '3'H 
% 
/A 
English-Leather toiletries for men. # 
Everything a man needs to feel well 
groomed. Even when he's wearing 
nothing at all 
Streakers, your end is in sight. 
Cover-up with an English Leather 
T-Shirt. 
for your 
| T-Shirt has picture of Girl and Guy Streakers and 
| reads: Streak with English Leather or nothing at all" 
Check size: S • . M • LD XL • 
Enclose check or money order and 
PO. Box 359, Dept Passaic. NT 07055 
Name 
I Address 
} Please send me -T-shirts® 2-5Q each. 1 4* ','4-W ' (Allow two weeks for delivery) " 
MEM COMPANY, INC.. Northvale N J 






tTmb Staff Hwt*, ! 
Moore Hall's Bob Ulman leaps for a line drive. 
HOUSTON (UPI) -Slugger 
Cesar Cedeno, his 13-game 
hitting streak broken this 
weekend, drove in five runs by 
lining two homers over the 
left and centerfield fences, to 
help Houston Astros pitcher 
Claude Osteen to his third win 
of the season, 7-0 over the 
Atlanta Braves Monday night. 
Cedeno's blasts, his third 
and fourth this season, came 
two innings apart, off starter 
and loser Roric Harrison. 
Major League Standings 
Anwtedn iMgvi 
East 
k W , t 
Boston 9 5 
Milwaukee 7 4 
New York 9 7 
Baltimore 7 6 
Detroit 8 
Cleveland : . - A 10 
4. |/* WHI '1. 
California.... 9 6 
O a k l a n d *  8  6  
Texas 8 6 
Minnesota 7 6 
Kansas City 4 8 
Chicago.... 4 9 
Monday's Gams 
• Boston 4, Kansas City ) 
Only game scheduled 
Pet. GB 
.643 • 
















St, Louis 9 
Chicago 6 




Houston 7, Atlanta 0 



















• LEATHER SALE • 
Various kinds, colors - 75* per ft. 
fMMMttlCM} Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
whatcha gonna get at Hill-Bert's? 
rn S 
~ In the fifth, after Roger 
Metzger drove in the Astros' 
second run with a single, 
Cedeno hit a two-run blast. 
Then in the seventh, Cedeno. 
lined Harrison's pitch over the 
centerfield wall and scored 
behind Greg Gross and 
Metzger. Cedeno now leads 
the majors with 23 RBIs. 
• • • 
BOSTON (AP) - Carl 
Yastrzemski belted two home 
runs and singled across 
another run, leading the 
Boston Red Sox to a 4^1 vic­
tory over the Kansas City 
Royals Monday night. 
The Red Sox jumped on 
Nelson BrUes for two runs 
the first inning and were i 
front the rest of the way to 
post their fourth victory in a 
row. '* ";£ 
Tommy Harper led off the 
first with a. single and came 
all the way around on a double 
by Doug Griffin, who extend­
ed his hitting streak to 10 
games. Yastrezemski then 
lined a single to right, scoring 
Griffin. 
Briles settled down after 
the first but reinjured his 
right knee and h^d to be 
helped off the field after mak-
. ing a pitch "in the fifth. He 
originally dislocated his knee 
in spring training. ^ 
1 
i i 
limit one coupon 
per customer please 
Big-Berts for K save 41' 
I Bach delicious Big-Bart tri-dockw boasts 2 pure beet patties, slice I Kraft American cheese, lettuce, and Hilbert's own special sauce. I 
• Redeem this coupon at your convenience. Good all spring semester I 
! The Ugly Place with th Beautiful 51 t^ur&ers I 
a ^a'ue -1 
T 
A SMASHING SUCCESS 
.JfiiUNIVERSITY TAEKW0N DO , 
w";* . S KARATE CLUB » 
UNIVERSITY KARATE au. SINCE ,•» 8KP« 
ENROLL NOW FOR SPECIAL 
CAll TODAY 476-8284 
; Y SUMMER 















Some strange things have happened 10 
-Wexas pitcher Richard Wortham this 
-season. Last year, Wortham was a 
remarkable 1(W), including a victory over 
*^klahoma in the College World Series^ 
But this season, Wortham is only 6-2. 
Texas as a team is 42-3. So it is apparent 
that Wortham has not performed up to ex­
pectations* -HiM 
itige, oecau 'It's strari b se last fall was the 
best I've pitched since I've been here;" 
fWortham said. "In November, I went to 
pitch in the World Baseball League in 
.South America and did all right. 
.•£ "The week after we got back this spring, 
1 was running under (Trainer Frank) 
Medina," Wortham said. "I guess that 
stakes a lot out of you. Anyway, I went to a 
party one night and got soaking wet. The 
next day I went into the hospital." - - ^ ^ 
0 1 I $ » , <r 
Frightening 
. ^ 'c ''-ft & h " 
Wortham was in theliospitalfor a week, 
and his weight dropped from 190 to 175. 
"When I got out, I was real skinny," he 
- recalled. "It was scarey to look at myself 
in the mirror." And it must have been 
scarey for Texas Coach Cliff Gustafson to 
watch Wortham's fastball, because it was 
• not as fast as it used to be. 
- Wortham's injury is just one of many to 
the Texas pitching staff this season. First, 
Zane Grubbs flunked out of school. Then 
Martin Flores had elbow problems, the 
worst kind of injury for a pitcher. A little 
later, Rick Burley was weakened by the 
flu. ^ 
"This has been a really weird year," 
Wortham said. "Burley was in the hospital 
for a couple of days. He's had a good year, 
" but in a way it could have been better." 
However, none of the injured pitchers 
were counted on as heavily as Wortham. 
He has not recovered rapidly. It's not 
because he didn't try, though. In fact, he 
tried too hard. 
"A week after I got out of the hospital I 
went back to work," the sophomore 
lefthander said. "The doctor said take it 
slow, but I didn't. I think it was just get­
ting my legs back in shape. 
If your legs hold up through nine (in­
nings), your arm usually will. I feel a lot 
more comfortable now with my fast-ball 
and my curve. I'm also getting my change-
up over a lot better. . 
"A lot of my problems-have been men-, 
tal. If you think you can pitch, you have a 
head start. I'm just going to tide this 
season out and hojpe we can win the con­
ference." 
Wortham can't help but wonder where 
he would be now if he had decided to turn 
pro when he' graduated from Odessa High 
School — instead of coming to Texas. He, 
or rather his father, turned down a 160,000 
bonus from the Texas Rangers. 
A "My dad had already told the scouts that 
I was going to school," he said. "You know 
you can't play baseball all your life. You 
have to have something to fall back on." 
This summer Wortham will have 
something to fall back on that he does not 
have now: a pitching coach. It is ironic 
that Texas does not have a pitching coach. 
Pitching is at least 70 percent of baseball. 
The Texas football team has a receiver 
coach. And what percentage is receiving 
passes in the Texas football program? 
' 'The coach in Colorado where we play is 
a Kansas City scout," Wortham said. 
"Last summer he really helped me a lot. 
He tells you what you are doing wrong and 
how hfe wants you to do it. Now, the only 
person that can really help me is Jim 
(Gideon). He played up there with me, and 
- we both know what he wanted us to dt>. I 
.can't wait to get back there.", - — 
v Turning Pro 
At the end bf next seasori.'histhird at the 
University,' Wortham will turn pro. He 
will probably be one of several Texas 
players to pass up. their final year of 
eligibility. Worthain feels the experience 
at Texas is equivalent to high minor 
league baseball. 
"Last year, I saw Wichita's triple A 
team play, and they were terrible," he 
said. "I think we could beat them. I think 
we're consistently as good as most double, 
A teams." ' ; % 
And like most Texas baseball players, 
Wortham is thinking about winning more 
than the SWC championship. "If the 
pitching comes around to be as good as the 
hitting," he said, "we'll be real tough." 
He thinks it will be strange if the pitching 
doesn't come around. 
>ERSQN 
Texan Staff Writer §S': 
gin Ton 
By KELLEY AND! 
; r 
Fishermen anglin  
Ice may soon be hooking C 
m 
wn 
recreation for the people who -
live in the urban area," said 
David Pritchard, assistant 
chief of fisheries,. Parks and , 
and establishing a reproduc­
ing population.' 
The wall 
'"different species of fish than j Wildlife Department. , 
Expected — northern pike LAKE LBj was stocked 
Compliments of the Texai. with walleye pike last year, 
Parks and Wildlife Depart^ while Lake Travis was stock-
ment. dyed with Striped bass. 
The addition of 30,000- /'Pritchard said these fish will 
northern pike fingerlings to "supplement, instead of com-
Town Lake is part of a com«v:,| peting with our native sport 
prehensive program that the 
department has established 
over the last couple of years 
to introduce exotic fishes int% 
state public reservoirs. .!?; 
''We're trying, by in£t 
traducing new species of fish 
into the Town Lake area, to 
have the potential for a lot of 
fish." 
Pritchard said Lake Austin 
has not been stocked with any 
fish because the fish there are 
migratory and move to 
different lakes. VWe're stock-, 
ing into key areas where these 
fish have a better chance of 
surviving initially, growing 
Nelson Proceeds; 
To Quarterfinals 
eye and northern 
pike add to the already wide 
variety of fish found in area 
lakes. There are also white, 
hlack, spotted and striped 
bass, catfish, carp, perch, 
Atlantic croaker and rainbow 
trout. , - , , 
, On Lake Travis, the 
Highland Lakes Marina offers 
fishing under lights. "There 
are no definite hours," said 
Mrs. Carter; "Most fishing is 
done during the night, under 
the lights." 
ADMISSION to fish all day 
at the marina dock is $1. Cane 
poles for children rent for 25 
cents per day, with casting-
type poles for adults at $1 a 
*m,:>For: 
m wishes to venture out on 
the 
HOUSTON - After two 
rounds of play in the 
Southwest Conference tennis 
tournament at Rice, the 
Longhoms have one singles 
and two doubles teams still 
remaining. 
Captain Dan Nelson on the 
basis of his two wins Monday 
advances to the quarterfinals 
on Tuesday when he will meet, 
Texas A&M'S Bill Hoover, ;J| 
Hoover beat the Longhoms* 
Stewart Keller last weekend 
in a dual match and then 
defeated No. 3 seed Lee Merry 
of Houston Monday. 
The doubles teams of Keller 
and Brad Nabers and Nelson 
and Graham Whaling also will 
play* Tuesday. Nelson and 
Whaling will continue their 
preliminary match which was 
halted by rain Monday, and 
Keller and Nabers will play in 
the quarterfinals. 
.... :The quarterfinals and 
semifinals are scheduled fow» 
Tuesday with the finals in the 
singles slated for 10 a.m. 
• Wednesday and the finals in 
the doubles at 1 p.m. 
Texas was unfortunate in 
the draw and was forced to 
play some of the SWC's top 
players intheopening rounds. 
 Top" seeded George Hardie 
of SMU defeated Texas' 
Keller, 6-7, 6-1, 6-2 and No. 2 
seed Ross Walker from 
Houston defeated Texas' Bill 
Fisher, 6-4, 6-2. '• 
Fourth seeded Bob Ogle 
from Houston overslept and 
forfeited his first round match 
and was eliminated. 
Hair Sty^tyg 
Facial 






WHBIA HORNY MIIL 
I0WERS HIS HEAME IS 
NOT BBHG HUMBLE. 
The International Student Organization 
will have its second general assembly, April 
24th in the Academic Center at 4:00 p.m. .. . 
The presence of all members and those in­
terested in joining the. organization 
necessary, since important decisions concer-; 
ning the future of it will be made. The main 
issues to be discussed are the constitution^ and 
electing the Advisory , Board and th,e 
organization's advisor. 
PLUS CHI COLTRANE  ̂
MONDAY, APRIl 29, 8:00 P.M#3i 
MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM 
RESERVED SEATS: $5 AND $4 S, 
V;:;, ;:v; AVAILABLE TODAY 
RAYMOND'S DRUGS No. 1 
RAYMOND'S DRUGS No. 2 
JOSKE'S HN ̂ HIGHLAND MAll̂ .#ft 
MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE T2n-6pm 
J" • „ TICKET INFO. 476-1090 





The Montezuma HornyBull:™ 
1 oz. Montezuma Tequila. 
5 oz. CONCENTRATED ORANGE 
BREAKFAST DRINK.Over ice. 
It's sensational, and that's no bull. 
C197.4.80 Proof. Tequila, Barton Distillers Import Co-.N^wYork, NewYork. • 
You have tasted Ipneliness. You 
> have tasted love. And you have 
found beauty in both, They live 
side by side, as they do in this 
• joyful book—a blending of 
evocative photographs and 
.sensitive poetry and prose 
which evokes the depth and 
impact of the most powerful 
emotions we experience: In his 
unique style, the author of 
' Loneliness and Love shows you 
terror, pain and anxiety, wedded 
to peace, joy and awakening. 











Clark E. Moustakas 
llliisKated. $6.95 cloth] $2.95 paper 
At your bookMllar or direct (ram:. 
FRENTiCE-HALL" 
Att: Addison Trtfd, Enolawood CIlHi, N.J. 07632 
Imm sand ma— ooplM of Pwtttit* of 
on»llnest and tow @ $6.05 ••. cloth S2,86 
. paper. >1 •nolote • ehwk • money order 
.jr ' mi r total. (Plttta add 50* 
;oo»taoe and handling plui eaiertait whera 
apptlcabla.) 
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY 
*.*K! April 22T- 24 >25 
kî HW 
ORIGINAL RECIPE OR BCTRA CRISPY 




For those fishermen who 
want to Join a fishing club, 
there are many in the area. 
Two Austin-based clubs, 
Capitol Bass Club and Austin 
Bass Club, have memberships 
open to the public. 
The clubs compete in tour-
naments approximately once 
a month. In each tournament 
mvm 
Wmm. 
Awarded for me 
heaviest fish and for the group 
of fish (lithit of 10) weighing 
the most. 
These clubs also offer in­
struction for novltee 
fishermen. '-'We &et lots of 
guys who couldn't fish at all, 
now "they're pretty darn 
good," said Jackie Hewlett, a 




ouca iv the 
|§ lake to fish, small boats can 
gt|f be rented. Fourteen-foot Lone 
i|^| Star fishing boats (motorless) 
rent for $5 per day. The same 
boat with a 9Mi horsepower 
motor rents for $20 a day. 
BAIT IS usually not too ex­
pensive. At most places in the 
area, a box of nightcrawler 
worms costs 70 to 75 cents, 
and a dozen shad or minnows 
can cost 75 cents or more. 
* Almost ail college students 
who desire to fish with a rod'n 
reel combination are con­
fronted with another cost if 
they want to fish legally — a 
fishing license. 
licenses are required by the 
state for those between the 
ages of 16 and 65 who desire to 
fish with some sort^lining 
'idevice. "• , •*} , 
FINES FOE fishing without 
a license can go as high as 
By BRIAN BLAKBL1 
Texan Staff Writer 
HOUSTON Texas golfers turned in poor scores for the first 
27 holes of the Southwest Conference Golf Tournament here 
Monday but still found themselves leading the field by six 
strokes oyer favored University of Houston. 
"It's a hard course, and nobody's playing well," said Jim 
Mason, who led the Longhorns with a 106 after 27 holes. "But 
we're in the lead, and it's better than losing." 
Fatigue, as well as a difficult course, helped to keep the 
scores high. All eight conference teams finished playing the 72-
hole All-America Intercollegiate at Atascocita Country Club 
here Saturday and began practicing Sunday at Bear Creek Coun­
try Club for the SWC competition. ' 
Some players also were hampered by afternoon rain showers 
and wind. Senior Tony P/aff got caught in the rain and came ih 
Randy Simmons fired a 110 for the Longhofns and was follc&rr 
ed by Johnny Dill at 114. Bob Mase also had a 118. , f 
Texas' team total was 450, and Houston came in at 456. Texas 
Tech was third with 461, followed by SMU at 464. 
Texas A&M was one back with 465 and Rice had 481. TCU 
finished the day with 487, Baylor with 488 and Arkansas with 
504. ' 
Houston finished the All-America tournament at Atascocita 
13 strokes ahead of SMU, the closest SWC team, and is the SWC 
tournament favorite. 
*I'm sure they (Houston) will be playing better tomorrow," 
said Mason. "But so will we." ,s S 




OSIIUMf M*T M22A WUttl 
PEOPLE PLEASIN' PIZZA ' tf 




Get One Free! 
• • • • • ai • • • • • • m •• hi 
CUP AND SAVE • 
WORTH ONE FREE PIZZX' J 
Purchase of ;T.  ̂ « 
• Another of Same ' I 
• Size and Price. (̂ 7)) | 
• Not Valid On • 
J Take-Out Orders £ 
J , EXPIRES APR. 30, 1974 ow»r»ood«ii«p»n>c»nimt»r«» y. 
[M" "ATRPORT BLVlT"" 584 " ̂RKMAN 
1000 S. LAMAR 
-  r .  
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driving the car as usual and 
keeping the decals in good, 
Condition. 
Beetleboards, Inc., boast 
theirs is the "only form of 
advertising that gets 30 miles 
to the gallon." » 
... ^shampoo user, but the latest e Steve Howeth, one of six 
-."/^dea from a California advert University students whose 
Rising agency called VW was turned into a Clairol 
-Beetleboards of America, Inc?^, Beetleboard last January, 
Beetleboards are student^flsaid there definitely are ad-
By NORMA CAVAZOS 
Those brightly decorated 
Volkswagens whose sides 
proclaim Clairol's Herbal 
Essence Shampoo is a 
. "garden of earthly delights" 
Sf C^are not the work of a loyal 
..nn*. kni fkA Inlnot 
owned Volkswagens painted 
and decaled to advertise a 
commercial product. 
The -- agency says 
. Beetleboards are being drives 
on more than 100 campuses 
throughout the countty. ' 
. ALL THAT IS necessary to 
participate is a VW in working 
order, a good driving record 
and insurance. If both car and 
driver qualify, the car is given 
. a free paint job and decaled 
•*; according to the advertiser's 
instructions. 
The owner is paid $20 each 
' /nonth of the campaign for 
PHOTO 
8 
Spam Eim*» I Get wtftM ficmrt sad «ad tt fri for PHOTO St*toMvy.ft«al«tattfn fart to write and km to raccfc* 
•owmfv* (HlfbOnliy tsatf) SIMS 
f MO I MM . . I T.7S 
to-S«N* draw*. M 
,* i" main mam ea 
w it'.c" •"i -.'an t 
vantages to driving 
billboards." 
"THE IDEA of a mobile 
billboard is a good concept 
It's a practical alternative to 
. the stationary billboards that 
clutter up the roadside," he 
said Monday. 
However, Howeth admits 
monetary, not ecological, 
reasons convinced him to app­
ly to Beetleboards, Inc. last 
December, v 
"It was the money — the 
idea of av |20 check each 
month," he explained. 
THE FREE PAINT job was 
what convinced University 
student Miry Blake to turn 
her VW into a Beetleboard. 
"I really love my car and I 
wanted to do something nice 
for it," she said. 
Beetleboards, Inc.'s claim 
^thelr cars never get stolen: 
£(they may be a little too con-
spicuous), their drivers never 
lose their cars in parking lots 
and the cars generally attract 
llarge crowds wherever they 
•go. Yet Ms. Blake said her car 
has never gotten any nqtable 
reactions. 
BOBBIE BURDEN, 
another University student 
Beetleboard owner, agreed. 
"Everyone just stares and 
points. It's amazing the 
amount of people that think I, 
painted it myiself or had it 
painted because I liked the 
shampoo," she jaJd.*' 
The Clairol campaign will 
end in June. The Beetleboard 
drivers agreed the next 
product would determine 
whether they would par-
, ticipate in another campaign. 
"I'd do it again if the-, 
product was one I believed 
in," Ms. Burden said. 
The Clairol campaign will 
be the last for Howeth, 
though."I won't, do another, 
one. The paint job they gave 
my car was pretty bad. When 
they pull the decals off in 
June, I'm going to be left with 
a spotted car." 
Bed Misconceptions 
The Shrimp Harvest 
is MKy t# sviiy Mtnrfsyi TMidsyi WMfaitidiyi liwidsy mm nlfHt st 
Shrimp en Wi te peel and 
o^jt. settee toe* 
BIG CATCH 3.50 HALF CATCH 1.95 
^Martin's 
Oyster Bar and Seafood Restaurant 
5011 Burnet Road at Hancock 451-8174 
*Regular-menu-rooms 
In the Ndme of Friendship? ,; 
Man's best friend seem* to have resigned himself to a 
bath as part of a money raising project by the 
preveterinary students diib at North Carolina State 
University, Raleigh, N.C.  ̂
Tonight through Saturday 
Try Our Spaghetti 
All You Can Eat 





STEAKS & BURGERS g 
presents ^ * r • 







Second Level. Doble Mall 21st & Guadalupe 
free parking in the rear 
By VIRGINIA TIMMONS 
Texan Staff Writer 
, Waterbeds — the latest in­
novation in bedroom furniture 
—have been on the market for 
about five years, and many 
myths have grown up about 
them, said Jim Brewer of 
Waterbed Systems Inter­
national. 
Brewer, who had five beds 
on display recently at. Dobie 
Mall, has two stores in Dallas 
and ctme to Austin to educate 
people and attempt to dis­
prove some of the myths of 
the waterbed. 
"Most people believe that 
they either leak or will 
burst," he said; 
A WATERBED, which 
weighs on the average of 1,800 
pounds, can not leak because 
it is protected by a liner made 
of 20 mil plastic, he said. 
"Another misconception of 
the waterbed," he said "is 
that they may burst, but that 
is impossible due to equal 
' amount of distribution of the 
water. ••• , 
' '  Many apartment 
managers don't allow 
waterbeds mainly because 
they don't understand the 
principles of them. 
"The only problem that I 
can see with them is that 
they're so hard to get out of in 
the morning!" he said; 
BREWER, WHO has been 
in the waterbed business for 
about three years, plans to 
open another shop in Daillas. 
He sells about eight different 
styles of waterbed furniture. 
They range from fully up­
holstered to four-postered to 
the simple wooden ones. 
The beds come in all shapes 
and sizes, ranging from oc­
tagonal to round to double to 
twin. 
"Waterbeds are also 
Reaper than the conventional 
beds on a comparable level," 
Brewer said. "But the 
problem is getting the 
American people to accept 
them. They are actually 
better for you to sleep on than 
. regular beds. 
^'When you lie upon the bed, 
" the water supports your 
weight without pressure 
against the mattress. It's 
more natural; the waterbed 
moulds to the contours of your 
body, regardless of your 
weight," he noted. 
Brewer also said complete 
waterbed sets can be purchas­
ed in Austin. This includes the 
^attress, Jrame,,J«$ting 




RIO LADO APARTMENTS 
|| 411 W. 24th St. 
5B 472-5032 
WITH GRATED CHEESE, ONIONS AND HICKORY SAUCE 
$1.50 VALUE MUST BRING COllfc)N 
||̂   SAVE 55c Coupon good 'til 4/30/74II 
Designed with the student in mind. 1, 2, & 3 Bedroom, furnished & un 
furnished. Individual Heating & AC, 3 exciting colors. Pool with diving 
board, Tennis, Laundry, Front & Rear entrances, Parking at your door, 
Dishwasher, Disposal, Color TV, .Recreation Room., 
- O f r All Bills Paid " f; 
Preleasing for Fall term • Special Summer Rates 
2989 E. 51st (off Manor Road) 926-8760 
, . We're looking forward to seeing you. 
I loLfxxrLrt±r 
YOUR FAVORITE! 





use BANKAMBHCARD OR MASTERCHARGE 
3300 GUADALUPE, ON-THE-DRAG 
WE HEAR A LOT OF 
REASONS FOR 
NOT GIVING BLOOD • •• 
..."I have allergies." 
..."I'm on the pill." 
..."I had mono last year." 
..."I once had hepatitis." 
...'Ttn taking antibiotics for my face." 
..."I had a tetanus shot last week." 
.."I had my wisdom teeth pulled over Spring break." 
..."I thought a woman hiad 'to weigh 110 pounds to give.' 
..."I am a smoker. I know that's not healthy, so why should I 
even show up to give." 
..."I had a drink last night." 
...these, and other misconceptions, are only 
7' -V e .• 
EXCUSES. 
IWE HAVE FOUND ONE 
GOOD 
REASON FOR GIVING 
HEMOPHILIA. 
- Please Give. 
,1? 
The UT Blood Drivo for Homophilia 
April 23, 24, 25 vMnion Main Ballroom 
system and safety liner. %fr 
shows his beds ^ 
8 to 5 
Brewer n nt n in 
"nice furniture;"- some with 
fiir covers, hoping peopfe will 
look at them and find out the ? 
facts about them. 
One waterbed owner asked j 
him about cats clawing at the 
bubbles. "Always keep your 
bed covered," he replied. 
He also added that kits were 
available to patch up a small 
hole. 
Whether every ^ home will ? 
. have a waterbed in the future 
is not certain, but Brewer 
hopes people will become 
educated about the advan­
tages of waterbeds, thus dis­
proving the myths. 
\v C '* Vv 
* W-i Jti ' i V. ' 
iff 
Of Citils Viewed 
By LAURA McDONOUGH 
Participants at the 20th Governmental Accounting and 
Finance Institute, a statewide meeting of city finance officers, 
listened to an overview of trends and problems in municipal 
finance Monday from the president of the Municipal Finance 
Officers Association of the United States and Canada. 
John M. Urie said he detects a trend away from "perfor­
mance, budgeting" in municipal finance. City fiifence officers 
who tried'to implement performance budgeting found they were 
doing a lot of work for limited results, he said. 
THDE NEW approach, "budgeting by objective," will."make 
the budget easier for council members and the general public to 
understand" and will give better direction to city government, 
he said. 
Urie, Who is the director of finance of>Kansas City, Mo:, said 
city bond issues will be "rather costly" since interest rates on 
borrowed money are higher than ever before. 
He also noted federal-revenue sharing grants to cities have 
been a mixed blessing. Since the open-ended grants came into 
existence three years ago, categorical grants (for specific ob­
jectives in cities) had been either curtailed or discontinued. 
THE NET result has been a reduction in the amount of 
monies we have received" from federal sources, he said. 
The rapidly-changing municipal finance situation 
necessitates frequent re-education. Urie said officers should 
spend additional time reading outside publications to keep up on 
current developments. 
"You're going to have to avail yourselves of more education 
and training, and you're going to have to adjust yourselves to 
accepting some variables relating to things that you previously 
thought were basic tenets of our society," Urie said. 
The institute is being sponsored by the Lyndon Baines John­
son School of Public Affairs and the College of Business Ad­
ministration, the Texas chapter of the Municipal Finance Of­
ficers Association and the" Texas Municipal League. Meetings 
will continue through Tuesday at the Joe C. Thompson 
Conference Center. 
WARNING 
^ ,tVnu Mrmn't hintlnn vmtr If yo  are 't buyi g your 
Motorcycle Insurancm from 
> Jonas-Elliott Insurance Agency, 
You may be Paying TOO MUCH " 
NO. 1 '74 Honda 125cc 
Liability only - $38 
Comprehensive Collision & 
Liability - $124 
NO. 2 '74 Honda 250 cc 
Liability only - $56 
Comprehsneisvfr Collision & 
Liability - $124 
NO. 3 '73 Model 850cc 
Liability only - $143 
Comprehensive Collision & 
Liability - $284 ; 
We have local claim service 
olus premium financing. 
3607 Manor Road 
926-6665 
Jones-Elliott Insurance Agency Si': 




TRY THE BEST! 
• 7. '$•. 'rv' •. 
• 21 Great Meals per Weel* 
• Maid Service 
» • .< .  .  > 
• Close to Campus 
• Private Transportation 
• Private Pools 
ALL THIS AND 
$0 
EVERYONE GETS -
A PRIVATE ROOM 
MADISON HO 
*709W.:22nd;St^M 
Modison - Bellaire Apts. 
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DWI 
fI|K 
By BILL1 GARLAND ' 
Texan Staff Writer 
After receiving a term of 
<one year in Travis County Jail 
for driving while intoxicated, 
v Philipe Resales last week un­
expectedly took a bus ride 
with 23 other prisoners to the 
"joint," as sheriff's officers 
call state prison in Huntsville. 
Rosales' misplacement 
went undiscovered for almost 
a week, until a daughter asked 
to see her father in County 
Jail on the first regular 
visiting day. 
Friday, the" '60-yleir-old 
prisoner returned to Austin 
and took a position as trusty, 
to help with chores around the 
jail. 
Although Rosales refused to 
talk; with reporters Monday 
("or even to a lawyer," a 
deputy said), his son Felix, 
said plans are under con' 
sideration for legal action 
against the responsible 
authority. : 
"They didn't forget his mis­
take for getting drunk on beer. 
Why should we forget their 
mistake," said the younger 
Rosales. 
Sheriff Raymond Frank 
said the mistake probably oc­
curred when someone in the 
district clerk's office filled 
out thi wrong form for 
Rosales' penalty. 
Such a mistake is almost 
impossible not to be caught 
somewhere down the line, 
Frank said. 
Felix Rosales mainly ob­
jected to his father having to 
go through what he termed a 
"diagnostic center," 
preparatory, tp the HuntsvUte 
"I think'my old man is too 
old to go through something 
like that. TTiey shave you, 
strip you, make you go 
through hell, really," Rosales 
said. 
* ""My old man told them, 
Traffic Fatalities 
'Yon are making a mistake^ 
They told him to, 'Shut up, 
Mexican,' " he added.. ' . 
" "1 don't fiiink anyone should : 
be called a 'dumb Mexican' 
just because he's fighting for 
his rights. Those days are 
gone," said Navel Garcia, a 
friend of the family. 
Frank said if the prisoner 
received such treatment, it 
must have come from 
members, of the Texas 
Department of Corrections!^: 
Abroad 
Black 
The Texas traffic death 
rate, while still below last 
year's, is rising slowly as peo­
ple begin believing "there is 
no energy crisis," a Depart­
ment of Public Safety (DPS) 
official said Monday. 
Jim Robinson, DPS public 
information official, said the 
27 percent decrease in 
fatalities over April, 1973, is 
directly attributable to lower. 
speed limits and reduced driv­
ing. But that decrease is 
eroding at a rate of 1 percent a 
week, he said. 
"At the height of the fuel 
; shortage in March, when peo­
ple' were keeping their gas 
consumption and their speed 
of travel low, we had as much 




When the Arab oil embargo 
was lifted in March and "the 
government began to 
downplay the very real energy 
shortage," more traffic 
fatalities were recorded and 
109 percent more speeding 
tickets were issued, Robinson 
said. •' * 
Fein Elected; 
Dorm President 
Randy Fein was announced 
Monday night as the winner of 
the Jester Student Govern­
ment presidential election. 
Fein, a freshman, defeated 
Bill Bollingfer and Scott John­
son in the election conducted 
by the Jester government Sun­
day night. 
T_ LIZ SWEET 
iSxperimeAi In International 
International Training in Brattleboro, Vt., is providing., 
students an opportunity for a semester's study abroad. S 
Spring and fall semester programs in 16 countires are* 
available to sophomores, juniors and seniors. Students ji-
may choose from nine programs, including arts and# 
crafts, English instruction, photography and urban ac- 7 
tion. v i 
RON, BERNELL, a senior English major and former * 
participant in the program, said most of the programs in- j 
elude a one-month frohestay with a foreign family, con-J 
temporary culture seminarsor specialized field study and I 
individual independent study. X 
The programs are available, on five continents, in- * 
* eluding a 150-mile trip from eastern Nepal to Katmandu, * 
* a three-month homestay with Gakchiquel Indian families J, 
r in Guatemala or community work projects in Ghana. * 
£ Programs also are available in Yugoslavia, Spain, Mex- * 
* ico, Japan, Italy, Ireland, Greece, India, Germany,)} 
7 France, England and Denmark. 
Efton Geary, black author and 
upon his own life experiences to nufte bla<$^ 
ware of their problems. 
We must look at .our dreams and face th^ 
hard reality that perhaps it's going to be a 
rough, rough road." •" $ 
The past is important to the present ai#|" 
future, he said. Relating, his upbringing ,ut §L 
run-down house la Tampa, Fla., Geary 
, a former college student, Army capfn reminded the audience that blacks still live i^ , 
n Vietnam and instructor at Texa^ /substandard housing. -
•an College at Segum, read his poems "We've seen the road was rocky then, but 
• nn/1 Iaim ' ' nmniiAniT . >41* IMMam - v.«" •. " •"» • t '* : fee Sj 4~- • 
survived, and survival is the key 
ffawsf 
people a
: Speaking in the Union Buildit&' Moii 
Geary,  f r ercoll  st t, r  cai 
tain i
Luther  
about life and love, emotions, the inner city, 
and rural Texasj His poems reflect one black s* said. 
man's existence in the Southwest. SMl The survival theme appears 
Awareness is a dominant theme in hW&v —*Black Beast," written in 1959, 
. poetry. The black man's survival depends dVty rights struggle began. 
upon awareness, he said. ~ "A beast of a man, so the South say, 
"It's very important to examine yourself r 
, and the world around you to be sure you're . 
not being shortchanged." $§? 
^Reading from his first book of poems,^ 
-^Reflections of a Black Man," published in 
1970, Geary recited political works concer^ 
ning blacks. 





'because his rights were taken away. Joy, 
spells seem never to ring of a peace, peace s$. 
dear, fight on black beast, your work can 
never cease he wrote. 
Blacks must become aware of what is hurffp 
ting them, he said, and discovering .thei$«| 
problems will help them survive in this socie^£ 
STUDENTS WHO are interested in the program may J K i l l .  •  US* 
also enroll in either of two three-week intensive language * r ICKIQ, T16€IOC|UOrT0r$ Till 
courses. The intensive language courses are scheduled * _ -• _ . 






for July and August on the international School's campus J 
in Brattleboro. • .. 
Bernell spent two months in Spain a$ part of the 
school's Summer Abroad program. Before his trip 
Bernell also completed the school's intensive language 
study in Spanish. 
While in Spain, Bernell lived for six weeks with a family 
that spoke no English. * 
Bernell believes the experience provided him with an* 
opportunity to "meet a new culture and learn a*, 
language." 
"IT WAS AN emdtionial experience Which I will J 
remember all my life." * 
Students may receive college credit for the program.* 
Scholarships are available through the school. * 
Those interested in enrolling in the program should^ 
write the School for International Training, 31 Kipling 
Road, Brattleboro, Vt. 05301 
^ Sometime dtiring the 
^weekend, U.S. Rep. J.J. 
'•"Jake" Pickles campaign 
headquarters was burglarized 
• 
com-ment, the campaign 
mittee "will not interfere 
with theories or speculations'^ 
about the reason for the 
and $400 to $500 in cash" nearly burglary, thejwkesman adfcv 
$3,000 in checks and "certain ed. 




of any scheduled airline 
The burglar or burgldrs took 
a file-size strong'box to the 
rear of the office below thfe 
headquarters at 1009, W. Sixth 
v St. and pried it open, a 
spokesman for the campaign 
j, committee said. 
>' Leaving the investigation to 






For information on Auitin^ 
Tomorrow Noighbor-^f' 
hood Moetingi, call 474*^1 
4877. Ntighborhooa/V 
mooting* will lpst until" I tii 
Drive Enters 6th Year 
By MARY BARNES 
Texan Staff Writer 
The University community 
is being asked for the sixth 
time to give the gift of life — 
blood — for Texas 
hemophiliacs in a drive that is 
combining friendly competi­
tion with humanitarian in­
terests. 
This year's goal is to recap­
ture the national lead with a 
minimum of 3,000 pints. 
THE UNIVERSITY Blood 
Drive, sponsored by the Stu­
dent Health Center, operates 
under a coordinating com­
mittee with representatives of 
Alpha Phi Omega* national 
men's service fraternity; 
GDE, a University women's 
service organization; Spooks, 
honorary women's spirit and 
service group; and Alpha Ep-
silon' Delta, premed/predent 
society. 
In addition to the drawing in 
the Union Building Main 
Ballroom from 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Tuesday through Thurs­
day; several mobile drawing 
stations will be provided in 
association with competitions 
around campus. 
A Jester station will operate 
in the center's first floor 
cafeteria for its residents and 
those of men's residence halls 
starting at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday. 
A GREEK drive will be held 
Room, and a Dobie station 
will beset up in the Dobie Din- , 
ing Commons at 7:30 and 8 
p.m. Wednesday respectively. 
A women's residence hall 
station has been arranged to 
complete the drive in Kin-
solving Dormitory's study 
area at 7 p.m. Thursday. 
Prizes will be awarded for 
all the competitions. 
In a more serious vein than 
the competitions, a three-way 
"help" program is part of this 
year's University drive. 
$. First, the blood is given to-
the Texas Hemophilia 
Association to help alleviate 
the financial burden suffered 
by families with a 
^e^ Ca^iliait's Seville Jbemophiliac, whose blood bill 
may approach $25,000 annual­
ly ' 
NEXT, THE clotting factor 
is removed from the donated 
blood and sent to Texas 
hemophiliacs. 
5 The remaining whole blood 
is distributee} to hospitals." 
People with normal blood do 
not need the extra. clotting 
factor which has been remov­
ed. 
; Finally, a security plan 
offers blood replacement for 
all students, faculty and staff, 
and for the families of donors. 
> 
To Plnrr A — IV ZHIVV «T 
Daily Texan ^ * 





%% 1424 Lavaca ; 
•  ' <  
El PASO CATTLE COMPANY 
Kenneth Threadai 
$1.50 Cover 50* Tequila, 
831 Houston St. off N. Lamar 
c^ r^Uet clf/h 
23 - April 27 
SILVER CITY SADDLE TRAMPS 
l/mscorfed Ladies Frem 
Wed. - Sat. May 1 - May 4 
RUSTY WIER ^ 
Premieret new ABC Dunhill Album 
Soap Creek Tuesday Concerts 
Presents 
Tonight Only 
Steve Fromholz inC.nc.rt 
Spaghetti Dinner 5-8 
707 BOO Cav*f Rd. 327-9016 
. . S,on"' Slow, Rugged" 






38th and IH 35 
Tues.-Sat. 




Angela & W.C. 
BEPV'S 
00 West Side Tap 
Mixed Drinlu 







TONIGHT THRU SAT. , 
i Serving your favorite Seer and Win* ' 
Coolers, Sangria, and 21 varieties of Nixatt 
476-4394 2915 Guadalupe 
SUM-
THE SOUTH 
GOOD for overseas stays of 
22 to 45 days thru May 31. : 
Jet from Miami, via <> 
connections In Nassau, to 
Luxembourg In the heart of 
Europe. Add $15 each way 
weekends. 
SAVE $130 against com-w 
parable fare of any other M 
scheduled airline. 
INTERNATIONAL 
AIR BAHAMA—for lowest jet 
fares to Europe no matter 
when you leave or how long < 
u stay; Getdetallson all 
~ fares with savings up to 
$280 this.summer for stays 
of over 45 days. Visit beau­
tiful Nassau on the way. 
SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT 
Prices subject to change. 
Phone Toll Free— 
In Florida:,, (800) 432-9530 
In Texas: ' (800) 223-5500 
^Elsewhere^ 
I To: International-Air Bahama >! 228 S.E. 1st St. I 
| Miami, Fla. 33131(305) 379-9591 | 
| Send folder CN on Lowest Youth ! 






My travel agentis. 




ADVANCtD TICKETS AT INNER SANCTUM 
AND DISCOUNT RECORDS 
ED FREE TOHITE I ONE ADMI 





NO COVER MONDAY-THURSDAY 






Wfl&P'Z -Mt HAPPY 
m,y Ruben . or 
;.VPastram|iS. 
S.0 S.lad?' S0"P °r 
Fountain Drink : Fountain Drink "laa^ 
c;;or  Beer  "W 
Sbi^No. 1-2821 Sen Jacinto * % ' 







A simple mark with your No. 2 pencil on your Optional Fee 
Card when you preregister next week will reserve your copy of 
the CACTUS. Preregistration is April 29 - May 3. ,wsK 
r-
Time is runningiout. 
BUT you still have time to  ̂
your1 copy of theH 
- - "nKmooK 
h 
rffitg. 
jypep your order with the Texas Student Publications Business 
§ki&- M 
- s&Msism a big book of 




*. % if 
*7.88 memories, only 
THE CACTUS, tnothar TSP publication 
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"The P^Rel-uctant %is presence 
Debutante;" by William fsij Joseph Cot 
^^functionally, though perhaps 
ten Receives such' "dully, serves to set up the 
Douglas Home; directed happlause when he comes on 
by Michael J. Frank; % stage inthe'!Reluctant 
starring Joseph Cotten and Debutante" and he does his 
Patricia Medina; playing 
a t .  t h e  C o u n t r y  D i n n e r  
Playhouse (CDP) through 
May 12. 
iV 
damndest to live up to his 
/audience's expectations. And 
he succeeds; 
By DEBRA TRIPLETT, tanTF" K t.«« et.n nr>i«« I ANTE. Opens ItS first 
exan Staff Writer ^with a less than enthusiastic 
. . —Twgw St«ff PH>jgby DavM WW 
David ScKmoeller directsRobertPalter in'The Spider Will Kill You.' 
Village ..j« 
Cinema ft 
Four sa- 0 






<*9 1930 EAST RIVEffSI&C DRIVE 
IhcMerithod 
o new movie in years 












W. Bm WW* CM—442-2333 „ 
"MAGNUM FORCE" 
OPEN 5:45 $1.00 ti{ 6 p.m. Features 6:00-8:15 




OPIUMS S1>i fit* 
MGM I 
TEXAS 




It Was Meant 
3 DIMENSIONAL ' 
70mm/TECHNJCOLOR® (XV 
I PICTURES RELEASE* 
TRANS ̂  TEXAS 
RISKED PRKB |AI^H*||f AIJIAI »» »=« 
IZuuduUUiLJ ®lj4hh 
12HHHacoctDrim—453^641 
FROM THE MAKERS OF "SOUNDER" 




SI JO UKTIl 
SHOWTIME 
16MB Bwact Rn4—46-B33 
lttT TWO ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS 
BEST SUfVORTftlG ACTRESS 
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mica ToPlay Tonight 
To Debut 
;** A film by RTF graduate stu­
dent David Schmoeller, "The 
« Spider Will Kill you," which 
he wrote and directed for his 
master*s thesis, will debut at 
7 and 9 p.m. Tuesday in Jester 
Center Auditorium before the 
regular showing of "His Girl 
Friday." 
The 30-minute color film 
tells the- story of a blind 
recluse who hides from the 
world in the attic of an aban­
doned theater. 
When a stage and screen^ 
personality with numerous 
credits to his name walks 
, onstage for the first time dur-
'* ing a performance, the 
audience often will applaud. >-
They applaud not so much 
because they like his en­
trance, but because they 
respect his accomplishments, 
his professional standing and 
i 
-4& 
Ruggiero Ricci, a violin vir- ^ Born 
tuoso of world renown, will i'L *" ' 
perform at Hogg Auditorium 
Tuesday night as part of the 
„ University Solo Artist Series. 
The 8 p.m. concert is spon­
sored by the Department of 
_Music<and the Cultural Enter­
tainment Committee. 
Ricci's program will in­
clude Sonata No. 3 in D minor 
and Op. 108 by Brahms; Bar-; 
tok's Sonata for Solo Violin; 
Sonata No. 3" in G minor by 
Debussy; and Six Caprices,by 
Paganirii, with whom Ricci 
has often been compared.,, 
audience response. The 
highlight of the act is Cotten's. 
first appearance on staged 
when the audience generally 
explgdes into applause at its; 
first view of a known star, k 
The slow audience response 
in the first act is not a result 
of the performer's comedic 
inability. Rather the first act 
situation, give background fo; 
the coming acts and provide 
the reference for future 
punchlines. f 
Very little can be done to 
jnake background scenes in? 
wZ * !Jeresting,'but Patricia Medina 
Cotten's real life wife) does 
ac • her best by flounding about as 
a society matron, making, 
hilarious phone calls and mix;; 
ing up her "young men." |
ACTS n AND m quicken 
the action, allowing the 
audience to join in the. fun. 
The audience enjoys the 
slapstick touches introduced 
by David Bullock's (Philip 
Weaver) entrance over the 
more sophisticated innuendos 
of Act I. With the addition of 
Jane's (Anita Frazier) quick 
wit and humor, these4 two acts 
^-really make the production 
-shine". •• . Add the 
' professionalism of Miss 
tMedina and Cotten and there 
is a real CDP package. 
Other supporting actresses 
who help move the play along 
smoothly are Mabel 
Crosswaithe (Sheena Gdlrdon) 
;i«ahd her daughter Clarissa 
. -(Jenny Burgess). These 
women typify society matrons 
who pull petty but laughable 
tricks, on other society 
matrons. . 
Roughly, the plot follows 
the entrance of a most reluc­
tant debutante into London 
society. Her mother, Sheila 
„ v 
Broadbent- (Miss" Medina), 
pushes every aspect of society 
and every young man she feels 
is acceptable to society on her 
daughter. 
But the young men (more 
accurately, one young man) 
acceptable to Mrs. Broadbent 
are hot quite what her 
daughter has in mind, and 
their differing tastes provide 
the play's basis for merri­
ment 
• • • 
SB 
• :  
After the play, Cotten spoke 
briefly about his feelings on. 
the American Film Theatre 
(AFT) concept. He thinks it is 
a "marvelous opportunity" 
for people who do not see the 
plays on tour to view great 
.theatrical-'works, 
Starts FRIDAY! 
in San Francisco 
%here he made his debut at 
the age of 8, Ricci has become 
a truly international concert 
artist. He has made three 
world tours, three tours each 
of Russia and Australia, four 
of South Africa and nine of 
South America, as well as an­
nual tours of the United States 
and Europe. 
Ricci has made .numerous 
recordings on Ik London,* 
Columbia and DeccgT&bels. A 
number of his recordings of 
Paganini's work are the only 
versions available on record 
of the Italian master's music. 
. In concert, Ricci performs 
on a 1734 Guarnarius, one of 
the best instruments of th| 
Cremona school. :. g; 
The Los Angelas Times said 
the violinist "played with 
dash and fire and 
authoritative conviction, a 
' tone of slashing brilliance, an 
effortless ? and indomitable 
technique and a wealth of 
temperament to make sparks 
fly-"/.-
I Admission to Ricci's perfor­
mance is by season ticket or 
the optional services fee. 
Remaining tickets will be sold 
to the public at the door begin­
ning at 7 p.m. for 13.50 per 
seat. 
fi 
,a The Texas Union will spon­
sor a sale of original graphic 
art by contemporary and old 
master artists Thursday and 
Friday in the Union Building 
Main Gallery . 
Arranged by the Ferdinand 
Roten Galleries of Baltimore, 
the exhibition will be on dis­
play from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Thursday and from 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Friday. . \ 
•--" The original prints S prints 
taken directly from the ar­
tist's original woodcut, 
engraving, etching, silkscreen 
or lithograph — will include 
works by artists such as 
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Village Cinema Four 
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T A T  E  
C. O ' , > V- 5 'I, A ^ 
AND 
M* flUSMT VMUT «0M «44-lm 
TWINCTTi 
SOUTH SIDE 
710.1 Bon Whtt 44^2296 
INTERSTATE THEATRES 
PARAMOUNT 
:  * conc.pess avpnui  
Deep in the eerth they live 
$1.25 til 3:00 p.m. 
1:404:20-5:00 
6:40-8:20-10:00' 
Stewart Moss • Marianne McAridrew@  ̂
COLOR bv DeL^e* an American lnlemational relose M 
TADJJ2*. 
fooay D̂iaiie 
cAUeî  "^ îfealor 
A NOSTALGIC LOOK 
AT THE FUTURI 
1:40-3:20-5.-00 
s 6^«4:20.10M 
ACADfMY AWARD WINNER-JOHN HOUSEMAN 
1:20-3:25-5:30-7:35-9:40 
TUESDAY 
F E E D  A  
F R I E N D  
F R E E  
.2 fori .  Spaghett i  
-$1.39 









'A SCI-FI HONEY. I RECOMMEND 
'FANTASTIC PLANET' FOR 
FAMILY VIEWING!" 
m - f. - N-* York T.tj 
"A TRULY FANTASTIC FILM 
3  n c '  A  ^  i'". 
"EXTRAORDIN ARYL.MA Y SURPASS DISNEY'S 
'FANTASIA' AND KUBRICK'S ,2001'...HASNT BEEN 
SUCH ANIMATED IMAGINATION SINCE 'YELLOW 
SUBMARINE'." 
...BOSTON GLOBE 
"BEST BET!"—Hew York Magazine 
"THE MOST UNUSUAL MOVIE j 
I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR." 
—Gene Shalit, WN8C-TV . 
picruftt 
STARTS WEDNESDAY 












" 'All Saatii 
$1.00 
HI I2J0 
CAPITAL PLAZA EXCLUSIVE 
SOUTHWESTERN PREMIERE! 
oor»i/the romance 
that uuQ/zo dMne" 















face with a 
bodythafs 
right in place! 
•  
1:40-3:20-5:00 , , 
6:40-8:2(H 0:001^-^41^1 
c^Wooc\y 
cAller̂  ™1 cK^aton " 
1500 S. PLEASANT VAUEY RD 
REDUCED PRICES 
Til.« P.M. 
MON thru SAT. 
VARSITY •£. c$1.00 til 3:00 p.mii  ̂2:10-4:05-6:00 -





I HAVE SEEN 
THE fUTURE 






$1 00 5 ACAPWY AWARD > „ Alii 
M«'p.m. N0lW"NATI0N|̂ |̂ ^nflry 
Z ' j  ACADEMY AWARDS ^  '  
'*1.S0 
* ROHKTItfOrORO 
ft Mtmmm- "• '• 
TECHMC010R* AUMVtRSALnCTURE, 9:50 . 
*1.00 







WKHATHHODAiaBî kl 1 
"BUTCH CASSIDY AND 
THKSUNDANCK MD" 
.. PsntvjIsif.CoW by OaLuw* , 
$1.50 
. :  
10 J 
Picasso, Chagall, Miro, Dali, ^ 
Renoir, Kollwitz and others, 
including contemporary 
American, European and 
Japanese printmakers. Prices -
for the prints start at |S with» 
the majority selling for under 
$100. 
A representative of the 
Roten Galleries will be at the 
Main Gallery during the ex­
hibit to answer questions 
about graphic art and print-
making. 
Established in 1932, the 
Roten Galleries, which own 
one of the country's largest ' 
collections Of graphic art, -
specialize in arranging exhibi­
tion sales at colleges, 
museums, art centers and 
galleries around the United 
States and Canada. 
The Texas Union has spon­
sored graphic sales from the -• 
gallery for six years and will 
hold two more this year, one 
in the summer and one in the 
fall. 
The Roteri exhibition and 
sale has been popular in the 
past, according to Hal Weiner, 
Union program adviser 
because "it allows almost 
everyone ,to buy original 
graphic art at relatively low 
trices." 
One beautiful man. His story is true 
PANAV1SION" 
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HURDY GURDY 
SONG & DANCE 
Folk music and 
dance of seven 
countries- m 
Sunday/ April 2§ 
BATTS AUD. 
$1 at door 
7 p.m. 
Sponsored by Slavic Dept 
J GULF STATES DRIVE-llTV 





^\710 E. B«o Whlt««444-a96/* 
—HELD OVER— 
2nd BIG WEEK 
BOX OFRCE OPEN 7:30 
SHOW STARTS DUSK 
SWAMP BBflND-HBi AHEAD! 
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HELD OVER 
4th AND FINAL WEEK 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:30 
SHOW STARTS DUSK 
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By KEN Mcffiw 
Texan Staff Writer 
tie a mike on it and that was 
our stage." 
"You from the press? - All, f:-Seals and Crofts are now 
the way back to the last about 31 years old. 
Winnebago." 
S§§ It was a long way back to 
the fifth and largest 
Winnebago past the catered 
buffet in the barns behind City 
' Coliseum Monday night. 
It's been an even longer trip 
for Jimmy Seals and Dash 
• Crofts; who spread the buffet 
talked to reporters in the*' 
Winnebago and hopped into 
and. out of' Austin oh their 
private Convair DC-9, leaving 
behind an excellent and con­
troversial concert. J, 
Seals and Crofts haVilieeh 
together since junior high 
school. They first rose to fame 
as members of the Champs, 
whose hit "Tequila" sold six 
million "copies. Starting at 
about age 14, they stayed with 
the Champs for seven years, 
says Seals, including nine 
months of one-nighters on the 
road. 
"We were the drivers, 
workies and musicians,". 
Seals said in a press con­
ference before Monday's con- . 
cert. "We used to nail a 
broomstick to the stage and 
years old. Their v 
lyrics are somewhat more 
complex than "Tequila" and ' 
more visionary., The con­
troversial exception to that 
rule, in the eyes of many sup* 
porters of women's rights, Is 
"The Unborn Child," the title , 
song of their new album. 
I Oh tiny bud that grows* in 
the womb/ Only to be crushed, 
before you can bloom/ Mom­
ma .stop! Turn around, go; 
back, think it over/ Think oEpj 
all the great ones who gave;.3 
everything/ That we might 
have life here/ So please bear 
the pain. 
The lyrics were written by 
Crofts' sister-in-law after she 
watched a television special^ 
on abortion. It was introduced!^ 
at the concert by Seals, who'{'?|l^^p 
said: . 
"If I were a businessman 
making a big deal, I'd hire 
lawyers and accountants to go 
out and gather all the inforv 
mation they could • before I 
made the decision. We think 
life deserves to have informa­
tion gathered about it, too, 
and we hope that this song will 
f 
KJSsL 
. Jim Seals and Dash Crofts before 
give that information to ii 
mother comtemplating an 
abortion." 
Seals and Crofts' stand on 
' 1  
Tuesday night a special 
drama will be presented on 
the GE Theater at<8:30 p.m. 
on channel 7. "Larry," starr­
ing "Frederic Forrest, Tyne 
Daly and Michael McGuire, is 
based on a true case history 
by Dr. Robert McQueen, 
professor of Psychology at the 
University of Nevada. 
The story concerns a 26-
year-old man who had been in­
stitutionalized since infancy 
as mentally retarded even 
though he actually was of nor­
mal intelligence. 
6:30 p.m. 
9 News r *).' .. I 
36 Eyewitness News 
•f p.m. 
9 Bill Moyers'Journal 
U Happy Days 
7:30 p.m. 
7 Hawaii Flve-0 
? Who Built This Place: The Once 
and Future Landmark 
24 Movie: "Planet Earth" 
34 Baseball:, Houston Astros vs. St. 
Louis Cardinals 
8 p.m. 
9 Black Journal 
8:30 p.m. 
7 GE Theater: "Larry" 
9 p.m. 
9 Virginia Museum Documentary 




7, 24, 34 News 
9 Eye to Eye : 
10:30 p.m. . 
7 Movie: "Husbandi" 
9 The Advocates 
24 ABC Wide World of Entertain-' 
. ment 
abortion stems from their 
seven-year association with 
the Baha'i Faith, which holds 
that life begins with concep­
tion. The controversy follows, 
them. In Dallas recently, 
women's organizations in the 
high schools boycotted the 
concert, hurting ticket sales 
considerably: gjjjg 
: No such organization was 
evident in the large and 
predominantly high school 
and female audience Monday 
night. The audience stood and . 
screamed when the stars hit 
the stage and responded in 
.that key throughout the even-. 
ing. 
It was the music, not the 
politics and not the religion, 
which justified the response. 
Tmn Staff Hie* by DbvM Wn 
performance. 
Seals and Crofts, with' an ex­
traordinary band and lead act 
— Walter Heath, played some 
of the finest music I've heard 
in Austin. 
Seals '  versatili ty was 
astounding. Adept at  the 
guitar and sax, when he pick­
ed up his fiddle he kept the 
audience on its feet for the 
last five numbers. It was a 
move the audience should 
have made much sooner. 
- i  • t i l '  »• fli i  1 V. 
In San Antonio - . m . 
Fiesta Celebrate 
•*m French Quarter - and. % „ 
' ^delicious, hotdonuts, fried and rolled in 
„ By CYNTHIA McCULLOCH 
VUf you have recovered from fall's 
Wurstfest and are ready for another futfl'l sugar. , 
evening of beer-drinking, crowd-shoving 1 The food and entertalninent in the Frori-
and face-feeding, than "A Night in Old San. • tier Town will satisfy even the most exotic 
Antonio' is for you. - ^ Texan-taste. Pedernales beam) and corn-
For $2.50 per person at the'gate you we bread are a must, and for brave souls* 
admitted to the two-block-long La Villita ' rattlesnake steaks are a surprising treat, 
midway across from the HemisFairfl ONE FLIGHT up will be a sample of the 
grounds where this open-air event is held.>r , 
, Within the midway, food booths and freest 
entertainment are sectioned according toU' 
gay 90s. The Bird in a Gilded Cage Saloon 
with Bird Dee Ann Schirmer will feature 
v --- -—~ the Pearl <Sunslingers and Chuck Reiley 
the many cultures present in San Antonio^J and the Alamo City Jazz Baiid. Girls in 
MUNCH on cabrito Qjaby milk goat) oe'4% ruffled petticoats, members of Jac-
churros, fried and coated with sugar, and 1queline's Can Can Dancers, and a wild 
watch the Mike Acosta Troubadors. Or :; - Wild West Show topWf the entertaihment 
simply smell the anticuchos, (shish^ this classic period. . 
kebabs), smoking over open fires, sip ? !|A stroll down the midway leads to areas 
cold beer and listen tothe sounds of Hilda '^presenting the days of the Irish Flats 
and Mariachi Santa Cecilia in the Mexican, and the Italian Piazza. 
Market. Beware of & free cascarone though. 
Also providing free entertainment iii thd*# These confetti-filled egg shells are 
Mexican Market are Rosita and; Jo§eti| traditionally broken over your head. 
Morante and Los Conquistadores. S +h<» •>«... tki<, i.. 
V. 
, SOME of the new booths this year in-
IF BEER and Tex-Mex food don't ¥u!trf:';f elude the Spanish Rose, selling handmade 
your palate, then head for the PlazartM paper roses, the Bird Lady, asenoritawho 
Espana. Spanish paella (chicken legs) an4>'"lf sells birds and bird cages and the Apple 
sangria (a sweet, fruity wine) make a tas-?ff| Man, who sells candied apples from his ap-
four-day feast in* 
- -—~j:— — Husajjis^ >ui\>cu uiuciiiig 1,100 barrels of beer^ 3,000 
the German Rathskeller. Traditional pounds of horseshoe sausage, 18,000 ears 
sauerkraut and sausage will be sold (with-4?'; of corn, more than a ton of cheese and 10 
. beer to wash it down, of course) and the^ cases of jalapeno peppers. 
Chris Stark German oomp-pa-pa Band will?Beginning every day at 5:30 p.m. and 
provide the familiar polkas. Af lasting until 10:80 p.m., this gala event 
For your isweet tooth head for the runs this week Tuesday through Friday. 
vl"1'"'1 N»t»i Pantm ami Down 
$Mv*y, wha prepared thh column, arm 
locd mitolog.u tpttoHring In natal 
chart*, p*rt*rwl Interview*, analyak and 
onratagy danat.) 
ARIB: There may be stormy sessions 
affecting your domestic life. Many 
changes, many dangers. 
TAURUS: In seeking the beautiful, you 
may also discover the blemishes. 
, Don't be disheartened. 
OCMINI: You respect and desire culture 
today. There is a motivation to share 
< knowledge. 
CANCR: Security may depend now upon 
friends or the kind of hopes you 
create for yourself. 
HO: There could be recognition of your 
. achievements from others, perhaps 
even a degree of fame. 
VIRGO: You are tempted to scheme for 
what you want. Don't succumb to 
this temptation. 
Your relationships with women 
,. friends could bring you success to-
\day. Bend a little. 
SCORHO: Caution Is advised during your 
. travels. Be sure of facts before tak 
, Ing impulsive action. 
SAGlTTAMUSi There 1* an enjoyment It 
the feeling of expanslveness, es 
pecially regarding "home." 
CAHHOORN: Temperament, outlook and 
ambition are quite evident where 
your partner is: concerned, 
AQOARtuS: Expect surprises now: where 
: legal. religious and/ortravel affairs 
" are.concerned. - : . 
MSCCS: You are led along strange paths, 
perhaps Introduced to people who 
. delve Into the unknown. 
Riverside SEE THE WORLD'S LARGEST Twin PAINTING OF "THE 
_ MUSKETEERS'MH 
Cinema 
JW0 IAST RIVIRSIDf 
Saturday, May 11, 8:00 p.m. 
AUSTIN MUNiaPAl AUD. 
All Saats R*Mrv«d: $4.00 
$5.00, $6.00 
Available: BUDGET TAKS & 
RECORDS, J. RIGGINGS, PANTS SOUTH 
(RIVERSIDE ft DOWNTOWN), 
INKIER SANCTUM . 
A PRESENTATION OF KOKE <£ 
CAUCO PRODUCTIONS 
Ftaturat: 645-1:10-9:45 
LAST 2 PAYS! 
MARILYN MONROE • CANDY BARR 
AND A HOST OF OTHERS IN* " 
THE EROTIC FILM 
CIRCUS 
yv 
"Unlike the 'Best of the New York Erotic FUm Festival'..., the ma­
jority of pictures in this group are both erotic and amusing ... 
"The one ta wait for, without a doubt, is 'Apple Knocker* and 
Coke', a short stag film made around 1948 with a very young, very 
abject-looking Marilyn Monroe. She walks in front of the camera, sits 
down beneath a fake tree and commences a slow strip-tease, later roll­
ing an apple up and down the famous torso and sipping a coke." 
Doria Mills, Washington Star News 
STILL A GREAT v 
•  PLACETOBE 
îlu:e-Frank|&:; GregJflS 
NEVER A COVER 
BACK ROOM 
2021 E. Riv«rsid« Dr. at Burton 441-4677 
K 
chance 
' '«• 4:50-7:00-9:15 : • 
NO PASSES V 
NO REDUCED PRICES 
m 
COLOR DY DELUXE" :20-3:2S-SJ0 
•UR6AIN MATIMa Til ] 
. ' WOW-HH. 
J1", il TRANS*TEXAS A Vill&  ̂
QjSlil'Jl'l']'! d £inema 
IwJlnZSW BmIMhI*BM.—M2-2333 ** rOUf 












A rts and Theatre Committee * 
NO EXIT 
vV /amous play prtuents an unmiio/ uition of Hetli Three, people doomed to upend 
illy together in a sittffle room. Tad Danietewrfcy has freety adaptedSartreYplayfor the 
n. After an aut-of-rompetition tcreenin* at the 1962 Berlin Film Festival, NO EXIT . 
Tonight ? ; 8 p.m. 
S: & ; Based on the play by Jean-Paul Sartre with 
Viveca Lindfors and Rita Gam. Ben Piazza 
Soriff'j 
eternity I „ 
»cree .  o ' f- i scree i g t 
tcon the Best Actt&t award* for both female lead*, Viveca Lindfors and Rtta Cam, Thu mark­
ed ihe firtt time, the coveted award tcas given to tteo women, 
"Impressive fUming.,.Effective on stage, 'No Etii' has been extended by art muurinafjiw , 
camera to an oven more effective experience of conscience. A movie of tdeat...induces on 
emotional participation that does not displace but verifies the content. Much of the force of 
•the film is due to Tad J)anielew»lty*s direction and the camera work of Ricardo Younis. The 
performance* must be credited too, particularly that of Mis* lindfors,'' 
..f™., , . —Now York Herald Tribune 




Village SvA Riverside 
Cinema ̂  N fTwto 
Pour 'W:X-rP Cincm 
tm WIST ANHRSOR1AW ItN Un RIVBBIM DRIVt fc,, > 
441-StW : 
BEST SUPPORTING 
• ^ FACTOR 
r John Houseman 
4The Paper Chase' 




Dept. of Music and CEC 
Solo Artist Series r 
Present 
- " t ^ »* "W 
5 t \ * 
^ r f -
'A -«< - » 
mm-™*' * + < 
Ruggiero RICCI 
i *.*, iffr t'f • rT * a* |a m mm . ? ^ f \ ' 
• V.'"'. Violin Virtuoso 
il 23 - S p.m. 
^%Icket Drawini 
April 17 - 23/Hogg Au< 
0 a.m,^ p.m./Mon,- Fri.  
1 m ~ - m l -  • >  ^  
PublicTick€tsy$^50/Atttiedoor 
I. .For«trial size package ol Kotex
1 ' 
tampons (5 tampons), a pretty pur»p'v!;.»:- 1 
container, and a very exolanatory ' ":-. | 
I book entitled "Tell l( tike It is", • mail this order form with 25«in coin;:. • I to cover mailing and handling to: - . 1 
I Kotex tampons 
J BOX 551 CN1 
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956 I 
1 . I 
tName,;llv..„..,-;l,hu.-l; i'Ji ,'iir.Mrifr.ifc.il i • V-', - ' <1 
Address-I 
I City ' r." 
4 I Jl! V - ' •' Staw-
I 
^ I i sTate^.» „ f - tip ^ I 
I Allow 4 weekslor dehvery. I OHer expireS'Deccmber 1974l,V- • Ltmuone per cusiomer \ " ' 
I 
f  • * K # * -
!i5-. 
Tonight! . 




and on the same program^ 
^•-mA MS™ PREMIEREmt 
J,' A New Film made a(the Uniwrsity o/ Texas 
OiryGrant 
S * M 5' jt Wfr-l,# 
THE SPIDIR WILL KILL YOU 
directed by David Schtnoetter i • 
1:20-J:25-5:30-7:35-9:40 
21»t & Guadalupe Second tovel Oobl* Mall 477-1324 
I 
GO WEST 1:30^:45 
DAY at the RACES 3:00-8:15 
LAST DAY NIGHT at the OPERA 5:00-
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IS word minimum 
Each word one time....$ -JO 
Each word 2-4 times.. .x * -5? 
Each word 5-? times.... i ,.... J .07 
Each word 10 or more times.. $ .06 
Student rate each time ., ... S '5 
Classified Display ^ 
1 col. x 1 inch one time, .$2.96 
J col: x 1 inch 2-9 times....".. $2.66 
1 col. x 1 Inch ten or more times $2.37 
FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS: 
OCADUM SCMBUU 
Mmday Twan Mdsy 100 p.«v 
Tm«d«y T«an Mendey ..... 10:00 a.m. 
WidMMq Texan luiWOf . • 10:00 a-m. 
Thvnday T»WHI W»Jiin4u| • lOiOO «.«n. 
Friday Ttm Tlwraday 10:00 «jh. 
In Ih wwii rf mid niMk in •« 
the publMnn — i »III«IMM« tw 
only ONI imattwt >Mullen. W dabm far 
od|u*liifnll ttwuM W mad* not later 
than 30 day* offer puWartian." 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
IS word minimum each day .. * .75 
Each additional word each days .05 
I col. x 1 Inch each day. — • • $2-37 
"Undassifleds" 1 line 3 days .$1.00 
(Prepaid, no Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipts and pay in advance In TSP 
Bldg. 3.200 (25th & whitls) from 8 
a.m..to 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
- • : ' '• '' 
Mfotorcycles - For Sato 
APARTMENT'S 1969 HONDA 160cc Reliable. Greet Con­dition. $225. 474-5244. 
* Musical - For Sato 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar. Amster Music, 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED ln-
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music, 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331,. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discountsj>n 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio. 476-8421. Tues. -
Sat. 104. 
OVATION steel String acoustic guitar? 
Almost new. Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
"GLB$ON ES335,"OTS;'50-watt Marshall, 
month old, four 12" Lansings, $600. Must 
sell. 472*9495 before 1:00. 
RCA CONSOLE - beautiful color TV, 
stereo, AM/FM radio combination in 
solid oak cabinet. Excellent condition. 
$550. 477-3001 after 5 p.m. 
0018C Classical guitar with 
Beautlfuf tone, new 
MARTIN 
plush lined case. 
condition. 836-7244, after 6 weekdays. 
USEO YAMAHA guitar 





Auto - For Soto 
TRIUMPH SPITFIRE Mark II. 1966. 
Recently rebuilt, needs some work, will 
negotiate. 3000 Cafalina, after 5:00. 
SAAB 99E, 1970, great gas mileage, ex-
cellent condition. $1400. Call 441-4216. 
1966 CHEVY IMPALA SS, automatic 
trans., AM/FM radio, must sell im­
mediately. $350. Telephone 447-1001» 
Bob. 
'68 VOLKSWAGEN, automatic, ex-
cellent condition. $950 or best offer. Call 
441-6115. Ask for Eileen. 
1970 TRIUMPH GT, 6 plus, good condi-
tion. 37,000 miles. Call 453-2689 for more 
information 
'66 VOLVO wagon in good condition. 25 
mpg. 477-7638. 
'69 DODGE SWINGER. Auto, air, 
stereo, new tires, must sell. $800 or best 
offer. 441-3721 after 5'p.m. 
1973 VW SUPERBEETLE. AM/FM 
radio, $2400. Call 474-5625 evenlhgs and 
weekends. 
Pots - For Sale 
OLD ENGLISH SHEEPDOG male, 2Vi, 
Registered, trade for stereo or Sell. 444-
8465, 327-2384. 
AKC REGISTERED English Springer 
Spaniel puppies. Liver and white, cham­
pion bloodlines. Call 451-2925 after 5. 
33rd & Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
Split level luxury living. Beautiful studio . 
units designed for 3-5 mature students. ; 
New contemporary decor. Walk-Ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. ' 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477 745} 
THREE OH FIVE 
APARTMENTS . 
Large new contemporary ef­
ficiency apartments leasing 
for Summer. $125 - $129.50 plus 
electricity. 
• Walk-in closets and , 
outside storage area. 
• Pool 
• Cable • 
• Laundry and parking 
• On shuttle bus route 
• Optional studio couch or dou­
ble bed 
451-4364 
305 West 35th 
(6 blocks to campus) 
"TANGLE WOOD 
WEST 
Leasing for Summer 8> Fall 
1 Br. Furn. $135 
2 Br. Furn. $160 
Disnwasher - Shag Carpet > 
Central Air & Heat 
1403 Norwalk 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
472-9614 
ip 2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class' 
Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit <•-
Lowest Rates In town 
474-5550 
Going fast! 
bills paid $124 
477-3651 
$123 
ALL BILLS PAID & 
Very large efficiency with beautiful pan- -
ellng, Open Mam celling, thick shag 
carpeting, all built In kitchen, pool*:. 
CA/CH, close to campus and shuttle bus, 
4000 Avenue A or 4200 Avenue A. 452-
5533, 454-6423, 451-6533 - <£\'M 
i Central Properties and Co. 
EFFICIENCIES 
, FROM $119 plus E 
1 BEDROOMS 
FROM $130 plus E 
FURNISHED ON SHUTTLE ' 
38TH «. SPEEDWAY £• 
4534540 472-4162 
BARRY GILLINGWATER CO. 
KINGSTON VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS* 
2 BR-2'A BA. Furn. 
Studio w/fireplace 
$240 -$250 
All Bills Paid and v : 
Cable TV 
6855 U.S. 290 E ":? 
Berkman Dr. Exit;^ ifv 
2 BR-2 BA Fum. 
$220 -$230 
1973 DATSUN 510, AC, AM/FM. 4 door, 
25 mpg, $2500. 451-6308. 
MUST SELL all 3 cars. 1974 Pinto, 1971 
Chevy wagon, custom built Dunebuggy. 
Call Mike, 472-4472 for more details, 
prices. 
1963 SPITFIRE 4. Semperif radials, 
mags, roll bar, tow bar, new interior, 
many extras. 38 mpg. Excellent body 
and mechanical condition. $1200 or best 
offer. 476-7998. 
GREEN CHEVY VEGA '71. 44,000 
miles. Need to sell before Thursday. Ex­
cellent condition. Standard Shift. .25 
mpg. $1250. Call 477-4984 after 5:30 p.m. 
Stereo - For Safe 
MC-2000 REACISTIC component stereo. 
AM/FM Garrard turntable, 3" tweeter, 
7" woofer. $150.. Hoover Dlal-a-Mattc 
vacuum, attachments# $30. 451*4117. 
MCINTOSH 5100 amp, Maranti 115 
tuner, large A vents, Kenwood audio 
scope,, AR turntable V-15 type-ll. Im­
proved fantastic sound, all equipment 
like new. $1175 or best offer. 478-0985. 
RABCO ST-4 turntable with Stanton 
681 EE cartridge- 4 large Advents, 2 
srrfall Advents. Craig, 478-5762; Scott 
327-0543. 
Homes - For Sale 
RIDE BUS TO UT. 4 bedroom, 2 bath 
home, large living area and bip hobby 
room. All for 128,500. Located North. 
Feather Homes. 451-7697. 
$10,500: USE YOUR VA. Two bedroom, 
one bath home only 10 blocks from UT, 
off 19th Street. Clean home with pay­
ment less than $100 month. Feather 
Homes, 451-7697. 
HUGE FENCED YARD. Immaculate ' 
three bedroom, IVi bath home. CA/CH. 
Located South, one block city bus. $21,-
800. Feather Homes, 451-7697. 
ATTRACTIVE, old-large brick family 
home on quiet, tree-shaded street. Easy 
walk to UT. $28,500. Call 478-1763 
evenings tor appt. 
EQUITY IN LOT and mobile home In 
South Austin. 3 Bedroom, 1% bath. Un­
furnished. 385-5232, 441-7186 after 6:00. 
12x60 TWO BEDROOM'mobile home, 
CA/CH. Assume payments, $2600 
balance. Call 385-5835 after 5:30. 
MARANTZ 2270, Dual 1229, ESS-HI EL 
speakers, the ultimate in stereo 
systems'. $1195 offer. Mike 472-4472 
anytime. 
QUAD FM/AM receiver with 8-track 
Quad tape deck and BSR Mini changer 
turntable. $125. 454-W40. 
Misc. - For Sale 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar, 454-6877. 
FOR RENT - Cameras, Lens, Protec­
tors, Accessories. The Rental Depart­
ment at Capitol Camera. 476-3581, Dobie 
Mall. 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
or tubing. All sizes to choose from. $3.00 
up. 2201 Airport Blvd. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, side 
railings, curved foot boards. Doubles 
and singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
CAME R AS 30%-50% OFF. Olympus OM-
1, fl.2. List $579, only $280. Camera 
Obscure, 478-5187 evenings. 
BankAmerlcard. MasterCharge. 
HORSES, SADDLES, TACK 100% 
guaranteed. Excellent horses, fair 
prices. Call 288-1662. 
SEARS COLOR TELEVISION, just 
repaired. More than fair price - $100.454-
1543. 
HOOVER DIAL-A-MATIC vacuum 
cleaner. Recent model. Many useful at­
tachments included. $30. 451-4817. 
MARK IV APTS. 
SUMMER RATES NOW 
1 BR Furn., $130 
Small friendly complex. Pool. Fully 
carpeted. Water & Gas Paid. Central air 
conditioning. 
3100 Speedway 477-1685 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
*108 plus E 
•  Co lo r f u l  Shag  
Carpet 
• Central Air 
• Pool 
• Shuttle Bus 3 Blks 
•  Summer  Ra tes  
Start Today 
RETREAT APTS. 
4400 AVE. A 459-0058 
MOVE IN TODAY! 
LA CANADA APTS. 
1 BR, SIS? $180 
Signing Summer Leases 
f *2 BR, 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Pretty shag carpet, dishwasher, pool 
Shuttle Bus Corner Walk to Campus 
1300 W. 24th 472-1598 
TANGLEWOOD 
NORTH 
Summer Rates Start Today 
1 BR $140-$155 
2 BR $165 - $175 
•  A /C  Pa id  
• Bright Shag Carpet 
• 2 Large Pools 
• Shuttle Bus Corner 
THE VINEYARD 
& SNOOTY FOX 
New Ultra Modern Apts. 
Bright Colors, Shag Carpet 
Dishwasher Pool 
F a b u l o u s  S u m m e r  
Rates 
Efficiency •.* $120 up 
1 BR $140 up 
2 BR $175 up 
ALL BILLS PAID 
WALK TO HIGHLAND MALL 
AND DPS. « 
630? BURNS ...451-4561 
Stafford House 
Apts. 
1 BR Furn - $112.25 
2 BR Furn, - $128.00 
Small Friendly Complex . 
Fully Carpeted 
2500 €. 22nd 476-5421 
CONTINENTAL 
APTS. 
LEASING FOR SUMMER 
2 BR. Furn., $150 
Golf course across street, pool, central 
air cond., dishwasher. 
910 E. 40th 451-4373 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER ' 
DIPLOMAT APTS. 
SIGNING SUMMER LEASES 
l.BR Furn., $125 
Small, friendly complex. Central air, 
Nice shag carpet. 
1911- Sari Gabriel 474-2703 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
ANTILLES 
APTS. 
SIGNING SUMMER LEASES 
2 BR FURNS170-S180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
2 NICE POOLS 
DISHWASHER FULLY 
CARPETED 




1 Bedroom - $150 •*' <" 
Efficiency: - $122 
Luxury - Extra Wee Apts. 
6 blocks campus „ j 
2919 West Ave. ; 
474-1712 
1 BEDROOM - $130 
EFFICIENCY-$100 
2 BEDROOM - $190 . 
ALL BILLS PAID 





Why waste time on. bus? Walk to class: 
unique efficiency and one bedroom 
apartments. Furnished, all bills paid. 





Your time is valuable 
Our service is free 







; Northwest Austin. $119.50 All Bills Paid, 
furnished. 6811-6813 Great- Northern. 
Cable TV, washer-dryer facilities, 
CA/CH, mature students, no pets or 
children. Quiet for those who are serious 
and want to study. Phone 472-6201, John 
Ludlum before 5 weekdays. Resident 
manager 452-4944 after 5 and weekends. 
LE MARQUEE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
$115, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms 
$170. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-2461 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every, 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
-,OAK CREEK ••Is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from $129. \1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394. Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
~ THE WILLOWICK 
Live in Wooded Seclusion 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con-
i 
venient central location. 
JI45 unfurnished $160 furnished 
1 Bedroom 
2 Bedroom 
1178 unfurnished S198 furnished 
All.Bills Paid 
600 South First St. 444-0687 
1020 E. 45th 452-0060 




Garrard's famous professional turntable 
is the heart of the AX-700&-Garrard 
stereo system 2SO watt amplifier and 
precision AM/FM multiplex stereo tuner 
with FET circuitry, AIR SUSPENSION 
3 war » speaker system. Features 
heavy duty mooter. midrange. 4" 
horn tweeier. aatf 3-n duocone tweeter 
ia t*Oi vae****- e*cf«iare. 1 year 
gbaramate «*> saris and later Lists at 
SS» »W se* as Caste or T«r»m. 
VM--TBZ P8&&HT HAMS.. tS3& H 
tjBsar Iietnindajr** 
COMPONENTS 
mt Cmnwwswe •''J*"* ismpte# 
&ZM& • && # • '  
ijjnw. f ***- SWhrdSW 
USED 14 ft. REFRIGERATOR. 1612 
Wethersfield off Enfield. After 6:00 p.m. 
CATAMARAN SAILBOAT and trailer 
Seaspray 15*. 1973. Complete with sails, 
iackets and instructions. Excellent con­
dition. Will deliver, $1400. Ask for 
Martha. Call toll-free 800-392-3366. 
STEREO 
PRICES 





• Kenwood Receivers 
• Sony Receivers 
• Altec Speakers 
• Dual Changers 
• AKAt Tape Decks 
• JVC Tape Decks 
• Pioneer Turntables : . , 
• Marantz Receivers 
• Shure Cartridges ., 
» Headphones 
„ 203 East 19th 
Across Street from and lust South of UT. 
476-0198 476-6733 
SINGER 
ZIG ZAGS S56 
Jvst received in original factory cartons 
3 Z'ig Zap Singers that ma ke buttonholes, 
Hem on buttons, do decorative stitches & 
monograms — much more. Inspect to-
UNITED FREIGHT SALES. 6S3S 
Lamar, Moo.-Frt, *-9, Sat 9-*. 
THE GbOD 
FOOD STORE 
West 5®s & B«yk>r - 53rd & Ave, F 
29th t, Peart 
broccoli - 49" each, Extra fancy 
- pears - 2* lbs j, 
Cherry tompfoet • 2* a pint. ft" 
CANOES 
TRUCKLOAO SALE 
DcvtXe end, square stem, Whitewater 
Aluminum - Rugged polyethylene 
Fiber glass - ABS ptastic 
FREE paddles and iackets 
with first 15 canoes sold. 
COME early for best choice. 
1607 E. Riverside 442-5900 
MANOR VILLA 
HURRY!  HURRY!  
HURRY!  
Summer Rates Start Now 
2 BR Furn. S125 - $135 
1 BR. Furn. $115 
Central Air Conditioning, Carpeting, 
Large Pool 
Ride Bike to UT 







24 Hour; Phong Service 





MYRTLE WILL IAMS & 
ASSOC. 
472-7201 324 South Congress 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.? 
Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free 




Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer-ihe solution ta 
your housing. 
The South' Shore s central location 
provides easy access to U.Ti " 
Come by and see our new efficiency and 
1 bedroom apartments on the banks of 
'Town Lake. Complete with shag 
carpeting, accent wall, modern fur­
niture. plus an individual deck overlook­
ing the water. 
ICENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership/ 2122 Hancock Dr. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Ldop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One half block from shuttle, 
end Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
townhouses, extra large. Two. bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher, disposal, door to door garbage 
pickup, pool, maid service if desired, 
washateria in complex. S^e owners, Apt. 
113 or call 451-4848. 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E. Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
1, 2, or 3 bedrooms 
•unfurnished or furnished 
From $140 - $265 
*2 swimming pools< playgrounds, 
washateria, lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
to UT, minutes to B.A.F.B., steps from' 
IRS, on bus line. BILLS PAID, Free 
channel TV. ' . 
JERRICK 
APTS. 
Luxury  1  bedroom 
apartments, with central air, 
carpeted. Dishwasher, laun­
dry facilities, TV cable. 
Walking Distance to UT 
'/3 Block to Shuttle Bus 
Fantastic Reduction 
On Summer Lease 
NOW $105 to $119 
Water & Gas Paid 
Manager Apt. 103 
104 E. 32nd 
476-5940. If no answer, call 345-4555 
4105 Speedway 
451-2832. If no answer, call 345-4555 
FALL LEASE NOW 
EL CID APTS. 
1 BR. $130 
Summer Rates Start Today 
Dishwasher - Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 
SHUTTLE BUS FRONT DOOR 
MARK XX APTS, 
1 BR - $130 2 BR - SI50 
Summer Rates Start Today 





WEST OF CAMPUS 
New semi-efficiencies 
Shag carpet, cable, gas, 
water furnished 
RED OAK, 2104 San Gabriel 




' Summer Leasing Now 
1 BR Furn., $125 
• King size bedrooms 
• Central Air & Heat.. u 
1 f • Dishwasher -y • 
• Fully Carpeted •? * 
• Walk to Campus 
708 W. 34th 454-6294 
Buckingham 
,Square 
1 BR Furn - $145 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Walk to campus - Fully Carpeted -
! Dishwasher - Pool 
711 W. 32nd 454-4917 
EL DORADO 
APTS. 
Special Student Rates 
1 BR 4115 - $125 
VERY SECLUDED 
' $130 ALL BILLS PAID 
Efficiencies, I and 2 bedroorri 
apartments, perched/on a cliff overlook-
ing a creek in one of Austin's prettiest 
parks. Fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, • 
pool, built-in kitchen, bMutlful fur­
niture. 513 Pecan Grove. 442-MM, 451-
6533. - • • • v 




Huge 1 & 2 Bedrooms furn. or unfurn. 
tyvith large walk-Ins, beautiful landscap­
ing. From S154 ABP. llOO Relnll. 452-
3202, 472-4162. Barry Gllllngwater Com­
pany. 
WILLOW 
• Small friendly complex 
• Pool and patio area 
• Shuttle bus corner 




t BR Furn. »120 - S133 
Shag Carpet, Central Air, Pool, Shuttle 
Bus Corner • 






THE WIZARD'S JAR 
invites you to fts'lkjuidatlon sat* April 16 
- April 27. We have to vfeite our store on 
April 28 so this is it folks. Our entire 
stock of old and antique clothes, iewelry, 
and housewares will be cut to thebone -
dealers' prices to the public of 40% oft 
retail. Come between 10;30 - 5 30 p.m. 
(except Sunday) to pet in on the tremen-
doMsavlngS at im San Antonio St. 




< i pre-owned Fashions  ̂




1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large walk-in closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 472-4162 
Barry GilUngwater Company 
SU CASA 
203 West 39th 
451-2268 till 6 
sinl '  
s w .  




240> N ueces 
Now lea ing for summer 
Quiet atmosphere -
Shuttle on corner 
Pool, party room & Bar-B-Que 
• Water and Cable Paid -
1 BR, 1 BA. - $135 
Z BR., 2 BA. - $230 
From $145 — all bills paid 
300 East Riverside Drive 
444-3337 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms furn, or unltirn. only 3 
min. from downtown, 5 mln. from UT. 
Large walk-ins, extra storage, private, 
balconies, lots of glass. From t179 plus 
e_.OAK KNOLL, 620 South 1st (use 
'Timbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry Gllllngwater Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
_ Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 
Barry Gllllngwater Company 
CONSUL 
ON TOWN LAKE 
New Roof - New Management 
2 and 3 bedroom townhouse and falts 
from S180 all bills paid: Summer*from 
S165. On shuttle bus route, dishwasher, 
disposal, central air, pool, game room. 
Call 444-3411, or come by 1201 Tlnnm 
Ford Road. Apt. 113. Turn East off IH35 
on E. Riverside Drive. 
SUMMER 
SPECIAL: $139 
Make a little money go a long way dur­
ing Woodsldcs summer special, effec­
tive June I See our specious one and two 
bedroom apartment with huge closets, 
beautiful decor and optional fireplaces. 
Sundeck, pool and cabana are available 
tor your total relaxation. Lovely view of 
: Austin s hills. On the shuttle bus route, 
__jusl minutes from the University and 
downtown. From f 139 to 1704, furnished. 
WOODS IDE 




Lease Now for FafTto get a 
g i f t  o f  one  mon th  ren t .  
Students and singles will love 
ou r  ga rden ,  poo l  and  
clubroom. Your own private 
bus,' group trips, and many 
other adventures for fall. 
Flats and Studios from $125 
308 East St. John 
451-8155 452-5326 
THREfc ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished. 
Summer rates, Start SI35 - $185. Also 
leasing for fall. 2 bedroom, 2 .bath, 1 
bedroom, 1 bath. Close to campus, shut­
tle bus, extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator, 
large closets, private patios, < storage, 
cabinets, cable, laundry room, pool. 451-
3941. ,; 
BRIGHT.  AND 
CHEERFUL 
. MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with all extras. Close to shuttle 
bus, new shopping center, 290 and 
Koenig Lane. Call today. 
,472-8278, 9-6 and 
892-2215, 6-9 
MARK V 
SUMMER RATES START TODAY 
1 Br. 1130 
Luxury one bedroom apartment, fully 
carpeted, dishwasher, pool. 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 




2 Br. Furn.-$150 
1 Br. Furn. - $130 
Summer Rates Start Today 
Private 
Balconies - Dishwasher 
Pool - Central Air. . 441-0584 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
"Summer Rates Start Today 
1 BR, 1 BA; 2 BR, 2 BA; 3 BR, 3 BA 
, $155, $210, . $290 
Large Pool - All Bills Paid 
Move In Today! 
• Best Rate on the Lake 
Shuttle Bus Front Door 
2400 Town Lake Circle 
442-8340 
SUMMER & FALL LEASING 
BR, Furn. $135 plus Elfec. 
BRIGHT SHAG CARPET 
DISHWASHER, POOL 
1302 W. 24th 477-1292 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
Longview Apts. , 
Special Student Rate 
1 BR, $135 2 BR, $160 
Central air, fully carpeted, nice pool, 
patio area. ' 
Shuttle Bus Front Door 
2408 Longview 472-5316 
THE TIMBERS 
APTS. 
Summer Leasing Now 
1 BR, $110- $120 
Small, friendly complex, pool, new shag 
carpet, water & gas paid by owner. 
1307 Norwalk Ln., 472-2627 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
Establishment 
Apts. 
SIGNING SUMMER LEASES 
$110 
SMALL, COZY, BUT BRIGHT 
' AND HAPPY, TOO! > 
SHAG CARPET - DISHWASHER 
4400 AVE. B. . 451-4584 
SU ROC A 
APTS. 
SUMMER 8, FALL LEASING 
1 BR, $135 
Dishwasher - Nice Pool 
Covered Parking - Paneling 
2400 Longview 478-5203 
SHUTTLE <*'"5 CORNER 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
Commun i t y  l i v ing .  F ive -
architecturalxstyles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
,«all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for $120 all bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
TANGLEWOOD-
EAST 
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! 
Summer Rates 
Start Now! 
2 BR Furn. $140 
1 Btt Furn. $120-$125 
N ice  shag  ca rpe t  -  cen t ra l  a i r -
Large pool 
Ride Bike to UT 
• Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! 1 . 
Summer Rates. Start Today 
1 BR $155 2 BR $190 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Shuttle Bus Route 
Dishwashers - 2 Large Pools 
Security 
Clubroom, Volleyball Court 
Move In Today 
1901 Willow Creek 
444-0010 
SUAAMER RATE§ 
From $115 .. " 
910 West 26th. Large efficiencies and one 
bedroom apartments available for 
summer. CA/CH, all built-in kitchens, 
completely furnished. Walk or ride shut­
tle to University. Paneling. 
4764609 or 4516533 
Central Properties, Inc. 
NOW LEASING new efficiency apart-
ment. One semester or longer. 
S135/month. All bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd;; 477-4118. 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-2201. 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam ceil-
Ing, shag carpet throughout, all built-in 
kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool, 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. S123 bills 
paid. 452-5533, 451-6533. Central Proper­
ties Inc. 
EFFICIENCIES. S115 plus electricity. 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling, no pets. Hun­
tington Vllte. 46th and Ave. A. 454-8903. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near cam­
pus, shopping center, and shuttle bus. 
All bills paid. For more Information, call 
454-9475; 
$149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, 451-
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
SUAAMER RATES NOW! Six blocks 
from Law School; 2 blocks shuttle bus. 2 
bedroom S150; one bedroom $120. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-In 
closets. 32nd and Interregional. 477-0010. 
. or GL3-2228 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all built-in kitchen. From $119.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533,454-6423. Central 
Properties Inc. : 
STEPS TO UT. 1 & 2 bedroom efficient 
cles. Nice pool area, study rbom, orien­
tal furnishings. From $139 ABP. 405East 
31st. 472-2147, 472-4162. Barry 
Gllllngwater Company 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom 
with built-lns, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. $139.50 plus electrici­
ty. 801 West Lynn. 477-8871, 472-4162. 
- Barry Gillfngwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, 8. Capitol Plaza. Large 1 
8,1 bedroorji with all the extras. 








SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
For the three summer months only. 
Town Lake Apartments wilt give a 
substantial rent discount to UT students. 
On Town Lake, cable, all bills paid, 
disposal, telephone lacks, laundry 
facilities, club room, pool, pets, spacious ^ 
efficiency. 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, bus. 
Lease now; make this a great summer. 
1500 East Riverside, 444-1458, 444-3750. 
EASY WALK 







2900 Cole " 327-2239 
2604 Manor Road 477-1064 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
3il -East 3ist 
478-6776 451-6533 
• Central Properties Ine. 
FACULTY 
AND STAFF 
Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, largg walk-Ins. 6413B Auburn. 926-
6614, 472-4162. Barry Gllllngwater Com­
pany. 
THE BLACKSTONE 
_ . $64.50/month 
Apartment living'/»block from Campus 
individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
A Paraqon Property , 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've G<?t a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 
area -1 block to shuttle. $149.50 
• $169.50; ABP. 
472-8253 . • 472-2518. 
Park Your Car and Walk To School! 
SUMMER 
with us in eight 
• ^ great University complexes -
PONCE de LEON 
THREE GREAT BUILDINGS 
PEPPER 
. FIVE GREAT BUILDINGS 
T O " - 0 0  
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 & 2 
bedrooms with shag, Icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-
4162.. Barry Gllllngwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lvnn. Barry Gllllngwater Company. 477- ' 
7794, 472-4162. 
GREAT" PEOPLE! Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur­
nished. Frosl-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit; Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. ' 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $110 plus Elect. 1211 
West 8th (off Blanco) 476-3895, 472-4162 
Barry Gillingwater. Company. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
- campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
APARTMENT FINDERS Service. 472-
4162. 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - $155.00. 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
. bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From $125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
453-6308. 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater 
Company. 1 
LARGE ONE and two bedroonps. 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, shut­
tle. $150 up, ABP. Now leasing. Ver­
sailles Apartments, 4411 Airport. 452-
8385. 
LAW SCHOOL - one block. Large one 
and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool. $150 up, ABP. River Oaks, 3001 Red 
River. 472-3914. 
SAVE $40 to $50 per month on summer 
rates. Save $180 to $240 on year leases. 
Also taking Fall leases. Swimming pool, 
study room, security, no pets, walking 
distance to UT and Capitol. 1802 West 
Avenuei Phone 476-5556. 
WALK TO CAAAPUS. Newly remodeled 
all bills paid. (908 
ir). Efficiency t 





Apt. C. Central Properties Incorporated. 
451-6533. 
MINI APARTMENT. Open beam cell-
Ing, shag carpet throughout,, all bulll-ln 




us. 4000 Avenue A. $123 bills 
4SI-6533. Central Proper-
1 Efficiencies, 
Call Our Office ..... 
P d L  I ,  2 2 0 7  L e o n  , v . . . . v .  
PdL II, 2200 Leor* ; 
PdL III, 2200 San Gabriel 
PT I, 304 E. 34th 
PT 11, 408 W. 37th 
PT III, 27p4 Salado 
PT IV, 502. W. 35th 
PT V, 404 W. 35th 
Br, XLarge 2 Br 
472-8213 
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leasing summer and fall. 
bedroom. Dishwasher, 
carpet, pool, laundry. 1 block tennis 
courts. uVt block- IC shuttle. Summer 
rates, 477-8741. : 
summer. One 
2 bedrooms. 
NOW LEASING for 
bedroom apartment and .
One and twp bath aparthnents.: Large 
pool, CA/CH, T</> from UT Law School. 
Shuttle bus route, ABP. Case Del -Riot 
Apartments. 3212 Red River, 478-0672, 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM. Walk to>f 
school, shea Carpet, disposal, cable TV;> 
sundeck, CA/CH, laundry, shuttle, gloat, 
location, ABP. S1SS. 2112 Nuecn. 472^ 
64y7. J 
EFFICIENCY,..carpeted, one block Law!,, 
School, $95Atnonth. 2700 Swisherrt® 
Manager apartment no. 203 478-6550 " " ' 
^ . 
-at. 






. •••• . . . • •. ,.' ,r'. \ • ••• • 
FURN. A PARTS. •  MISCELL ANEOUS M HELP WANTED 
WATER, and TV obi* J 
*oeid. One«nd 2 bedroom, pool, paneling, 
% 4342. ;?AVALIERS APTS. 307 East ant. 
.bedroom furnished, pool, maid and • 
• service*. Walking r ' ^ janitor S ian distance to ? 
jUT, ALL SILLS PAID. Summer rates 
,S14& up. fall rates.$2)0 up. 474-22*1 
..evenings. 
tEARN TO PLAY GUITAR RANLNTA  ̂
arid advanced Dr£UV£Sw£«ln4n£ 
1' • r. * -;i - ,, . If.-
I GREAT OAK APARTMENTS. One < if 
»block to Law School, quiet. Luxury, two 
-, bedroom, two bath; shag carpet, 
•.sundeck, pool. Ngw renting tor summer: 
' ,and thereafter. <77-3388. 
m 
135. 4S1-J333. 
LEMON TREE APARTMENTS. Efi1; 
f iciency, dulet residential nelahborhood/v 
shag carpet, all built-in*, CA/CH, In-'} 
dividual Storerooms, laundry center, 
shuttle bus. Water, gas, TV cable paid, 
si 23.50, Summer $110. 4406 Avenue C. 
459-7401, 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Jr'0skx 
SKYDIVE 
•  •  '  • :  
Austin Parachute Center ^ 




North of 27th 
Guadalupe -V TteAVIS STATE SCHOOL, ' PERMANENT STATE EMPLOYMENT 
• LICENSED VOCATIONAL NURSE -
: >517.00 per month. Shifts open. Perform , 
duties involving care and treatment of ?£>••: 
• the mentally retarded in a modern ImSfS 
stltutional setting. Texas J..V.N. Car$%' 
•titicate required. 
ATTENDANT I • $397.00 per month. Tak­
ing applications for full time work, ^ JThe fnmnlntA Prr>f««.*innM 
mainly i;45 p.m. to 10:00 p.m„ shitty wompieie rroressionat 
Duties includes the care, training, and FULL-TIME Tyoina 
treatment ok mentally .retardeisfes;'1 fr 
residents. " 
• Benefits are: .2, Weeks paid vacation^:® 
Sick Leave, State Holidays, Groupln-
sbrance, <40 hour work week... 
Appl# at the Personnel Office^ Travis,,,« , _ „ 
State School, 2 miles East of Austin on ' Day Service - , 
F.M.W(Easti»thstreet),<toiia.m472-3210 and 472-7677. 
-or I to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday^?" J 
An Equal Opportunity Employer, Hemphill Park ^ 
#§1| 
M.B.A. " •-•nTi-
Typing. Multllithing, Binding 
Service 
'.RESUMES 
^ith or without pictures., 
ii m - rw W^ 
i f By COLLEEN tXXJLlN supplies of index cards at'TO 1 "We've kept hearing about chairman of this art depart 
Texan Staff Writer percent of the level ; the paper shortage," Marie ment, said, "but the real 
Stocks of paper for Univei> ii) 1973, Aime said. : Conlon, administrative asster problem is 
ONE BLOCK from Law School. Tower-
view Apartments. Large, nicety 
decorated. Gas, water, TV cable paid. 
$110. No pets. 472-0191. 
RalnhJ^^ONAL. . 
KURT • " ' m on'* your mother, so I 
rffli 1 expect anything for myself. But 
Dad is very upset about this breakdown 
c°mrnunlcatl»n between the two of 
d°n't Vou come see him. dear? 
exas international's evening and' 
ONE BEDROOM, kitchen, pool, three 
blocks from campus. S110.476-2794, 477-' 
4931. 
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED. One 
bedroom, pool, cable, shuttle, city buses. 
S130 plus electricity. 1510 West 6th. 476-
8835. 
BACHELOR APARTMENTS. Summer 
and/or Fall. S95 -1140. Shown 5-7 p.m. 
1705 Nueces. 477-2755. 
ONE BEDROOM, CA/CH, disposal, dis­
hwasher, pool, laundry, shuttle. 
Summer S120 plus electricity. Scott II 
Apartments. 3405 Helms. 472-78SS. 
SUMMER RATES NOW - 2 bedroom 
townhouie,- near Hancock Center. 
Mediterranean furniture. CA/CH. 
Children,-pets welcome, S160. 4706-D 
Depew. 476-8575, 478-3712. 
AC, BEDROOM, living room; bath, 
kitchen, private entrance. Water fur­
nished. Close to Law School. 3408 Red 
River, 471-1091. 
BEAUTIFULLY FURNISHED new ef­
ficiency. Across street from Law School. 
1140 plus electricity. Available before 
1st. Call Rick, 475-5881 or 477-62(8. 
LARGE FURNISHED 1 or 2 bedroom. 
Half month rent free. CA/CH, cable. 452-
3076. , 
VILLA ORLEANS. 206 West 38th. 
Managed by owner. 1 or 2 bedroom fur­
nished. Convenient to UT. Beautiful pool 
and patio. Reasonable. Shuttle Vt block. 
452-3314, 459-9927, 453-4545. ;l 
latiMi'iii'.iiw.-1 
ROOMMATE SHARE new 3 bedroom, 
1W bath house with two male graduate 
students. <72.S0/mpnth, furnished, "no 
17-0304 
' . l . 
lex I  
weekend flights to Dallas Love Field are"'' T\ , . 
-, only $15, Self-sacrificingl^ Mom "; v " 
VSCOLLEGE 
STUDENTS1 
No Experience Necessary. Must be neat; 
.and, speak well. Hours deslgned'to sulti 
your schedule. $2.00/hour. 300 East 11th,: 
f Y P I N G  I I  '  
A Responsive Typjng Service 
•gtpaper 
•>2200 1 
, , Room 134 . 
V- '^9^ - 9prrt %fi 
Guadalupe 
WANTED 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH 
and wife seek apartment or 
nouse in Austin td rent for 4-4 
weeks In May and June. (Ap­
proximately 12/May -
20/June). Please contact 
Charles Ross; 617-B Madisori 
Ave., Charlottsvllle, Virginia. 
22903 . 
deposit/lease; 837-C 
COOL FEMALE ROOMMATE fo Share 
large 2 bedroom, own bath. Shuttle. 
Pam, 474-5931, ext. 203.8-5.447-1428 after 
5- • 
.ROOMMATE NEEDED after July 6th to 
share two bedroom apartment. Behind 
Capital Plaza off Cameron Rd. CR shut­
tle. $77 month plus electricity. Call 459-
9641 after six. 
SUAAMER TO SHARE 2 bedroom apart­
ment townhouse with one person. Go 
location. Call 459-7014 or 453-1497. 
MALE ROOMMATE needed immediate-
ly. Own bedroom in furnished studio. 
Unbelievably cheap. 447-4949. 
1 OR 2 MATURE MALES to share great 
house in quiet Enfield area with one 
other. May 15 - August 31. 474-5602 
evenings. 
NEED MALE ROOMMATE for Fall to 
share two bedroom apartment. Call 451-
7140. Ask for Dave. 
FEMALE April Free. Own room, $55 
plus bills. 454-7946. 
NEED A ROOMMATE for Summer? 
Live as'4^ as $67.50 abp. Call 472-8941. 
SUAAMER ROOA/UMATE luxurious fur­
nished three bedroom, two bath apart­
ment close campus. S66/month. Janet, 
471-5130. . 
LUXURIOUS FURNISHED HOME. 
Three bedroom, huge entertainment 
area. Three weeks July or August. Call 
459-9025, 476-8294, 
$20 REWARD. Want garage apartment.-; 
north of campus. Robert, 472-3076. 
WANT TO BUY House In Central Area 
about $18,000; must have assumption. 
477-2042. ... -
SERIOUS GRAD STUDENT desires 
housesittlna situation for summer 
months.. Will care for plants and 
animals. Local references furnished, v 
Miss Jenke. 476-9342. 
BUY, SELL all types magazines, books/ 
records, guitars, stereos, radios; 
ieweiery, musical instruments. New 
buyer on duty. Aaron's, 320 Congress, 
Downtown. 
WANTED apartment manager for small 




Austin Maternity Counseling Servicet 
offers residential and non-residential, 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 26th. 472-9251. 
We have been in this business ' 
. for 50 years 
(COLLEGE STUDENTS^; 
RED NECK JOBS 
?, Red Neck fobs are for those who wait; if -
' you would like.to work and live In Austin " 
this summer and It earning a good In- "'' 
come is your objective, call us for an l»«t 
Interview. 476-6888. 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 
LIKE 
PEOPLE? 
Taking-applications now for part time 
and full time male and female Instruc­




474-1124' tm Thesis 
"Resumes 
Scientific 
On the Drag - Next to GoUrrftft 
, sity offices have not reached a 
critically low level, although 
suppliers are having their dif-
Y faculties obtaining certain 
items, the University 
office supply manager said 
Monday. 
Felton Aime said wrapping 
paper, index cards and certain 
other office supplies are get-;' 
ting scarce. 
State offices are receiving 
- -' — TapjfplB 
FOR THE LAST three 
months, in addition to the 
shortage, "there has been a 30 
to 60 percent price jump in 
tant in the Department of 
Aerospace Engineering and 
Engineering Mechanics, said; 
;lS'THE:'ONLY way tt* some items, if they'M a% * • AJjTg 
available at all," he said. affected us ,s mcB we m w 
The University, as a state 
available to train evenings. Apply in per­
son Aurthur Murray Studio. 45th and 
Guadalupe, 2-4, 6-8 only 
i COLLEGE BUSINESS 
MAJORS 
Houston based firm has two opehings In 
our Austin offices. If your field or in<-
terest is marketing, advertising or ac­
counting. Call us for confidential Inter­
view..'' 
476-6889, 10a.m. * 3p.m. • ' ? • : : 
ROOMS 
TEXAN'DORM. 1905 Nueces. Doubles-
$S2J0/summer session. Singles -
$95.00/summer session. Daily maid ser­
vice, central air. Refrigerators, hot 
plates allowed. Two blocks from cam­
pus. CorEd. Resident AAanagers. 447-
1760. j 
BEST ACCOMODATION, single room, 
AC, 1 block campus. Summer rates. 
Mustang, 205 West 20th. 472-1941. 453-
4082. 
ROOMS FOR SUAAMER, $40-$70/month, 
deposit, single or double, AC, 4 blocks to 
campus. 2706 Salado, 47S-0444. 
SUAAMER ROOMS. Doubles $50/month. 
Singles $65/month, air conditioned, close 
to campus, deposit required. 477-5307 or 
477-2556. 2614 Rio Grande. 
FEMALE WANTED to' share country 
house with minimal responsibility for 
V/2 year old. Kitchen, garden, 20 minutes 
from UT. Must have car. 385-3409. 
FURN. HOUSES 
LAKE AUSTIN - 15 minutes cam­
pus/downtown. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile homes. $85 to $140. Mack's 
Marina. 327-1891, 327-1151. 
AVAILABLE JUNE 1. Next campus. 3-2. 
$260/month. Lease. 905 West 29th. Call 
Whit 478-2101.. 
FURN. DUPLEXES 
ONE BEDROOM furnished^ duplex. 
Modern, ideal for single'graduate. In. 
nice, quiet South Austin. See to ap­
preciate. 385-0855. $160 ABP. 
JUNE THROUGH AUGUST. Subliease 
two bedroom'at 23rd and San Gabriel. 
For information:'474-2829. 
UNF. APARTS. 
ONE MONTH FRE:E 
With our year lease. Gas and 
water paid. 2 br. and 1 ba. 
North near IH35 and Chevy 
Chase. *150 >$165.Call 452-9551 
or after 6 call 444-1291. 
NO RENT UNTIL THE FIRST 
1 BDRM - 1 Bath, $127.50 plus Elect. 
2 BDRM - VA Bath, 1149,00 plus Elect. 
On Shuttle Bus Route, Convenient to 
Capital Plaza. Gas, Heat & Cooking, 
CA/CH, Free Cable Television, Pool, 
Laundry Room, Shag Carpet, Pets 
• allowed. 
KAILUA VILLAGE APTS, 
5211 Cameron Rd. 
451-3046, 836-6967 , . - ' 
APRIL FREE. Sublet until August. One 
bedroom, -unfurnished, shuffle, dls-
hwasher.pool, CA/CH, ceble. $l35 ABP. 
442-0815: 
Xerox or IBM 
4" COPIES 
Also: ThesivDissertation Reproduction, 





42 Dobie Mall 476-9171 
Free Parking 
7 a.m. - 10 p.m. M-F 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Sat. 
FOREIGN CAR 
, REPAIR 
Service and repair on 240-C Toyota, 
Mai or 
MENTAL HEALTH WORKER 
SOUTH AUSTIN 
The Oaks unit of the Brown Schools 
has an opening for a person to work with 
male students and a residential treat­
ment center for emotionally disturbed 
students ages 6-18. Must be able to make 
..at least 1 yrs. work committment. Must 
be over 21, have very neat, clean 
appearance and some college preferred. 
Must be capable of providing phone 
supervision of male students ana be will­
ing to learn and work with techniques by 
treating emotional disturbances. All-
applicants must be able to work a varie­
ty of shifts (mostly 11 p.m.- 7 a.m.), 40 
hours per week. Starting salary 
S1.80/hour. For Information to apply, 
call 478-6662, Monday • Friday. 
FROGS DON'T FLY 
•but crazy captions do catch the eye. Be 
happy doing the things you like best, 
talking to people on the telephone. New 
offices, 5 days a week, free parking, 
friendly atmosphere, .bonuses plus 
salary. Call 451-2357 between 9:00 a.m. 
and 1:00 or between 5 p.m. and 9:00. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
One agent will be added to our staff In 
the Austin area.: Extensive training In 
estate planning and business insurance. 
Favorable, competitive positions of our 
company means greater earnings for 
representatives. Base salary of $400 r 
$800 and Incentive bonuses for4he person 
who qualifies by passing aptitude test 
and thorough investigation. Phone for 
appointment. 476-7757. 
THE MOVIE STAR 
NEEDS DANCERS 
r 1  • '  + '  A  t o  Z  i > '  '  
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
4720149 
v .-Theses, Dissertations, Themes, 
mAP.R.'s, BC Reports, Resumes.' 
Multllithing, Binding ;.v 
Everything From A to Z 
TYPING' 4 Reports, Resumes . 
!-.j Theses, Letters 
All University and i'Si 
~ business work 
Last Minute Serviced' 
Open 9-9 Mon-Th t> 9-5 : 
Frl-Set 
1 j 
472-8936 .. 30A Dobie Center-
EXCELLENT 1 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members In every 
' field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
. care.to type, law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses; and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon 
ribbon typewriter. All work proofread. 
478-0762. 
agency, gets priority over 
commercial users on paper 
products, but University 
departments are sjtill feeling 
the squeeze 
16 
wait on a paper order and 
sometimes ~ we have trouble 
getting the 8ttxl0 inch ruled 
tablets," Ms. Conlon said. 
"We use" everything we 
can," Ralph White, acting 
^ By GAYLE BLAKE ^fthey 
r 'Contemporary Humaii1 
$6.00 
DaUlfn,.Volvo, Opels, and VW. 
tune*Op- $16.50 plus parts. Fi-ee 
diagnosis, estimates, compression 
checks. Please try us. For information, 
*36-3171. 
COMBS & SHEARS 
Presents Vera & Judy 
Two .well-trained stylists specializing in 
men & women, wash 8, wear layered 
cuts. We are interested in maintaining 
the P.H. and R.K. products. 




Lawn & Garden Service 
Comple te  Summer 
Maintenance Available 
476-8938 
COPY SHOP II 




Also interviewing for full time cocktail 
servers. $150 per week and part time 
clean-up person. 1-3. T602 San Jacinto. 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people to 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest 
Erices, paid dally. Call 453-7156 or come y 4301 Guadalupe. 
FLOWER SELLERS needed Thursday, 
Friday afternoons, all day Saturday, 
Sunday. Freshest flowers, highest com­
mission. 476-3060, 453-1508, 453-2761. 
IMMEDIATE or summer |ob driving 
school-type bus afternoons. Chauffeur 
license required. Apply in person. Austin 
Bowl-O-Rama. 517 South Lamar. 
STEAK AND ALE needs day bus help. 
Possible advancement to 
Waiter/waitress. Apply only if planning 
to work through summer. Call Lee 2-4, 
453-1688. 
KlURSERY SCHOOL TEACHER begln-
nlng fatl. Prefer someone with,cnild 
development background and/or pre­
school teaching experience. 5 day mor­
ning program. Send resume to '6108 
Janey Dr., -Austin, TX., 78731. 
' NEED 4-6 STUDENTS part time to help 
me with my business. Pick your own 
hours, excellent pay. Call Gary Joyce, 
477-3757. 
VETERANS - ,1/se your military ex-
perlence to earn $3.00 - $5.00 an hour on a 
part-time basis. 459-7250. 
CITY DELIVERY and warehouse work. 
7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday-Friday. 
Start $2.25/hour. Mechanical Wholesale. 
476-7678. 
VAUGHN HALFWAY HOUSE for the 
Deaf needs Assistant Director to work 
with small group of low achieving men. 
In evenings and early mornings. Com­
munication skills and experience 
necessary. 444-5832, 441-0168. 
PATIO SHOP needs sales, merchan-
dising, full-part time. 12501 West Hwy. 
71. Gasoline paid/ see Glen Wilkinson.. 
ABACUS 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
s 1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typing (50* page). Printing and Binding. 
One block south of Riverside. At the 
Sunnyvale shuttle stop. 
RESEARCH 
SERVICES 
A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in ; ' 
—theses and dissertations a« 
—law briefs 
—term papers and reports 
Prompt, Professional ^ 
Service 
453-7577 
Pick-up Service Available 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist; 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. , 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, . reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
Problem^, a new multi-
; disciplinary course, will be 
- offered this fall by the Depart-., 
ment of Health, Physical v 
! Education and Recreation. 
This topical undergraduate " 
seminar will cover population 
dynamics, ethnic group dis­
ease patterns, abortion, men­
tal health crises, death and-
dying, human sexuality, 
sociological aspects of 
medicine, drug abuse, 
methods of birth control, 
health careers, benefits of ex­
ercise and psychosocial 
aspects of play. , • 
"The purpoie of the 
program is to provide a place 
where students can find out 
about themselyes," Dr. T. 
. Demetri Vacalis, assistant-
i professor of health, physical 
education and recreation, said 
. Monday. 
"Since it is a course that the 
students want, it is designed 
to put more emphasis on what 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Vi WORK! 
are interested in," he 
said. 
Contemporary Human 
Problems, listed as Physical 
Instruction 110H in the Fall-
Course Schedule, w.ill,. be. 
offered 1-2 p.m. 
The course is open to all 
.students as a .free elective for 
one hour credit. There is no 
prerequisite. 
Speakers for the seminar 
will be knowledgeable in the 
discussion topic for that class 
periods For example, Dr. Paul 
Trickett, director of Student 
Health Center, will discuss 
methods of birth control Dr. 
Ann Duncan, instructor in 
' health, physical educator and 
recreation, will discuss the 
benefits of exercise. 
Additional information may 
be obtained from Vacalis or 
Dr. Dorothy Jo Lovett, 
associate professor of health; 
physical .education, and 
recreation. , t\ 
-->1J 
getting the good 
quality drawing and water-
. color paper." 
""Occasionally we run short 
of special paper for our 
reproducing , machines," 
Shirley Hodges, ad­
ministrative assistant for the 
Department of Psychology, 
said. 
AIME CITED two reasons 
fbir the paper shortage. 
"In the first place, there & 
increased demand without in­
creased production. The en­
vironmentalists have manag­
ed to shut down some of the 
paper mills and there are ho 
newpaper mills now under 
construction. It would take 
five years to come up with an 
envirowngn^l^?^., paj£% 
Price4 controls are' the se­
cond reason. Apparently 
paper products can be ex­
ported at almost any price, 
and foreign demand has in­
creased. This leaves less for 
Americans at higher prices^ 
Aime said.,. ^ 






MATH TUTORING that you pan unders­
tand. 476-0757. 
PHYSICS TUTORING by 6xperienced 
graduate student. Problem solving. 452-
8210 br 870-3376 - leave number for Steve. 
VIOLIN, VIOLA, FIDDLE lessons. Near 
city transit, shuttle. Call Carol, 454-2885 
after six; evenings. 
ASTRONOMY, PHYSICS, MATH tutor-! 
ing. Experienced tutor with master's 
degree in Astrophysics./Call Martin 
anytlme.441-6141. 
TRAVEL 
MABYL SMALLWOOD last Typing -
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmerlcard. 892-
0?27 or 442-8545. • 
PRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex-
perlenced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124. -
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenlg 
Lane. 459-7205. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
60 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A com-
plete service from typing through bin­
ding. Available until 10 p.m. Experienc­
ed in all fields. Near campus. 1401 AAohle 
Drive. 476-3018. 
CAPRICORN TYPING SERVICE. 
Reasonable rates. Quality work done on 
all student papers. Phone 477-8092. 
TYPING WANTED. Neat and fast. 50 
cents/page. 472-4212, Call before noon 
and after 5. ' ^ 
CROCKETT COMPANY - typing of all 
soi'tsl Themes, theses, dissertations, 
resumes, and other papers, xerox 
copies, binding. 5530 Burnet Road. 453-
EUROPE-ISRAE L-AFRICA 
Student flights all year round. 
• CONTACT: 
ISCA 
6035 University Ave. No. 11 
San Diego, Calif. 92115 • 
TEL: (714 ) 287-3010 
: (213 ) 826-5669 
EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA. Travel dis­
counts year-round. Student Air Travel 
Agency, Inc. 201 Allen Road, Suite 410. 
Atlanta, Ga. 30328. (404) 256-4258. 
UNF. DUPLEXES 
NORTH, LARGER than usual 1 
bedroom, $155; 2 bedroom $165. Water, 
gas paid. Washer, dryer -connections. 
Enclosed patio. Year's lease. Last 
ftionth free. 452-9551, 327-2384. '• 
NEW LUXURY 
DUPLEX 
Available JUAe 1 
2 Bdr./2 Bth, CA/CH. Shag carpet, all 
electric appliances, shuttle bus service.: 
(Furnished $25 extra). 
$225 water paid 
447-1616 
Fall registration for the 
University Day Care Center 
will be held Wednesday and 
Friday in the Student Govern­
ment office, Union Building 
319. 
To be set up in the Universi­
ty Presbyterian Church this 
September, the center will 
care for infants under 3 years. 
There will be a 50-cent charge 
per child per hour and a four-
hour time limit. 
Government test 
Students may receive credit 
for three'hours of American 
government by taking a 
government placement test at 
7 p.m. Tuesday in Batts 
Auditorium. 
" Tickets' may be purchased 
only at the Batts Auditorium 
ticket office from 10 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m., and 4 to 5:30 p.m. 
Cost is $15, and only UT 
Austin students may take the 
exam. 
Results of the test will be 
available no later than three 
days after testing, in time for 
Cigarette Smoking 
May Be Related 
To Teeth Loss 
By Zodiac News Service 
Edward Loftus of Harvard 
University reports that 
cigarette smoking also causes 
the loss of teeth. Loftus and 
his colleagues studied 684 
patients seeking dental care 
and found that the cigarette 
smokers among them suffered 
significant more gum dis- ;  
eases. 
The doctors report that gum 
diseases, and not cavities, are 
the leading cause of tooth loss 
in the United States. 
fall semester preregistration. 
The Measurement and,' 
Evaluation Center cannot 
send score results to other in-
stitutions. 
The Government test will be 
administered again l/lay 15, 
with registration deadline ~ 
April 30. For further informa-
, tion contact the Measurement 
and Evaluation Center, 471-. 
3032. , . , . 
Padre Island 
Friday is the deadline for 
students to register for the 
Student Government spon­
sored post-exam holiday to 
Padre Island May 16 to 19, 
Student Sen. Carol Crabtree, 
said Monday, 
The trip costs $25 and in­
cludes lodgings for groups of 
four, dancing in the hotel club 
and other extras. 
"Registration is in Union-
Building 319. A $10 deposit 
must be included witH each 
application. 
Car pools will be arranged 
for those interested. With suf­
ficient response, buses will be 
chartered, Ms. Crabtree said. 
For more information on th 
Padre Island trip or Student 
Government Tours, call the 
Student Government office at* 
471-3721. 
AUSTIN TOMOMOW 
WAS* III NHOHBORHOOO MKTINO for; 
Zone 10 will be from 7 to 10 p.m. 
Tuesday at Pleasant Hill Elemen-
v tary. 305 North Bluff Drive. 
ANNOUNCIM»IT$ 
UNMKMAOUAT! KVCHOUMY OtMCTOtY 
will be on sale in Mezes Hall 206 
prior to preregistration. The direc­
tory contains teacher and student. 
comments, course surveys and text­
book reviews. 
COUCATION STUMNTS interested In Join­
ing the Education Council should 
sign up for an interview in Sutton 
Hall 107 by 5 p.m. Tuesday. A 2.0 
grade point average.is required. 
UNION UCMATION OOMMITTB Will Spon-. 
sor a bus trip to the san Antonio-
• 
y| Fiesta Friday. Students may tlgn up 
until Friday . In union Building 342. 
- Participants are expected to bring aj&Ss 
sack dinner and $2 for .the shuttleifes 
7 ̂  k 
INOUTH PWARTMINT ANO MPATTMINT 
OWMTA1 ANO ANIICAN lANOUAOU%| 
.# ANO UTnATUtt will sponsor a lecture 
: at 3 p.m. Tuesday In Parlin Hail: 101.wifilj 
The Nigerian novelist Kole Omotsof^lp 
will speak on "The Younger Genera-eS'^ 
" tlon of African Writers." -^9^^ 
OUMANIC UNOUAOtS PtfAHTMlNT wlll;'i};-« 
sponsor a lecture at 4 p.m. Tuesday 
• > In the Tobln Room of Batts Hall.!^^ 
Prof. George C.'Schoolfleld of Yale;'-"|| 
University will speak on "Political 
Songs of the Thirty Years War,"r'if 
fought from 1618 to 1648 primarily Inf/Zi? 
Germany. 
OUB8INATORIAI CANDIDATI Frances"'','J 
"Sissy" Farenthold will speak at 
p.m. Wednesday at Gregory Gym at 
, a rally In her support ' /i 
(M*$U RIAOINO AND ITUOV $KIU$/'?;;'I 
lABORATORV will sponsor a discus-j^'v 
slon, "Reviewing for Tests," at noon's.--,^ 
Tuesday in Jester Center:A332, Pre-:sS?iif( 
enrollment-Is not necessary. For ln-'',f,de­
formation, call 471-3614, 
Mmwos W&i 
AMIRKAN INSTITUTI Of MRTAUUROKA1S; ' 
AND KTIOUUM BMINHM Wilt meetX v . 
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday In Petroleum i 
; ' Engineering Building 311 to elect ol* 
fleers for the 1974-75 year. 
COMMUNICATION COUNCH CANOIDAtC*. ' 
, must attend a mandatory meeting at. V 
"* 3 p.m. Tuesday in Communication ' 
-. Building A 3.124. Ballot positions and.! 
campaign regulations will be dls-
• cussed. J 
lin COMPUm $OCKTY STUDCNT MANCH' 
"• will hold a general meeting at 7.30", 
- p.m. Tuesday In Engineering'V 
Science Building 602. Chase;Cotton^, 
and Hugh Applewhite will speak on 
minicomputer building. 
OWWXMCAI samcis OOMRTMNN win. 
meet at 1 p.m. Tuesday In Geology., 
- Building 100 to hear lectures by\ 
,{: Sergio Netto. on the "Reconcavo4^ 
Basin In Brazil" and Alan Berry on" 
"Basement Block Faulting In 
o'v Anmdector. Field, Ector County,?*. 
Texas." . . . .1 
UNIVMSITY VmRANS AJSOOAtlON WlllV 
meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday In Union 
Building 304 to discuss the establish-',, 
- ment of budget guidelines, J; 
WOMIN UNITB wIII meet at 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday in Union Building 3001odis 
-1 cuss health center article and gue 
•: 'speaker.. 
i .  .  •  '  
ANTHROfOIOOV OVARTMOIT Will Itleet at 
4 p.m. Tuesday In Burdlne Hail 602,- ' 
for a colloquium and viewing of the' 
film "We Believe In Nino Fldenclo."' 
INSTITUn KM IATIN AMRMCAN STUOKST 
will sponsor a faculty-student collo-, 
quium at 4 p.m. Tuesday in 
Buslness-Economics .Bulldlng 52.^ 
Guest speaker Will be Dr. Jerry' 
Weaver on "People, Politics and 
Policy: Determinants of Population 
Policies in Latin America.^ 
 
7987. 




Pictures' •' Kalograph 
Binding Printing, 
. Save Time • Save Money , 
Next to Gpurmet on the Drag A" "i 
PART TIME JANITOR 
Burnet Lane. 452-5710. 
needed,^ 6909 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen Shop. Ex­
pert repairs, moderate prices. 
Guaranteed work. 10M Airport. Call 385-
9102. ' 
PRO-LIFE ALTERNATIVES. Call 472-
4198 for help in pregnancy decisions. 
GUITAR LESSONS. Learn finger pick-
ing techniques of Leo Kdttke, Mance 
Lipscomb, and Kurt Van Sickle. 
Beginners - advanced. 478-5197 or 447-
SMALL LICENSED NURSERY has 
openings for 2 or 3 year olds. 454-7375. UT 
'area. ••;.. .• 
PK AUTO. Precision electronic tune-
ups. General auto repairs. Reasdnabie 
prices and near campus: Steve p. Jim K 
472-4331. 
FULL OR PART TIME Work, $300-5500-
plus per manth. call for appointment, 
452-2758. 
STUDENT OR HOUSEWIFE. Put your 
ART, talent to work. Full time-or part 
time. We will train you. Call 452-9516 for 
appointment. 
LOST & FOUND 
; YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 





SUMMER RATES W 
MALE ST. BERNARD. March 25th, -
Pease Park. 3 years. Ft. Worth, 1973 
rabies tag. Please help. Reward offered. , 
477-3209, 477-3246. 
LOST: Black female miniature poodle 
without tall. Lost In West Tarrytown 
area. Call 478-4071. 
LOST: SILVER, long-haired' Persian, 
named "Frosty" strayed In vicinity of 
-Riverside and Arena, it found, please 
call 447-4582, 385-4100, ext. 2626, 
LOST: SMALL FEMALE Black Cat was 
wearing yellow collar, vicinity of 30th 
and Hemphill Park. Reward. Call 474-
4730 after 5:30. ; 
PENNY IS LOST In Highland Park area. 
Grey miniature Schnauier. 452-7279. 
LOST TAN FEAAALE Shepherd collie/ 
Collar, rabies tag, 
17th In University 
named STACY, tan ie l 
disappeared Wed. 
area. Reward. Please; call Mike or 
Robie, 472-0352, 477-5569. 
LOST ADULT, female; - Siamese, • 
spotted, crooked tall, vicinity 29th and 
Pearo Loved and missed. 2816 Pearl.. 
472-5549. , 
2bd-2ba apt. one-vacancy 477-3388,. ^ 
Harp for your wedding? 478-5589. . , 
Get your piano tuned today,. 477-5153. 
Mental Patients Liberation. 474-4172. 
Pickup-Bed trailer. $75. 478-1997. 
. Reward. Old English sheepdog. 471-3111. 
Where Is Mel Lyman? Diane: 477-7638. ; 
Afghan pups. 836-4128. 
• Free klttens.Call 444-8089. 
Bedframe w/bookcase back. 453-2104." 
AR turntable plus VIS. $50. 459-72M. 
New 12-string guitar. $65. 478-1257.' 
sAT CIRCLE VILLA,* 
2323 Townlake Circle 
SIGN A 9 MONTH LEASE AND GET 1 
MONTH DURING THE SUMMER FREE 
1 Bedroom ~ unfurnished - $130 plus electricity ; * 
2 Bedroom - 2 Bath • unfurnished » $170 plus electricity- YOUR OWN BUSINESS, 
Shuttle bus, muzik, pool, shag carpet, small complex, 
, ' -very clean.' 
Call 441-0014 or,, s 441-3020 
[• 
3000 
square foot'.building near campus for 
tavern, restaurant, book store, etc. Call 
Whit Hanks, 478-2101. 
MUST RENT IMMEDIATELY, One 
bedroom apartment. River Hills, all bills 
paid. $145. 4444896.' ' 
River City Lawn Service. 474-5l58. ' > 
1965 impala SS $350 472-9797. 
Hood hairdryer. Like new. 476-444).-'' 
Female roommate; shuttle. 476(1264. 
-.'i ,r • - I ' :"Y- i --i'V-'-
Nancy t^-qOlero - Jose. 
ROOM & BOARD 
BELLSON DORM for Men. Excellent 
home-cooked meals. Air conditioned, 
maid, swimming pool. Now taking reser­
vations for suiryner and fall. »W Rio. 
$rehde. 474-5480. 
ARK CO-OP: Funi Frolic I 19 meals,, 
































CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER BLANK 
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
WRITE YOUR AD HERE 
•  * •  -
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15 1.50 2.70 5.25 9.00 18.00 
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NEW YORK (AP) — Vice-President Gerald E. Ford 
said Monday he would have .pushed the Watergate in­
vestigation harder if he had been in theWhite House 
when  t he  s canda l s  f i r s t  b roke ,  v .  Y ;  
~ In a question-and-answer session at the -annual^ 
, "-Irieeting of The Assdciated Press, Ford also called on||| 
President Nixon to "do anything reasonable" to clear upjp 
tile Watergate controversy, including maximumiijlt 
cooperation with the House Judiciary Committee's im-^J 
peachment probe. : ' «/£• 
Ford said he hoped Nixon would, within the next 72:7'-; 
:Hours, turn over the relevant mateial asked by the com-'^ 
mittee from the White House. 
A SUBPOENA issued by the committee seeking tapes „ 
; > ind documents from the White House falls due Thurs-
day morning. , 
fxS In response to a question about what he would have : 
" ' done if he had been president at the time Watergate 
broke. Ford said Nixon obviously was not kept properly 
informed by his subordinates and that he — Ford ; 
would have demanded better information. 
" "Whether there should have been a more vigorous 
prosecution of .all the details, that's a matter of 
judgment," Ford said of the White House investigation. 
"In my judgment, I would* have given a sort of nudge to 
my employes as hard as I possibly could. 
Y "Some of the people who should have known obviously * 
-Hid not give him the whole story." 
FORD SAID neither he nor Nixon knew anything 
about the burglary and bugging of Democratic Party 
headquarters in Washington's Watergate complex dur­
ing the 1972 presidential election campaign but had dis­
cussed-the ramifications of the case frequently. 
"I have indicated to him on a number of occasions 
that I thought he should do anything reasonable in order 
"In my judgihent, the President is innocent of charges 
based on the definition of impeachment as it is written . 
in to the Constitution," Ford said. , 
The Vice-President said he based this belief on con­
versations with Senate, minority leader Hugh Scott, It-
Pa., and others who have heard White House tapes, and 
on news reports. T ' 
Ford reiterated^ffewever, that he had "scrupulously 
I have consistently said the sooner any and all rele- :\%avoided" the opportunity offered by Nixon to listen to 
vant evidence was made available, the better the S^the tapes or read transcripts of them, for fear of cpm-
Congress could consider, and the American people promising the disinterest of the man who would succeed 
evaluate, wh&her or not he was involved prior to, at the Nixon if the President leaves office. 
time of, or subsequent" to the Watergate break-in, Ford : f FORD SPOKE to about 1,300 newspaper and broad-
said. ' » ;;"v;cast industry leaders at the luncheon session in the 
"I hope and trust that sortie timie in the next48 tOJ2 Waldorf-Astoria hotel. After brief introductory ' 
hours, the White House will cooperate to the maximum remarks, he spent about 20 minutes answering questions 
to Watergate itself," Ford said. 
in making available to the House Committee , ori the 
Judiciary the relevant material that the committee has 
requested," Ford said. 
THE COMMITTEE'S subpoena seeks tapes and 
documents covering 42 White House conversations in 
connection with its Watergate impeachment probe. The 
White House has indicated it will turn over what it con­
siders "relevant." 
While Ford urged maximum cooperation, he retained 
the White House language stressing "relevant" 
material. Committee Chairman Peter Rodino, D-N.J., 
has said anything short of full compliance with the sub­
poena might be taken as a ground for impeachment. 
from the audience 
r."I have no intention of being a candidate for ..anjft 
> political office in 1976," Ford said, adding that he 
•Y sometimes wished he "was plain old Jerry Ford of 
Michigan again." 
- Ford was a veteran member of Congress and House 
Republican leader before Nixon picked him to succeed 
m Spiro T. Agnew as vice-president. Ford said he finds the 
" job challenging enough to make it interesting, "but I. 
v • wouldn't go back and run again." 
Asked about inflation, he derided a proposed tax cut 
as a "superficial quick fix," like, the Vice-President y 
said, the old wage and price controls. Ford addresses AP meeting. 
i ff-W* 
H ig Ker'|GdsfPrice^| 
> Sawhill Predicts increased Supplies 
• NEW YORK (AP) A government 
witness testified Monday that former At-
"ty. Gen. John N. Mitchell had an oppor­
tunity to tell a Republican aide to "stay 
away" from Robert L. Vesco and his $200,-
000 contribution to President ISixon's re-* 
election campaign. 
The Witness was Sally Quinn, blonde 
Washington Post reporter. She did not, 
however, see Mitchell and the volunteer 
campaign aide, Daniel Hofgren, together 
v at a fund-raising dinner where the remark 
Y was said to have been passed. Mitchell 
denied he ever saw Hofgren at the gather­
ing. 
MISS QUINN was one of a series of 
mop-up witnesses called by the govern-
^ ment as it neared the end of its criminal 
conspiracy case against Mitchell knd 
former Commerce Secretary Maurice H. 
,• Stans-in federal court here. 
" Another was ousted White House 
counsel John W. Dean UI, making his third 
appearance for the prosecution. 
Mitchell and Stans are accused of con­
spiring to obstruct a massive Securities 
and^Ehcchange-Commission fraud in­
vestigation of Vesco's international finan­
cial complex, in return for the latter's 
secret $200,000 cash contribution to Presi­
den t  N ixon ' s  1972  c ampa ign .  Y 
Miss Quinn recently returned to the 
Washington Post after a highly publicized 
five-month assi'gnment as anchorwoman 
on the CBS "Morning News." 
HOFGREN TESTIFIED that at the 
fund-raising gala at the Washington Hilton 
Hotel March 8,1972, he asked Mitchell if 
he'd seen Vesco that day and that the 
defendant told him, "Stay away from 
that." Hofgren said they bumped into each 
other at a reception that preceded the 
dinner and that he left before the actual 
dinner began. -
Mitchell's denial of this account is the 
basis of a perjury count against him in the 
indictment. He said that he and his wife, 
Martha, arrived after the 7 p.m. reception 
was over and went directly into the ban­
quet room to find most of the nearly 2,000 
guests already seated for dinner. 
Miss Quinn testified she covered the 
Washington Hilton dinner that night and 
interviewed the Mitchells for three or four 
minutes when they arrived about 8 p.m. 
The text of her subsequent story was not 
allowed into evidence-at the trial. 
"Then they went through the ropes and 
into the reception area," Miss Quinn con­
tinued, estimating it subsequently took 20 
to 30 minutes to clear the reception area 
and get the guests into the banquet room. 
Dean was a star government witness at 
the trial last month. He returned, briefly a 
few days later to correct a brief portion of 
his original testimony. 
IN HIS INITIAL- appearance as a 
witness, Dean said he was hopeful his 
testimony at the Mitchell-Stans trial 
would be considered when he comes up for 
sentencing. He has pleaded guilty to 
obstructing justice in the investigation of 
the 1972 break-in of Democratic national 
headquarters in the Watergate in 
Washington. 
"Have you been sentenced yet?" asked 
Mitchell's lawyer, Peter Fleming Jr., as 
he opened cross-examination. 
"No, I have not," Dean replied. 
The 35^-year-old Dean's latest 
appearance was intended by .the govern­
ment to refute certain aspects of Stans' 
testimony. For example, the former com­
merce secretary said he hyad reported oil 
Vesco's SEC troubles in a Nov. 13, 1972, 
telephone conversation with Dean. 
"No, I have no recollection of that con­
versation," Dean testified. 
Stans said the two talked, again later 
about Vesco during a plane flight from 
Washington to New York. 
"Did you have a conversation with Mr. 
Stans about Vesco oh that flight to New 
York?" Dean was asked. 
"No, I did not," he replied. 
TJhere was defense testimony that Stans 
in conversation with Mitchell was con­
cerned solely with the propriety of the 
Vesco contribution and that Mitchell 
assured him it was- proper to accept it. 
WASHINGTON (AP) — John C. Sawhill, the new federal 
energy chief, defended the higher fuel prices that have settled in 
3r6und the country and indicated Monday they would pay off in 
increased supplies. '. 
"Prices higher than in years past and substantial but 
reasonable profits are seen to be vital to bur future well-being,"' 
he told the Senate Commerce Committee. "Where price elicits 
new supply, it serves a useful economic function and benefits con­
sumers with increased supply; which ultimately results in lower 
prices." " 
SAWHILL, APPOINTED last week to the nation's top energy 
post, predicted that the oil industry's financial statements for the 
first quarter of 1974 would show a continuing rise in profits which 
increased dramatically in 1973. 
He also predicted, in comments made to reporters after 
, testifying, that the price of gasoline would not rise "more than a 
few cents" per gallon. * *. . 
"Prices are now in the low 50s," he said. "I wouldn't expect 
them to go over 60 cents." 
They already have reached that point in some areas of the na­
tion. 
Sawhill criticized the proposed Consumer Energy Act which 
would, among other things, create a federal oil and gas corpora­
tion. « 
"It's been through the genius of our private enterprise system 
that we've been able to gain control over most of the reserves." 
he said - ^ * 
CONTINUING THE Admitiisti'atioA's arguments for eventual 
deregulation of the price of natural gas at the wellhead, Sawhill 
said such control ''causes uncertainty 3nd reduces investment in 
domestic exploration and development.'-' 
Sawhill said that in the late 1940s, 3Q wildcat >wells were needed 
to find a major field of oil. , ' \ \ ' * V" „ 
"By 1972, 45 and 46 failed ^'ma^'field'^ine' in 10\ 
new field wildcat Wells were unsuccessful," he said. 
"Low prices in an increasingly high-cost, high-risk industry 
thus mean that reserves that would be found and produced at 
higher prices are 'simply left unfound and unproduced,' " he 
said, quoting Prof. Edmund Kitch of the University of Chicago. 
SAWHILL LISTED his own suggestions to increase competi­
tion. .. . :i- -
In addition to deregulating the priceof natural gas, these were: 
excluding the major oil companies from joint leasing ventures ; 
equalizing.the price of crude oil paid by refiners, and halting the 
penetration of major oil companies into the retail gasoline 
market. • .YY' 
Jack Moskowitz, an assistant to the chairman of Common" 
Cause, the citizen's lobby, said that without a federal oil and gas 
corporation the -.'extent of. government control would be to 
regulate "prices set by a handful of ftowerful corporations who 
exercise dominant control at every stage of production and : 
marketing processes.""' . " 
news 
County Court at-Law 
Four Candidates Seek 
(Editor's Note: This is the first in a 
series on the contested races in the 
May 4 Democratic primary and the 
candidates involved.) 
The County Courts jfULaw handle 
criminal misdemeanors, civil cases with 
the amount in question limited to $5,000 
and condemnations. 
A backlog of cases has flooded the 
courts, so much so, that this year the new 
County Court at-Law No. 3. created by the 
Legislature, goes into operation. 
For County Court at-Law No. 1, Ken 
Ken Houp 
Brock Jones 3 
Houp and Brock Jones are seeking the 
judgeship h^fd by Jerry D^ellana. 
Houp 
Ken Houp has been with the law firm of 
Slayton, Maloney, Hearne, Babb and 
Cowden since 1970. Before that he worked 
for the Governors Criminal Justice Coun­
cil. 
Houp obtained his'BA from the Universi­
ty of Florida in 1967 and graduated from 
the University School of Law in 1970. 
Houp said he believes the courts need to 
be more effectively administered. "The 
system now works to the detriment of the 
defendant. There are 300 to 400 people 




Houp's opponent is Brock Jones. Jones 
graduated from the University with a BA 
in 1960. He graduated from the University 
School of Law in 1967 and has worked 
seven years in trial courts, in administra­




1965 with a BA and obtained his law degree 
frorli the University School of Law in 1970. 
He presently' is justice of the peace in 
Precinct 3. Before that, he was assistant 
city attorney and chief prosecutor for the 
City of Austin. 
"I firmly believe that only an ekperienc-
ed judge, can handle a court of this 
magnitude in a responsible manner," 
Dear said. Dear also said he wants to un-
crowd these courts and to get cases tried 
or processed in a fair, impartial and legal 
manner. J 
"I believe the people are demanding the 
trial courts be responsive to the public 
need for a fair, impartial and efficient ad­
ministration of justice. I believe the 
judicial system has the ability to respond; 
I want to be a part of that response," 
Jones said. 
Candidates for the newly created County 
Court at-Law No. 3 are Leonard Franklin 
and Jim Dear. 
Franklin 
Franklin obtained his BA from UCLA 
and his law degree from the Brooklyn Law 
School. Since 1957. he has been in private 
law practice and has been in Austin since 
'1962. He has worked for the American 
Civil Liberties Union and is a member of 
the Lawyers Referral Panel. Franklin has 
served as city judge of Westlake Hills for 
s^xy6ara^V 
"The courts have to be humanized and 
individualized," Franklin said. "It will 
take experience and background to do it, 
and I have that," he said-
New President Elected in Colombia 
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) —- Alfonso Lopez Michelsen, a 
critic of U.S. policy in Latin America and the candidate of 
the center-left Liberal Party, has won a landslide victory 
in Colombia's presidential elections. 
Though he had been the favorite in opinion polls, his lead 
of 1,790,000 votes to 1,088,000 for Conservative candidate 
Alvaro Gomez Hurtado, came as a surprise to practically 
everyone. Returns were still coming in Monday from out­
lying districts. " 
Battle Continues on Mt. Hermon 
TEL AVIV (AP) — Artillery fired along the Syrian-
Israeli front and on strategic Mt. Hermort on Monday, 
while Egyptian President Anwar Sadat sought ties with 
Europe and praised American peace efforts in the Middle 
East. ' Y;Y': Y 
Israeli forces claimed full control of disputed Mt. Her­
mon amid artillery and long-distance tank battles raging 
for the 42nd day on the Golan Heights front. 
Syrian MIG jets penetrated into the October war bulge 
during the fighting, the Israeli military comniand ad­
mitted, but a spokesman denied Arab claims that the 
Syrians and Israelis were still struggling for control of the 
strategic mountaintopf ' 'We are sitting on it, and we are 
controlling it," the command spokesman said. 
New York Stock Exchange 
closing index: 
Market off cents 
Index 49.60 off 0.22 
Ind. 54.46 off.... .....0.24 
Trans; 36.31 off 0.17 
Utility 32.87 off....... 0.17 
Finance59.55 off.... #.....0.30 
Stock Market Closes Slightly Down 
NEW YORK (AP) - The 
stock market drifted to a mild 
loss in another inconclusive 
session Monday. 
The Dow Jones average of 
30 industrials eased off 1.33 to 
858.57, and the New York 
Stock Exchange's composite 
index of all its listed common 
stocks was down .22 at 49:69. 
Jurors Called for Henley Trial 
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - Dist. Judge Preston Dial suriif 
moned 300 potential jurors for the Houston mass murdersj 
case after granting one defense pretrial motion Monda^ 
and denying eight others. * " > 
' • Y. .: ,:'i. Yt 
'  I  -  :  ' '  "  - Y " ' ' ' • '  v ' v - .  Y  ! •  .  '  '  
Elmer Wayne Henley, 17, charged with six of the 27*' 
deaths of teen-agers discovered in Houston last August, is; 
to be tried here July 1. Dial took just 20 minutes Monday td£ 
dispose of defense efforts to delay the trial or move it froifl| 
San Antonio because of news coverage. Henley's trial was' 
transferred from Houston to San Antonio because of> 
publicity. V v 
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